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Abstract. Given a nonorientable, locally flatly embedded surface in the 4-sphere of nonori-
entable genus h, Massey showed that the normal Euler number lies in {−2h,−2h+ 4, . . . , 2h−
4, 2h}. We prove that every such surface with knot group of order two is topologically unknot-

ted, provided that the normal Euler number is not one of the extremal values in Massey’s range.
When h is 1, 2, or 3, we prove the same holds even with extremal normal Euler number.

We also study nonorientable embedded surfaces in the 4-ball with boundary a knot K in
the 3-sphere, again where the surface complement has fundamental group of order two and

nonorientable genus h. We prove that any two such surfaces with the same normal Euler

number become topologically isotopic, rel. boundary, after adding a single tube to each. If the
determinant of K is trivial, we show that any two such surfaces are isotopic, rel. boundary,

again provided that they have non-extremal normal Euler number, or that h is 1, 2, or 3.

1. Introduction

There is an involution of CP 2 given by complex conjugation [z0 : z1 : z2] 7→ [z0 : z1 : z2].
Remarkably, the quotient of CP 2 by this involution is the 4-sphere [Mas73, Kui74, Ad88]. The
fixed point set of the involution is the standard RP 2 in CP 2, and the image of this fixed set under
the quotient map is called the standard positive embedding of RP 2 in S4. The image of the standard
positive embedding under a reflection of S4 is the standard negative embedding. The embeddings
are distinguished by their normal Euler number (Definition 2.2), which is −2 for the positive
embedding and 2 for the negative one. Additional details on the standard embeddings RP 2 ⊆ S4

were given by Lawson [Law82,Law84]; see also Example 2.3 for an alternative construction.
The nonorientable genus of a compact, nonorientable surface F with at most one boundary com-

ponent is the dimension of the Z2-vector space H1(F ;Z2). Taking connected sums of h standard
embeddings of RP 2 realises every normal Euler number in the range {−2h,−2h+4, . . . , 2h−4, 2h}.
In fact, Massey [Mas69] showed that for every locally flat embedding F ⊆ S4 of a closed, nonori-
entable surface of nonorientable genus h, the normal Euler number e(F ) must lie in this range.
Such a surface is said to be topologically unknotted if it is topologically isotopic to a connected
sum of standardly embedded projective planes.

Every unknotted surface F ⊆ S4 has knot group π1(S
4 \ F ) ∼= Z2. By definition a Z2-surface

in S4 will refer to a locally flatly embedded surface F , as above, with knot group Z2. We consider
the following question, which already appeared, for example, in [Kaw96, p. 181], [Kam02, p. 55],
and [BCD+21, p. 7].

Question 1.1. Is every Z2-surface in S4 topologically unknotted?

Lawson [Law84] proved that Z2-projective planes are indeed unknotted. Finashin, Kreck,
and Viro [FKV88] proved that once the nonorientable genus h and normal Euler number e are
fixed, there are only finitely many topological isotopy types of smoothly embedded Z2-surfaces.
Kreck [Kre90] showed that if a smoothly embedded Z2-surface has (h, e) ∈ {(10, 16), (2, 0)}, then
it is topologically unknotted. These are all the prior instances of progress on Question 1.1.

We say e(F ) is extremal if |e(F )| = 2h and non-extremal otherwise. Here is our main result.

Theorem A. Let F ⊆ S4 be a Z2-surface of nonorientable genus h and normal Euler number e.
If h ≤ 3 or if e is non-extremal, then F is unknotted.

We know of no example where the answer to Question 1.1 is negative. The extremal cases
for h ≥ 4 remain as interesting open questions.
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Remark 1.2. One can ask a version of Question 1.1 where one considers smoothly embedded
surfaces up to smooth isotopy. In terms of positive answers to such a question, Bleiler and
Scharlemann [BS88] showed that if a smoothly embedded RP 2 ⊆ S4 has three critical points, then
it is smoothly unknotted.

However, in general, this fully smooth version of Question 1.1 is known to have a negative
answer. Indeed, Finashin, Kreck, and Viro produced an infinite family of smoothly distinct,
smoothly embedded Z2-surfaces in S4 with nonorientable genus h = 10 and normal Euler num-
ber e = 16 [FKV88]. They achieved this by combining annulus surgery with Donaldson’s theorem
to construct infinitely many Z2-surfaces {Fi}i≥1 with non-diffeomorphic double branched covers.
Kreck later proved that all the Fi are topologically unknotted [Kre90]. Finashin [Fin09, The-
orem B] used a similar strategy to produce an infinite family of distinct, smoothly embedded
Z2-surfaces with (h, e) = (6, 8), containing at most finitely many topological isotopy types. The-
orem A now implies that Finashin’s examples must all be topologically unknotted.

1.1. Surfaces with boundary. Theorem A is deduced as a consequence of a uniqueness result
for properly, locally flatly embedded, compact, nonorientable surfaces F ⊆ D4 with boundary a
fixed knot in S3. Such an F is called a Z2-surface in D4 if it has knot group π1(D

4 \ F ) ∼= Z2.
In order to state our main result in this setting, we start by recalling a fact about the normal

Euler number of nonorientable surfaces in D4. First, if F ⊆ D4 is a nonorientable surface, then

σ(K) = σ(Σ2(F ))+
1

2
e(F ), where Σ2(F ) denotes the double branched cover of F and σ(K) denotes

the signature of K. If F is a Z2-surface of nonorientable genus h and |det(K)| = 1, then we show
in Lemma 5.2 that

e(F ) ∈ {−2h+ 2σ(K),−2h+ 4 + 2σ(K), . . . , 2h− 4 + 2σ(K), 2h+ 2σ(K)}.
We say that e(F ) is extremal if |e(F )− 2σ(K)| = 2h.

Theorem B. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be Z2-surfaces of the same nonorientable genus h, the same normal
Euler number e and the same boundary K. Assume that |det(K)| = 1. If either h ≤ 3 or e is
non-extremal, then F0 and F1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary.

We deduce Theorem A from Theorem B by puncturing the closed surfaces in question i.e. a
given closed Z2-surface and the standard unknotted surface with the same nonorientable genus
and normal Euler number, and applying Theorem B with K the unknot.

As we explain in Section 1.5, our proof of Theorem B uses Kreck’s modified surgery [Kre99],
and owes an intellectual debt to Kreck’s article [Kre90], while going further than that article.

1.2. One internal stabilisation is enough. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be Z2-surfaces of the same nonori-
entable genus h, the same normal Euler number e, and the same boundary K. Baykur and
Sunukjian [BS16, Theorem 1] proved that F0 and F1 become isotopic after some finite, but a
priori arbitrarily large, number of internal stabilisations. Here, an internal stabilisation of a con-
nected, nonorientable surface F ⊆ M in a 4-manifold is obtained by adding a tube. That is,
performing ambient surgery on F , along an embedded copy of D1 ×D2 ⊆ M with S0 ×D2 ⊆ F
and (D̊1 × D2) ∩ F = ∅. This increases the nonorientable genus by two. Homotopy implies
isotopy for 1-complexes in 4-manifolds means that for F a Z2-surface, every tube choice for inter-
nal stabilisation is a trivial tube. Therefore adding a tube is the same as taking the connected
sum (D4, F )#(S4, T 2), where T 2 ⊆ S4 is the standard unknotted torus. Equivalently, one could
take the connected sum with an unknotted Klein bottle in S4 that has trivial normal Euler number;
see e.g. [BS16, Lemma 4].

We refine Baykur and Sunukjian’s result, in the case of Z2-surfaces, to show that in fact one
internal stabilisation suffices.

Theorem C. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be Z2-surfaces of the same nonorientable genus h, the same normal
Euler number e, and the same boundary K. Then F0#T

2 and F1#T
2 are ambiently isotopic rel.

boundary.

Note that stabilising in this way automatically puts us into the case of non-extremal normal
Euler number, so the outcome of a single stabilisation when F is closed, or when ∂F = K with
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|detK| = 1, is already covered by Theorems A and B respectively. In Theorem C there is no
assumption on det(K). Theorem C can also be compared with [AS21], which considers a type of
external stabilisation.

1.3. Involutions of connected sums of projective planes. We describe an application of our
results to the study of involutions. The result of Massey, Kuiper, and Arnol’d [Mas73,Kui74,Ad88],
mentioned at the start of the introduction, can be applied to each of the connected summands
of #aCP 2#bCP 2, to show that the conjugation-induced action of Z2 on #aCP 2#bCP 2 has orbit
set S4 and fixed set the unknotted Z2-surface with nonorientable genus h and normal Euler
number e, where a+ b = h and 2(a− b) = −e. We refer to this action as the standard involution.

We apply Theorem A to obtain a criterion for an involution on #aCP 2#bCP 2 to be topologically
conjugate to the standard involution.

Corollary D. Let τ be an involution on Z := #aCP 2#bCP 2
that acts locally linearly and

semifreely with fixed point set a nonorientable1 surface F̃ ⊆ Z of nonorientable genus a + b.

Assume that Z \ F̃ is simply-connected and that the pair (h, e) := (a+ b, 2(b−a)) satisfies the con-
ditions of Theorem A. Then the involution τ is topologically conjugate to the standard involution
on Z.

Proof. For brevity, we write ZF̃ for the exterior of F̃ ⊆ Z, X := Z/τ for the orbit space of the

involution, p : Z → X for the quotient map and F := p(F̃ ) ⊆ X for the branch locus. We also
write XF := X \ νF so that, since the action is semifree, the restriction p| : ZF̃ → XF is a 2-fold

covering map. Note that F and F̃ both have nonorientable genus h.
We claim that X is homeomorphic to S4. Since ZF̃ is simply-connected and p| : ZF̃ → XF is

a 2-fold covering map, the long exact sequence of a fibration implies that π1(XF ) = Z2. A Seifert-
van Kampen argument then shows that π1(X) = π1(XF )/⟨µF ⟩ is a quotient of Z2, where µF ⊆ XF

denotes a meridian to F ⊆ X. Since the Euler characteristic of a closed 3-manifold vanishes, a
calculation using the additivity of the Euler characteristic yields

2χ(X) = 2(χ(XF ) + χ(F )) = χ(ZF̃ ) + 2χ(F )

= (χ(Z)− χ(F̃ )) + 2χ(F̃ ) = χ(Z) + χ(F̃ ) = (2 + h) + (2− h) = 4.

We argue that X is simply-connected, i.e. that µF is nontrivial in π1(XF ). If µF were trivial
in π1(XF ), it would bound an immersed disc, which when glued to the meridional disc to F ,
would produce a surface X that is geometrically dual to F . This would imply that b2(X) ≥ 2 and
therefore χ(X) ≥ 1 + 2 + 1 = 4, contradicting the calculation above.

Since X is a closed simply-connected 4-manifold with χ(X) = 2, the 4-dimensional Poincaré
conjecture implies that X ∼= S4 [Fre82]. This establishes the claim.

The claim implies that Z is homeomorphic to the 2-fold cover of S4 branched along the Z2-
surface F ⊆ S4. Thus, [GKS21, Theorem 1] implies that the normal Euler number of F is

e(F ) = −2σ(Σ2(F )) = −2σ(Z) = −2(a− b) = e.

We apply Theorem A to deduce that there a homeomorphism of pairs φ : (S4, F ) ∼= (S4, Uh,e),
where Uh,e is the unknotted embedding with normal Euler number e of the closed nonorientable
surface of genus h. This homeomorphism can be lifted to a Z2-equivariant homeomorphism of
the universal covers of the exteriors and extended to a Z2-equivariant homeomorphism φ̃ of the
branched covers. In other words, φ̃ conjugates the Z2-action on Σ2(F ) with the standard one

on Σ2(Uh,e) ∼= #aCP 2#bCP 2
. □

1In fact, as Z is nonspin, a result of Nagami [Nag00, Theorem 1.1] implies that F̃ is necessarily nonorientable.
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1.4. Surfaces obtained by band moves. Given a knot K, we describe a natural source of Z2-
surfaces in the 4-ball with boundary K. Assume that h band moves, at least one of which is
nonorientable, transform K into a knot J that bounds a genus g orientable surface Σ ⊆ D4

whose exterior NΣ = D4 \ νΣ has fundamental group Z; we call Σ a Z-surface. We obtain a
nonorientable Z2-surface F ⊆ D4 of nonorientable genus h + 2g by using the Z-surface Σ to cap
off the nonorientable cobordism C ⊆ S3 × [0, 1] arising from the band moves. To see that this
is a Z2-surface use the decomposition, XF = XC ∪XJ

−NΣ, where XC denotes the exterior of C
and XJ denotes the exterior of J . Since π1(XJ) → π1(XC) is surjective, π1(XF ) must be a
quotient of π1(NΣ) ∼= Z. Then since F is nonorientable, this forces π1(XF ) ∼= Z2.

Lipshitz and Sarkar recently used this construction to produce examples of exotic nonorientable
surfaces F0, F1 ⊆ D4 [LS22]. In one of their examples, they perform 3 band moves on the knot
K = 12n309, to arrive at a specific knot J ⊆ S3 that Hayden-Sundberg [HS21] had shown bounds
two smoothly distinct Z-discs. Lipshitz and Sarkar showed that the construction above results in
two smoothly embedded Z2-surfaces of nonorientable genus h = 3 and Euler number −6, that are
not smoothly isotopic. Since det(K) = 1 and h = 3, Theorem B shows that these two surfaces are
topologically ambiently isotopic rel. boundary.

An alternative route to this conclusion was already available, using the fact that any two Z-
discs with the same boundary are ambiently isotopic [CP21]. In future applications, one might
wish to cap off by a Z-surface of higher genus than a slice disc. While isotopy uniqueness of such
surfaces was also considered previously by two of the authors [CP23], we suggest that Theorem B
will likely be more easily applicable here, as it avoids some of the more delicate issues involving
intersection pairings from that study.

1.5. Outline of the proof of Theorem B. Our proof of Theorem B uses Kreck’s modified
surgery theory [Kre99], and as mentioned above our approach was inspired by [Kre90]. We review
modified surgery theory in Sections 7 and 8, but for this introduction we introduce some aspects
of this theory and explain how it applies (in principle) to proving that two spin 4-manifolds M0

and M1 with fundamental group Z2 are homeomorphic. While we delay detailed definitions to
Sections 7 and 8, we hope that the broad picture will give the reader some idea of what our proof
of Theorem B entails.

The choice of a spin structure on the Mi and of an identification π1(Mi) ∼= Z2 determine 2-
connected maps νi : Mi → B where the B := BTOPSpin×BZ2. There is a fibration ξ : B →
BSTOP, and in Kreck’s terminology (B, ξ) is called the normal 1-type of the Mi, while the νi are
called normal 1-smoothings if they lift the stable normal bundles Mi → BSTOP of the Mi.

In order to show that M0 and M1 are homeomorphic, the first step in modified surgery is to
find a 5-dimensional cobordism (W ;M0,M1) together with a normal 1-smoothing ν : W → B
that extends the νi. This is typically done by fixing a homeomorphism f : ∂M0 → ∂M1 that
preserves the normal 1-smoothings and proving that (M0 ∪f −M1, ν0 ∪ −ν1) vanishes in the
bordism group Ω4(B, ξ).

To such a (B, ξ)-cobordism (W, ν), modified surgery associates an obstruction Θ(W, ν) in
a monoid ℓ5(Z[Z2]). If this obstruction takes a particularly simple form (i.e. is elementary),
then (W, ν) is (B, ξ)-bordant rel. boundary to an s-cobordism. Since Z2 is a good group, the 5-
dimensional s-cobordism theorem [FQ90] then implies that the homeomorphism f : ∂M0 → ∂M1

extends to a homeomorphism M0
∼=M1.

Having described the modified surgery program to decide whether two spin 4-manifolds with
fundamental group Z2 are homeomorphic, we restrict our attention to the case where M0 = XF0

and M1 = XF1
are exteriors of Z2-surfaces F0, F1 ⊆ D4.

Definition 1.3. Suppose F0, F1 ⊆ D4 have the same connected boundaryK ⊆ S3 and write S(νFi) =
∂νFi \ νK ⊆ D4 for the sphere bundle of the normal bundle to Fi, or equivalently the boundary
of the closed tubular neighbourhood to Fi, minus νK. Suppose f : S(νF0) → S(νF1) is a home-
omorphism. We say f is ν-extendable if it extends to a homeomorphism νF0

∼= νF1 of the closed
tubular neighbourhoods that sends F0 to F1.
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Suppose the homeomorphism f restricts to the identity map S(νK)→ S(νK). Then we say f
is ν-extendable rel. boundary if there exists moreover an extension νF0

∼= νF1 that restricts to the
identity map on νK.

A homeomorphism S(νF0)→ S(νF1) that is ν-extendable rel. boundary is a necessary condition
for F0 and F1 to be ambiently isotopic rel. boundary. Such a homeomorphism exists if and only
if F0 and F1 have the same nonorientable genera and relative normal Euler numbers. Note also
that if f is ν-extendable rel. boundary, then it extends both to a homeomorphism ∂XF0

→ ∂XF1
,

which restricts to the identity on the knot exterior, and extends to a homeomorphism νF0 → νF1.
Since, for i = 0, 1, the exterior XFi is spin and has fundamental group Z2, it comes with a

normal 1-smoothing νi : XFi
→ B. The strategy underlying the proof of Theorem B is now as

follows.

(1) We prove that (XF0
, ν0) and (XF1

, ν1) are (B, ξ)-cobordant. The key step is in Sec-
tion 6, where we use Z4-valued quadratic forms due to Guillou-Marin [GM86] and Kirby-
Taylor [KT90] to prove that there exists a homeomorphism f : ∂XF0 → ∂XF1 such that
the closed 4-manifold M := XF0 ∪f −XF1 is spin, has π1(M) ∼= Z2, and such that f
restricts to a homeomorphism S(νF0) ∼= S(νF1) that is ν-extendable rel. boundary. Here
we use that F0 and F1 have the same nonorientable genus h and the same normal Euler
number e. It is then straightforward to show that M has zero signature, and an applica-

tion of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence to calculate Ω4(B, ξ) ∼= ΩTOPSpin
4 (Z2) ∼= Z

then implies M is null-bordant over (B, ξ).
(2) We prove that the modified surgery obstruction Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary. UseQX̃Fi

to denote the Z-intersection form of the universal cover of XFi and Qnd
X̃Fi

for the induced

nondegenerate form on coker(H2(∂X̃Fi
) → H2(X̃Fi

)). The arguments from [Kre90], re-
formulated in the framework from [CS11], show that this obstruction lies in a subset
ℓ5(v0, v1) ⊆ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) whose definition involves the quadratic form vi := (Z[Z2]

h, (1−T )θi).
Here T stands for the generator of Z2 = ⟨T | T 2 = 1⟩ and θi := θnd

X̃Fi

denotes the qua-

dratic form on coker(H2(∂X̃Fi) → H2(X̃Fi))
∼= Zh whose underlying even form is Qnd

X̃Fi

.

If |det(K)| = 1 and if either h ∈ N≤12 ∪ {14} or e is non-extremal, then Proposition 5.12
shows that θ0 ∼= θ1 and therefore v := v0 ∼= v1. Using Lemma 9.12, the obstruction
in ℓ5(v, v) further reduces to an obstruction in ℓ5(v−, v−), where v− ∼= 2θi : Zh × Zh → Z
is obtained by restricting v to the −1 eigenspace. Work of Crowley-Sixt [CS11, Section 6.3]
implies that ℓ5(v−, v−) is isomorphic to the group Aut(∂v−) of isometries of the boundary
quadratic linking form of v− modulo the action of isometries Aut(v−) of v−. We appeal
to a theorem of Nikulin [Nik79] to deduce that this orbit space consists of a single orbit
when e is non-extremal, and therefore every element of ℓ5(v−, v−), and hence of ℓ5(v, v),
has an elementary representative. Here the key point is that when e is non-extremal and
h ≥ 3, Proposition 5.12 shows that the quadratic form θi splits off a hyperbolic summand
(even though the Z[Z2]-intersection form does not). In the appendix we present detailed
explicit computations which show, in the extremal cases with h ≤ 3, that the relevant sub-
set of the ℓ-monoid, ℓ5(v−, v−), is trivial, and hence in these cases the modified surgery
obstruction is also elementary.

(3) Modified surgery theory, and more specifically [Kre99, Theorem 4], then ensures that W
is bordant rel. boundary to an s-cobordism and, as mentioned above, the s-cobordism
theorem [FQ90, Theorem 7.1A] then implies that the homeomorphism f : ∂XF0 → ∂XF1

extends to a homeomorphism Φ: XF0
→ XF1

. The ν-extendability condition means that
we can extend Φ to a rel. boundary homeomorphism (D4, F0) ∼= (D4, F1). It follows from
the Alexander trick that orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of D4 that restrict to
the identity on S3 are rel. boundary isotopic to the identity rel. boundary. We conclude
that F0 and F1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary.

Remark 1.4. The key ingredients in establishing that v0 ∼= v1 are the fact that for i = 0, 1, the
quadratic form vi is determined by the intersection form QΣ2(Fi) of the 2-fold branched cover, and
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that if we let a, b ∈ Z be the unique integers such that h = a+ b and σ(QΣ2(Fi)) = a− b, then the
classification of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms implies that

(1) QΣ2(Fi)
∼= (1)⊕a ⊕ (−1)⊕b,

provided |det(K)| = 1, and either h ∈ N≤12 ∪ {14} or e is non-extremal.
Two questions are of interest if one is to make further progress on Question 1.1. The first

question is to determine whether (1) holds for every extremal e. If F ⊆ S4 is smoothly embedded,
then this follows from Donaldson’s theorem [Don83], whereas a negative answer in the locally flat
setting would lead to a negative answer to Question 1.1. The second question is whether the
subset ℓ5(v−, v−) of ℓ5(Z) is trivial for the forms v− that arise in the extremal cases when h ≥ 4;
see Proposition 7.43. As illustrated in the appendix, the complexity of the computations grows
rapidly with h, making further computations by hand increasingly challenging. If (1) holds and
if ℓ5(v−, v−) is trivial for every h, then an affirmative answer to Question 1.1 would follow.

1.6. Isotopy of embeddings. In our analysis thus far, we considered submanifolds of S4 or D4

up to ambient isotopy. We can instead consider the closely related problem of ambient isotopy
of embeddings. Let F be a nonorientable surface with zero or one boundary components, let N
denote S4 with zero or one copies of D̊4 removed respectively, and let g0, g1 : F ↪→ N be proper
locally flat embeddings with the same normal Euler number and, in the case ∂F ∼= S1 and N = D4,
with g0|∂F = g1|∂F . Suppose that gi(F ) is a Z2-surface, for i = 0, 1. We now consider whether
there is an ambient isotopy rel. boundary between g0 and g1.

Given a proper locally flat embedding g : F ↪→ N , Guillou-Marin [GM86] defined a qua-
dratic refinement qGM : H1(g(F );Z2) → Z4 of the intersection pairing Qg(F ) : H1(g(F );Z2) ×
H1(g(F );Z2)→ Z2, in terms of the embedding g, which we recall in Definition 6.13.

Theorem E. Suppose that for i = 0, 1, the images Fi := gi(F ) satisfy the hypotheses of one of
Theorems A, B, or C (in the latter case, we assume that gi(F ) are the stabilised surfaces). The
embeddings g0 and g1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary if and only if the homeomorphism

ψ := g1 ◦ (g0)−1 : F0 → F1

induces an isometry of the Guillou-Marin forms.

Proof. Suppose that g0 and g1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary. Then in particular there is a
homeomorphism Φ: N → N such that Φ ◦ g0 = g1 : F ↪→ N . The Guillou-Marin form is defined
geometrically, using immersed discs in the ambient N (Definition 6.13). As ψ is the restriction of
the homeomorphism Φ, this immediately implies that f induces an isometry of forms because the
geometric definitions match up.

For the converse, assume that ψ induces an isometry of the Guillou-Marin forms. In the proofs of
Theorems A, B, or C, we construct ambient isotopies F0 ∼ F1. The construction requires at some
stage that we choose a homeomorphism F0 → F1 that preserves the Guillou-Marin form. This
choice is made during the proof of Proposition 6.3 and is made arbitrarily (the existence of such a
homeomorphism is shown to follow from the hypothesis that e(F0) = e(F1)). In the present proof,
we may choose this homeomorphism to be ψ : F0 → F1. As in Proposition 6.3, this homeomorphism

becomes part of the construction of a homeomorphism ψ : S(νF0⊆D4)
∼=−→ S(νF0⊆D4), that is ν-

extendable rel. boundary, and with the property that gluing XF0
and XF1

using a homeomorphism
∂XF0

→ ∂XF1
that restricts to ψ produces a spin union. The resultant ambient isotopies produced

by our proofs of Theorems A, B, or C then induce the chosen ψ. Expanding what this means,
we have achieved that g0 and g1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary as desired. Indeed, we
have produced an isotopy Gt : N → N with G0 = IdN , G1|F0

= ψ : F0 → F1. We therefore
have that Gt|F0 ◦ g0 : F ↪→ N is an isotopy rel. boundary from G0|F0 ◦ g0 = IdN ◦g0 = g0 to
G1|F0 ◦ g0 = g1 ◦ g−1

0 ◦ g0 = g1. Since Gt is an isotopy of N , g0 and g1 are ambiently isotopic, as
desired. □

Remark 1.5. Suppose g : F ↪→ S4 is a smooth embedding such that g(F ) is a connected sum of
standardly embedded projective planes and that φ : F → F is a self-diffeomorphism. Hirose [Hir12]
proved that φ is induced by a self-diffeomorphism Φ: S4 → S4 sending the image g(F ) to itself
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if and only if g ◦ φ ◦ g−1 induces an isometry of the Guillou-Marin form on g(F ). In the case
N = S4, it is possible to deduce the case of Theorem E corresponding to Theorem A by combining
Theorem A with an application of Hirose’s theorem. However, since this method would not have
applied automatically in the cases when N = D4, we gave the independent proof above, taking
advantage of the flexibility in our method of proof (Section 6 in particular) to choose our preferred
Guillou-Marin form preserving homeomorphism.

Another view on Theorem E is that it recovers a topological version of Hirose’s theorem, by
applying it in the special case that g0(F ) ⊆ S4 is a connected sum of standardly embedded
projective planes and g1 = g0◦φ for some homeomorphism φ : F → F . From this point of view, we
have obtained extensions of Hirose’s theorem to surfaces with boundary in the cases where N = D4

covered by Theorems B and C, but again only in the topological category. It would be interesting
to know whether the smooth analogues also hold, but this cannot be addressed with the inherently
topological methods of this paper.

Organisation. In Section 2, we review the normal Euler number of an embedded surface. In
Section 3, we review hermitian and quadratic forms. In Section 4, we collect some facts about
the algebraic topology of Z2-surface exteriors. Section 5 is concerned with intersection forms. In
Section 6, we prove that if F0 and F1 have the same normal Euler number then it is possible to
form the union M := XF0

∪ −XF1
along a homeomorphism of the boundaries so that M is a

spin 4-manifold and π1(M) ∼= Z2. In Section 7, we review quasi-formations and the definition of
the monoid ℓ2q+1(R). In Section 8, we recall the set-up of Kreck’s modified surgery theory. In
Section 9, we formulate a criterion for a class Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) to be elementary. In Section 10, we
analyse the surgery obstruction and prove that it is elementary.

Conventions. We work in the topological category with locally flat embeddings unless otherwise
stated. From now on, all manifolds are assumed to be compact, connected, and based; if a manifold
has a nonempty boundary, then the basepoint is assumed to lie in the boundary.

Let F denote a nonorientable, compact surface with connected, nonempty boundary and
nonorientable genus h. The standard cell structure for F consists of a 0-cell e0 and a 1-cell e1∂
to construct ∂F , then h 1-cells γ1, . . . , γh attached to the 0-cell, followed by a 2-cell attached

via e1∂γ
2
1 · · · γ2h. Note that F deformation retracts onto the subcomplex e0 ∪

⋃h
i=1 γi ≃

∨h
S1.

For a space X, we write Hn(X) for the n-th singular homology group of X with Z coefficients.
Any other coefficient system will be included in the notation. We write ⊆ for inclusions of subsets
and ⊂ to indicate proper subsets.

If R is a ring with involution x 7→ x and M is a left R-module then M∗ denotes the dual
of M , HomR(M,R), which is given a left R-module structure using the involution on R in the
usual way.

Acknowledgments. We thank Matthias Kreck for helpful discussions about [Kre90], and Tom
Mrowka for asking us about involutions, which led to Corollary D. PO was partially supported
by the SNSF Grant 181199. MP was partially supported by EPSRC New Investigator grant
EP/T028335/2 and EPSRC New Horizons grant EP/V04821X/2.

2. The normal Euler number

In this section, we discuss the normal Euler number of a properly embedded surface. The
normal Euler number, an integer, is an isotopy invariant of Z2-surfaces, which can distinguish
between those with the same nonorientable genus.

We start by recalling the general definition of Euler numbers with twisted coefficients. Sup-
pose (X,Y ) is homotopy equivalent to a CW pair, with both X and Y compact and connected.

Let ξ = (Rn → E
π−→ X) be a rank n vector bundle. The example to keep in mind is that of

the normal bundle of a properly embedded surface F ⊆ D4. Write D(ξ) and S(ξ) for the disc
and sphere bundles of ξ. Consider the obstruction-theoretic problem of finding a section s for the
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sphere bundle S(ξ) extending a given section s′ on the restriction of S(ξ) to Y :

Y S(ξ)

X X.

s′

S(π)s

IdX

The primary obstruction to this problem is the relative Euler class, which takes values in the local
coefficient system given by the homotopy groups of the fibres ϵ(ξ, s′) ∈ Hn(X,Y ; {πn−1(S(ξ)x)}).
Write x0 ∈ Y for a basepoint and π1(X) := π1(X,x0). The monodromy around a loop either
preserves or reverses an orientation on S(ξ)x0

, and this determines a homomorphism ρ : π1(X)→
Aut(πn−1(S(ξ)x0

)). This homomorphism is used to form a twisted coefficient system for X, giving
groups Hn(X,Y ;πn−1(S(ξ)x0

)), canonically isomorphic to Hn(X,Y ; {πn−1(S(ξ)x)}); see [Whi78,
page 288, Theorem 4.9].

A cohomology class w ∈ H1(X;Z2) determines a homomorphism π1(X)→ Aut(Z) by assigning,
to a loop γ, multiplication by w([γ]) ∈ {±1}. This in turn determines a twisted coefficient
system Zw. We may identify Zw1(ξ) with S(ξ)x0 as Z[π1(X)]-modules by choosing an isomorphism
of groups Z ∼= πn−1(S(ξ)x0). Via either such choice of identification, we see that the monodromy-
induced map ρ and the homomorphism determined by w1(ξ) agree. Thus, once such a choice is
specified, we consider the relative Euler class ϵ(ξ, s′) to lie in Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(ξ)).

Now suppose that X is a compact n-manifold with (possibly empty) boundary Y . There is an
isomorphism Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(TX)) ∼= Z and a choice of generator [X] is called a twisted (relative)
fundamental class. Suppose the total space E of ξ is orientable, and fix a fundamental class
for this total space. A choice of a twisted fundamental class [X] determines local orientations
for X. Together with the orientation on the total space of ξ, we infer an orientation on the
fibres of ξ and hence an isomorphism Z ∼= πn−1(S(ξ)x0

). Thus we obtain an Euler class ϵ(ξ, s′) ∈
Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(ξ)). Noting that w1(TX) + w1(ξ) = w1(E) = 0,

− ∩− : Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(TX))×Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(ξ))→ H0(X;Zw1(TX)+w1(ξ)) = H0(X) = Z.

We define the relative Euler number e(ξ, s′) of ξ to be the integer given by the cap product

e(ξ, s′) := [X] ∩ ϵ(ξ, s′) ∈ H0(X) ∼= Z.

A priori this depends on a choice of [X] and a choice of orientation on ξ. A change in the choice
of [X] switches the sign of [X] and also switches the identification Z ∼= πn−1(S(ξ)x0), thus overall
these cancel in the computation of e(ξ, s′), and the relative Euler number is independent of the
choice of [X]. Tracking a change in the choice of orientation on the total space of ξ through the
construction above, shows this will ultimately change e(ξ, s′) to −e(ξ, s′).

Remark 2.1. In practice, (relative) Euler numbers may be computed by looking at how generic
sections of the bundle intersect the 0-section in the total space. Suppose ξ is a vector bundle over
a compact, connected n-manifold with boundary (X,Y ), and that the total space of ξ is oriented.
Fix a nonvanishing section s′ : Y → E|Y . Let s : X → E be any section that restricts to a section
isotopic to s′ on Y and meets the image of the 0-section s0(X) transversely. At the preimage
in X of each intersection x ∈ s0(X) ⋔ s(X), arbitrarily choose a local orientation for X (this
corresponds to choosing one of the two twisted fundamental classes [X] ∈ Hn(X,Y ;Zw1(TX))).
This induces an orientation on Txs0(X) ⊕ Txs(X), and we assign a sign to x by comparing this
induced orientation to the ambient orientation on TxE. The signed count of these intersections
is independent of the local orientation choices because the choice appears in the orientation of
both Txs0(X) and Txs(X).

It is known that the Euler number e(ξ, s′) ∈ Z is equal to the signed count of these intersections.
This follows because the relative Euler number is equal to the algebraic self-intersection number of
the 0-section s0(X) in the total space. In the level of generality we are working, this is a somewhat
intricate exercise in elementary algebraic topology and we will not perform it here. When Y = ∅,
and for oriented base space and bundle, this procedure is carried out in [Bre93, Proposition 12.8],
for example. By working with twisted Poincaré duality, and relative to the subspace Y , the method
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for the closed, oriented case can be adapted to the situation we are considering, where both the
base space and bundle are nonorientable (and thus the total space of the bundle is orientable).

Definition 2.2. The normal Euler number e(F ) ∈ Z of an embedded closed surface F ⊆ S4 is
the Euler number of its normal bundle νF , whose total space is oriented using the fixed, standard
orientation on S4.

The normal Euler number e(F ) ∈ Z of a properly embedded closed surface F ⊆ D4 with
connected nonempty boundary K ⊆ S3 is the relative Euler number e(ξ, s′) ∈ Z of its normal
bundle νF , whose total space is oriented using the fixed, standard orientation on D4, and where
s′ : K → νK denotes a nonvanishing section (which, in this case, is equivalent to a longitude of
K) corresponding to the Seifert framing of K.

Example 2.3. In the introduction, we defined the standard embeddings RP 2 ⊆ S4 using the invo-
lution of CP 2 given by complex conjugation. An alternative construction for the positive/negative
standard embedding RP 2 ⊆ S4, up to ambient isotopy, is as follows. Take an unknotted Möbius
band in S3 ⊆ S4, with one positive/negative half-twist, push its interior into the northern hemi-
sphere of S4, then cap it off with the standardly embedded 2-disc in the other hemisphere. With
this description one can compute that the normal Euler number of the standard positive embed-
ding is −2 and the normal Euler number of the standard negative embedding is +2. For example,
in the positive case the Möbius band determines a section of the normal bundle of the unknot with
winding number +2 with respect to the Seifert framing. This extends to a section over the stan-
dard disc in the southern hemisphere with intersection number −2 with the 0-section. Here the
minus sign arises because the southern hemisphere uses the opposite orientation to the standard
one.

It also follows from this description that the exteriors of these standard embeddings admit a
handle decomposition with a single 0-handle and a single 1-handle, and therefore have fundamental
group Z2. This is the easiest way to see that all unknotted nonorientable surfaces are Z2-surfaces.

Massey proved the following theorem, as mentioned in the introduction. In particular it implies
that the normal Euler number of a closed surface in S4 is always even.

Theorem 2.4 (Massey [Mas69]). Let F ⊆ S4 be an embedded, closed, nonorientable surface of
nonorientable genus h. The normal Euler number of F lies in the set {2h−4, 2h, 2h+4, . . . , 4−2h}.
For each h ≥ 1, this set is in bijective correspondence with the isotopy classes of the standard
embeddings.

Technically speaking, Massey proved Theorem 2.4 in the smooth category, but his proof extends
to the topological category. For example, one of the crucial points in the proof is the relation
between the Euler number e(F ) and σ(Σ2(F )), the signature of the 2-fold branched cover. This
relation also holds in the topological category [GKS21, Theorem 1].

We finish the section with the next proposition, which describes a useful consequence of Massey’s
theorem for surfaces F ⊆ D4. When det(∂F ) = 1, this result will be sharpened in Lemma 5.2
below.

Proposition 2.5. The normal Euler number of a properly embedded nonorientable surface F ⊆ D4

is even.

Proof. Write h for the nonorientable genus of the surface F , e = e(F ) for its normal Euler number,
and K = ∂F for its boundary. Let Σ ⊆ D4 be an orientable genus g surface with ∂Σ = K. The

Euler characteristic of the closed surface F̂ := Σ ∪K F ⊆ S4 is

χ(F̂ ) = χ(Σ) + χ(F )− χ(K) = (1− 2g) + (1− h) = 2− 2g − h.
The oriented surface Σ is framed and induces the Seifert framing on K. It follows that the normal

Euler number of F̂ ⊆ S4 equals that of F ⊆ D4, so e(F̂ ) = e. Let ĥ = h+2g be the nonorientable

genus of F̂ . Note that 2χ(F̂ ) = 2(2−ĥ) = 4−2ĥ. Massey’s Theorem 2.4 implies that e(F̂ ) ≡ 2χ(F̂ )

mod 4, and therefore e ≡ 2χ(F̂ ) mod 4. We obtain

e ≡ 2χ(F̂ ) = 2(2− ĥ) = 2(2− 2g − h) ≡ −2h ≡ 2h mod 4.

In particular e is even. □
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3. Hermitian and quadratic forms

In Subsection 3.1 we recall terminology regarding hermitian and quadratic forms. In Subsec-
tion 3.2, we collect some important facts about Z[Z2]-modules.

3.1. Quadratic forms. We begin by recalling some notation and terminology regarding hermit-
ian and quadratic forms, which we will use throughout the article. References include [Ran81]
and [CS11, Subsection 3.2].

Let R be a ring with involution and let ε = ±1. Given an R-module P , consider the involution

ε⊤ : HomR(P, P
∗)→ HomR(P, P

∗), ϕ 7→ (x 7→ (y 7→ εϕ(y)(x))).

The quadratic and symmetric Q-groups are then defined as

Qε(P ) := coker(1− ε⊤) and Qε(P ) := ker(1− ε⊤).
We will often abbreviate Q±(P ) := Q±1(P ).

Definition 3.1.

(i) An ε-quadratic form is a pair (P,ψ), where P is a stably free R-module and ψ ∈ Qε(P ).
(ii) An ε-hermitian form is a pair (P, λ), where P is a stably free R-module and λ ∈ Qε(P ).
(iii) An ε-quadratic form is nonsingular if its symmetrisation (1 + ε⊤)ψ is an isomorphism.
(iv) An isometry h : (P,ψ) → (P ′, ψ′) between quadratic forms consists of an isomorphism

h : P → P ′ such that h∗ψ′h = ψ ∈ Qε(P ). Isometries of hermitian forms are defined
similarly.

Remark 3.2. As is customary in surgery theory, we will go back and forth between thinking
of quadratic forms (resp. hermitian forms) as (equivalence classes of) R-linear maps P → P ∗ on
the one hand and pairings P × P → Qε(R) (resp. pairings P × P → R) on the other. We will
also frequently use the fact that the data of a quadratic form (P,ψ) is equivalent to the data of
a triple (P, λ, µ) where λ : P × P → R is a hermitian form and µ : P → Qε(R) is a quadratic
refinement of λ, a notion whose definition we recall next; see e.g. [CLM, Remark 7.77].

Definition 3.3. Let q : R→ Qε(R) be the quotient map and let s : Qε(R)→ R be a section of q.
A function µ : P → Qε(R) is a quadratic refinement of a hermitian form λ : P × P → R if

(i) µ(x+ y)− µ(x)− µ(y) = q(λ(x, y)) for every x, y ∈ P ,
(ii) λ(x, x) = s(µ(x)) + εs(µ(x)) for every x ∈ P ,
(iii) µ(rx) = rµ(x)r ∈ Qε(R) for every x ∈ P and r ∈ R.
Note that the right hand side of (ii) does not depend on the choice of section s.

Definition 3.4. For a stably free R-module L, the standard hyperbolic ε-quadratic form is

Hε(L) =

(
L⊕ L∗,

[(
0 1
0 0

)])
.

A quadratic form (P,ψ) is called hyperbolic if it is isometric to Hε(L) for some L.

Definition 3.5. A sublagrangian of an ε-quadratic form (P,ψ) is a direct summand j : L ↪→ P
that satisfies j∗ψj = 0 ∈ Qε(L). A sublagrangian j : L ↪→ P satisfies j(L) ⊆ L⊥, where the
module L⊥ = ker(j∗(1+ ε⊤)ψ) is called the annihilator of j : L ↪→ P . A sublagrangian j : L ↪→ P
is a lagrangian if it satisfies L = L⊥.

Remark 3.6. When P is only assumed to be projective, this definition requires the additional
assumption that j∗(1 + ε⊤)ψ is surjective; cf. [Ran81, p. 65]. As we are working in the setting
that P is stably free, this condition follows automatically.

We conclude this subsection by discussing the relationship between quadratic and hermitian
forms. Given an R-module P , the map 1 + ε⊤ induces an R-linear map

(2) 1 + ε⊤ : Qε(P )→ Qε(P ).

Lemma 3.7. When ε = 1 and P is projective, the symmetrisation map (2) is injective.
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Proof. Assume first that P is moreover free. Then an element in the kernel of (2) is represented
by a skew-hermitian matrix A over R. A skew-hermitian matrix may be written A = BT − B =
(1 − ⊤)BT , where B is the upper triangle of A. Thus A determines the 0 element of Q+(P ). It
follows that in this case, the map (2) is injective.

Now drop the assumption the P is free. As P is projective, there exists an R-module Q such
that P ⊕Q is free. Suppose ψ : P → P ∗ represents an element of ker(1 + ⊤ : Q+(P ) → Q+(P )).
Then ψ ⊕ 0 represents an element of ker(1 +⊤ : Q+(P ⊕Q)→ Q+(P ⊕Q)). As P ⊕Q is free, by
the argument in the first paragraph, ψ⊕ 0 = (1−⊤)η for some η : P ⊕Q→ (P ⊕Q)∗ ∼= P ∗⊕Q∗.
Writing i : P ↪→ P ⊕Q for the inclusion, we have

ψ = i∗(ψ ⊕ 0)i = i∗(1−⊤)ηi = i∗(1−⊤)ηi = (1−⊤)(i∗ηi),

and so we have that ψ determines the 0 element of Q+(P ). □

We obtain the following consequences.

Corollary 3.8. If a (+1)-hermitian form (P, λ) admits a quadratic refinement, then it admits
a unique quadratic refinement. Moreover, if L ⊆ P is a direct summand and λ vanishes on L,
then L is a sublagrangian for that unique quadratic form with symmetrisation (P, λ).

Proof. The first claim is immediate from Lemma 3.7, as P is stably free, therefore projective
(indeed the claim holds for forms defined more generally on projective modules). Write (P,ψ) for
the unique quadratic form such that (1 + ⊤)ψ = λ. The second claim comes from the fact that
as L is a direct summand of P , it is also projective. The vanishing of λ on L is equivalent to saying
0 = j∗(1+⊤)ψj = (1+⊤)j∗ψj ∈ Q+(L). As L is projective, Lemma 3.7 shows 0 = j∗ψj ∈ Q+(L),
and so L is a sublagrangian for (P,ψ). □

3.2. Modules over Z[Z2]. Since we will be soon describing the Z[Z2]-module structure of var-
ious homology groups, we start by recalling some facts about Z[Z2]-modules. From now on we
write Z2 = ⟨T | T 2 = 1⟩.

Lemma 3.9. For a finitely generated Z[Z2]-module P , the following assertions are equivalent:

(1) P is free,
(2) P is stably free,
(3) P is projective.

Proof. For finitely generated modules over any ring, free implies stably free, which in turn implies
projective. A theorem of Jacobinski [Jac68] ensures that stably free Z[Z2]-modules are moreover
free; see also [Joh14]. Every finitely generated (f.g.) projective Z[Zp]-module is stably free if and

only if the reduced projective class group K̃0(Z[Zp]) is trivial [Wei13, Section II.2]. Rim proved

that for a prime p, the group K̃0(Z[Zp]) is isomorphic to K̃0(Z[ξp]), where ξp denotes the p-th

primitive root of unity [Rim59]. A result of Milnor then implies that K̃0(Z[ξp]) is isomorphic to the
ideal class group of Z[ξp] [Mil71, Section 1, Corollary 1.11]. This latter group is trivial for p = 2
since Z[ξ2] = Z. Thus a f.g. Z[Z2]-module is projective if and only if it is stably free. □

Lemma 3.10. Every f.g. Z[Z2]-module H that is torsion-free as an abelian group decomposes as
P⊕H+1⊕H−1, where P is Z[Z2]-free, H+1 has the Z[Z2]-action where T operates by +1, and H−1

has the Z[Z2]-action where T operates by −1.

Proof. Reiner [Rei57] proved that every f.g. Z[Z2]-module H that is torsion-free as an abelian
group decomposes as P ⊕ H+1 ⊕ H−1, where H±1 are as in the statement of the lemma and P
is Z[Z2]-projective. Summands of f.g. modules are f.g. and Lemma 3.9 therefore implies that P is
in fact Z[Z2]-free. □

Remark 3.11. In what follows, Z± denotes Z with the (Z[Z2],Z[Z2])-bimodule structure where
both left and right module structures are determined by stipulating that T induces multiplication
by ±1. One verifies for example the useful isomorphism HomZ[Z2](Z±,Z[Z2]) ∼= Z±.
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4. The algebraic topology of Z2-surface exteriors

In this section we collect some facts about the algebraic topology of Z2-surface exteriors, which
we will need in later proofs. Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 are concerned with the homology of the
boundary of Z2-surface exteriors. In Subsections 4.3 and 4.4 we study the homology of Z2-surface
exteriors and the corresponding branched covers.

Before getting started we record a result that we will use frequently. If Z2 = ⟨T | T 2 = 1⟩ acts
on a space X, its rational homology groups split into eigenspaces for the automorphism induced
by T . We write Hi(X;Q) = E+(Hi(X;Q))⊕ E−(H2(X;Q)).

Lemma 4.1. If Z2 acts on a space X, then E+(Hi(X;Q)) ∼= Hi(X/Z2;Q) and therefore

Hi(X;Q) ∼= Hi(X/Z2;Q)⊕ E−(Hi(X;Q)).

Proof. Consider the set H2(X;Q)Z2 of fixed points of the Z2 action on H2(X;Q). A transfer map
argument [Bre72, Chapter III, Theorem 7.2] shows that fixed set of the induced action on the
rational homology is isomorphic to the rational homology of the orbit space, i.e. H2(X;Q)Z2 ∼=
H2(X/Z2;Q). We therefore obtain the following sequence of isomorphisms:

E+(H2(X;Q)) ∼= H2(X;Q)Z2 ∼= H2(X/Z2;Q).

The final sentence now follows from the decomposition Hi(X;Q) = E+(Hi(X;Q))⊕E−(H2(X;Q)).
□

4.1. The homology of circle bundles over nonorientable surfaces. Given a properly em-
bedded nonorientable surface F ⊆ D4 with boundary a knot K ⊆ S3, the boundary of the exterior
XF := D4 \ νF decomposes as ∂XF = XK ∪ −Y̊ where XK is the exterior of K and Y̊ is an ori-
ented 3-manifold that has the structure of a circle bundle over F (see Notation 1 for details). We

calculate the homology of Y̊ as well as the homology of circle bundles over closed nonorientable
surfaces.

We first introduce some notation we will use throughout this section.

Notation 1. Let F be a closed, nonorientable surface of nonorientable genus h and let ξ be a rank 2
vector bundle over F with oriented total space and Euler number e. Decompose F = D2∪S1 F̊ and

write ξ̊ for the restriction to F̊ . Write Y and Y̊ for the respective total spaces of the associated S1-

bundles S(ξ) and S(ξ̊), and let p : Y → F and p̊ : Y̊ → F̊ denote the projection maps. Let s̊ be a

section of ξ̊, which exists because ξ̊ is rank 2 and F̊ is homotopy equivalent to a 1-complex.

Proposition 4.2. We have a commuting diagram

0 // Z2
//

=

��

H1(Y̊ )

ιY
����

p̊ // // H1(F̊ ) //

ιF
����

s̊∗

hh
0

0 // Z2
// H1(Y )

p // // H1(F ) //

s∗

hh
0

where the vertical maps are inclusion induced, the top row is split, and the bottom is split if and
only if e is even. Moreover, we have the following homology calculations.

• If e is even, then s̊∗ : H1(F̊ )→ H1(Y̊ ) splits p̊ and there exists a unique map s∗ : H1(F )→
H1(Y ) that splits the bottom row and satisfies ιY ◦ s̊∗ = s∗ ◦ ιF . In particular, there are
isomorphisms

H1(Y ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F ) and H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F̊ ).

In both cases the Z2-summand is generated by an S1-fibre of S(ξ).
• If e is odd, then

H1(Y ) ∼= Z4 ⊕ Zh−1 and H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F̊ ).
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The Z2-summand is generated by an S1-fibre of S(ξ) whereas the Z4 summand fits into
the nonsplit short exact sequence

0→ Z2 → H1(Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼= Z4⊕Zh−1

p∗−→ H1(F )︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼= Z2⊕Zh−1

→ 0

in which the left hand side Z2 is generated by an S1-fibre of S(ξ).

Proof. Consider the total space N of the disc bundle D(ξ) over F . We note that H1(N,Y ) = 0
and H2(N,Y ) ∼= Z2 generated by a D2-fibre of D(ξ). Indeed since ∂N = Y , Poincaré duality
implies that Hi(N,Y ) ∼= H4−i(N) ∼= H4−i(F ) which vanishes for i = 1 and is Z2 for i = 2. In the

punctured case, write N̊ for the total space of D(ξ̊), so that excision gives Hi(N̊ , Y̊ ) ∼= Hi(N,Y ).

Since N (resp. N̊) deformation retracts via the bundle projection onto F (resp. F̊ ), we have

H1(N) ∼= H1(F ) (resp. H1(N̊) ∼= H1(F̊ )). This way the exact sequences of the pairs (N̊ , Y̊ ), (N,Y )

as well as (F, F̊ ), (Y, Y̊ ) fit into the following commutative diagram:

H2(Y, Y̊ ) //

∂
��

H2(F, F̊ )

∂
��

0 // Z2
//

=

��

H1(Y̊ )

ιY
����

p̊ // H1(F̊ ) //

ιF
����

s̊∗

hh
0

0 // Z2
// H1(Y )

p // H1(F ) //

s∗

hh
0.

Here the map s̊∗ splits p̊ and is induced by the choice of section s̊ : F̊ → Y̊ . It remains to prove
the statements related to the splitting s∗.

By excision, H2(F, F̊ ) ∼= H2(D
2, S1) ∼= Z generated by a choice of relative fundamental

class [D2]. Using our standard cell structure for F̊ , with 1-cells γ1, . . . , γh, we see thatH1(F̊ ) ∼= Zh.
We choose a basis with first basis element [γ1γ2 . . . γh] to obtain a decompositionH1(F̊ ) ∼= Z⊕Zh−1,

so that ∂([D2]) = (2,0). Using the splitting of the top sequence we write H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F̊ ) ∼=
Z2⊕Z⊕Zh−1. Again by excision, we know that H2(Y, Y̊ ) ∼= H2(S

1×D2, S1×S1) ∼= Z, generated
by [{1} ×D2].

We claim that ∂([{1} × D2]) = (e, 2,0) ∈ Z2 ⊕ Z ⊕ Zh−1, where e is the Euler number e
of ξ reduced modulo 2. The last two entries are necessitated by commutativity of the top right
square. To see that the first entry is the Euler number mod 2, recall that the Euler number
is the obstruction to extending the section s̊ : F̊ → Y̊ ⊆ Y = S(ξ) ⊆ D(ξ) to a nonvanishing
section on all of F . Indeed, if we extend, the Euler number equals the number of transverse
intersections of any section over all of F with the zero section. This means that the boundary of
{1} ×D2 ⊆ S1 ×D2 ∼= Y \ Y̊ maps to ±e copies of the circle fibre. This concludes the proof of
the claim.

Assume e is even. A chase in the following diagram shows that s∗ is well-defined:

Z //

(0,2,0)
��

Z

(2,0)
��

0 // Z2
//

=

��

Z2 ⊕ Z⊕ Zh−1

ιY
����

p̊ // Z⊕ Zh−1 //

ιF
����

s̊∗

ii 0

0 // Z2
// H1(Y )

p // H1(F ) //

s∗

jj
0.

Note that s∗ is defined to make the right hand square commute: more explicitly, s∗(x) = ιY ◦ s̊∗(̊x)
where ιF (̊x) = x. To check that s∗ is indeed a splitting, given x ∈ H1(F ) and x̊ ∈ H1(F̊ ) such
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that ιF (̊x) = x. Then p ◦ s∗(x) = p ◦ s∗ ◦ ιF (̊x) = p ◦ ιY ◦ s̊∗(̊x) = ιF ◦ p̊ ◦ s̊(̊x) = ιF (̊x) = x.
The uniqueness of s follows similarly: if s′∗ satisfies ιY ◦ s̊∗ = s′∗ ◦ ιF , then for any x ∈ H1(F ) and

any x̊ ∈ H1(F̊ ) with ιF (̊x) = x, we have s∗(x) = ιY ◦ s̊∗(̊x) = s′∗(ιF (̊x)) = s′∗(x).
If e is odd, then we deduce that H1(Y ) = Im(ιY ) is isomorphic to Z2 ⊕ Z ⊕ Zh−1/⟨(1, 2, 0)⟩,

which is itself isomorphic to Z4 ⊕ Zh−1. The lemma follows. □

Proposition 4.3. The nontrivial integral homology groups of Y̊ are

H0(Y̊ ) ∼= Z, H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Zh, and H2(Y̊ ) ∼= Zh−1,

and the nontrivial integral homology groups of Y are

H0(Y ) ∼= Z, H1(Y ) ∼=

{
Z4 ⊕ Zh−1 if e is odd

Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Zh−1 if e is even,
H2(Y ) ∼= Zh−1, H3(Y ) ∼= Z.

Proof. Since Y̊ is connected H0(Y̊ ) ∼= Z. Proposition 4.2 proves that H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Zh. Since Y̊

is a 3-manifold with torus boundary, we have H3(Y̊ ) = 0 and 0 = χ(Y̊ ) = 1 − h + b2(Y̊ ). On

the other hand, Poincaré duality and the universal coefficient theorem imply that H2(Y̊ ) is free.

Combining these facts shows that H2(Y̊ ) ∼= Zh−1, as claimed. An analogous argument gives the
closed case. □

Construction 4.4. Assume the Euler number e of the bundle ξ is even, so that Proposition 4.2
gives

H1(Y ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F ) and H1(Y̊ ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F̊ ),

where in both cases the Z2-summand is generated by an S1-fibre of S(ξ). Projecting to this Z2-

summand leads to surjections φ : π1(Y ) ↠ Z2 and φ : π1(Y̊ ) ↠ Z2. We consider the Z2-covers Y
φ

and Y̊ φ corresponding to the kernels of these epimorphisms. From now on when we writeHi(Y ;Z[Z2])

and Hi(Y̊ ;Z[Z2]), we will mean the homology groups of these covers, viewed as Z[Z2]-modules.

Proposition 4.5. Assume the Euler number e of the bundle ξ is even. The nontrivial homology
groups of the Z2-cover Y̊

φ are

H0(Y̊
φ) ∼= Z, H1(Y̊

φ) ∼= Z2 ⊕H1(F̊ ), and H2(Y̊
φ) ∼= Zh−1.

If we write e = 2x, then the nontrivial homology groups of the Z2-cover Y
φ are

H0(Y
φ) ∼= Z, H1(Y

φ) ∼=

{
Z4 ⊕ Zh−1 if x is odd

Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Zh−1 if x is even,
H2(Y

φ) ∼= Zh−1, H3(Y
φ) ∼= Z.

Proof. The definition of the surjection φ : π1(Y ) ↠ Z2 implies that Y φ is again a circle bundle with
base a surface of nonorientable genus h, and is the sphere bundle of a rank two vector bundle ξφ

over F .

Claim 1. The Euler number e′ of the rank 2 bundle ξφ associated with Y φ is half that of ξ. In
other words, e′ = x.

Proof. Consider N := Ne,h, the D2-bundle over F with Euler number e. This bundle satis-
fies ∂N = Y . Note that N \ νF ∼= Y × [0, 1] ≃ Y , so that φ determines a 2-fold branched cover
p : N2(F )→ N , branched over F ⊆ N , and with Y φ = ∂N2(F ). OrientN2(F ) so that p is degree 1.

Write F̃ ⊆ N2(F ) for the branch set of this branched cover. The Euler number of Y φ (namely e′)

is the normal Euler number of F̃ ⊆ N2(F ). The spaces N2(F ) and N have the structure of tubular

neighbourhoods over F̃ and F respectively, and we choose these tubular neighbourhoods so that
the double branched covering map p is a fibre preserving D2-bundle map of the normal bundles

p : νF̃ → νF . Implicitly using the homeomorphism p : F̃ → F in the base, there is a change of

local coefficients homomorphism p# : H2(F̃ ; {π1(S(ξ)x)})→ H2(F ; {π1(S(ξ)x)}) that sends e(νF̃ )
to e(νF ); cf. [Mas69, Lemma 1]. As p restricts to a double cover on the S1 fibres, this map is
multiplication by ±2. The sign ambiguity of an Euler number depends only on the choice of ori-
entation on the ambient 4-manifolds (see Section 2). The stipulation earlier that p : N2(F ) → N

is a degree 1 map, fixes the sign to be positive. Thus, 2e′ = 2e(F̃ ) = e(F ) = e, as claimed. □
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Since the claim implies that Y φ is an Euler number x circle bundle with base a surface of
nonorientable genus h, the result now follows from Proposition 4.2. The reasoning for Y̊ φ is
analogous. □

4.2. The homology of the boundary of a surface exterior.

Notation 2. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface of nonorientable genus h and normal Euler number e.
Write XF for the exterior of F and K := ∂F for its boundary.

Proposition 4.6. The nontrivial homology groups of ∂XF are

H0(∂XF ) ∼= Z, H1(∂XF ) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Zh−1, H2(∂XF ) ∼= Zh−1, and H3(∂XF ) ∼= Z.

Proof. Since H1(XK) = Z and Hi(XK) = 0 for i > 1, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the

decomposition ∂XF = Y̊ ∪XK shows that the homology of ∂XF is independent of the knot K. In
particular we can assume without loss of generality that K is the unknot. This implies that the
Mayer-Vietoris calculation for ∂XF = Y̊ ∪XK calculates the homology of the circle bundle Y = Y̊ ∪
(S1×D2). Since e is even (recall Proposition 2.5) the result now follows from Proposition 4.3. □

Let X̃F denote the universal cover of XF and let Σ2(K) denote the 2-fold branched cover of a
knot K.

Proposition 4.7. Write the normal Euler number of F as e = 2x. The nontrivial homology

groups of the Z2-cover ∂X̃F are

H0(∂X̃F ) ∼= Z, H2(∂X̃F ) ∼= Zh−1, H3(∂X̃F ) ∼= Z, and

H1(∂X̃F ) ∼=

{
Z4 ⊕ Zh−1 ⊕H1(Σ2(K)) if x is odd

Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Zh−1 ⊕H1(Σ2(K)) if x is even.

Additionally the inclusion Y̊ ↪→ ∂XF induces a Z[Z2]-isomorphism

H2(Y̊ ,Z[Z2]) −→ H2(∂XF ;Z[Z2]).

Proof. Use X2
J → XJ to denote the 2-fold cover of the exterior of a knot J . Additionally us-

ing Σ2(J) to denote the 2-fold branched cover of J , a Mayer-Vietoris argument shows thatH1(X
2
J) =

H1(Σ2(J))⊕ Z and H2(X
2
J) = 0.

Note that ∂X̃F = Y̊ φ ∪X2
K . This has the same homology as Y φ from Proposition 4.5, except

in degree one. In our setting, if we assume that |det(K)| = 1, we see that X2
K has the same

homology as X2
U = S1 × D2 where U ⊆ S3 denotes unknot. In particular, the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence for ∂X̃F = Y̊ φ ∪X2
K calculates the homology of Y φ = Y̊ ∪ (S1 ×D2). The result then

follows from Proposition 4.5. In general, when |det(K)| ≠ 1, the Mayer-Vietoris computation

shows that one obtains an additional summand of H1(∂X̃F ) isomorphic to H1(Σ2(K)). To see
this, the relevant part of the sequence is

H1(∂X
2
K)→ H1(Y̊

φ)⊕H1(X
2
K)→ H1(∂X̃F )→ 0.

Since H1(X
2
K) ∼= Z ⊕ H1(Σ2(K)) and the map H1(∂X

2
K) → H1(X

2
K) → H1(Σ2(K)), given by

inclusion then projection, is the zero map, it follows that H1(∂X̃F ) ∼= H1(Y
φ) ⊕H1(Σ2(K)), as

asserted. □

4.3. The homology of exteriors of Z2-surfaces. We continue with the conventions from No-
tation 2.

Proposition 4.8. The nontrivial integral homology groups of XF are

H0(XF ) ∼= Z, H1(XF ) ∼= Z2, and H2(XF ) ∼= Zh−1.
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Proof. Since XF is connected we have H0(XF ) = Z and since XF is a 4-manifold with boundary,
we know that H4(XF ) = 0. The fact that XF is a Z2-surface implies that H1(XF ) = Z2 and that
the inclusion induced map π1(∂XF ) → π1(XF ) is surjective. We deduce that H1(XF , ∂XF ) =
0. Poincaré duality and the universal coefficient theorem then imply that H3(XF ) = 0 and

that H2(XF ) is free. Since Y̊ is a 3-manifold with torus boundary, it has vanishing Euler charac-
teristic. We deduce that

1 = χ(D4) = χ(XF ) + χ(νF )− χ(Y̊ ) = (1 + b2(XF )) + (1− h)− 0

from which it follows that b2(XF ) = h− 1. Thus H2(XF ) ∼= Zh−1. □

We record a lemma that will be helpful when calculating the Z[Z2]-homology of XF . Recall
that Z± denotes Z considered as a Z[Z2]-module where T acts as multiplication by ±1.

Lemma 4.9. For k ≥ 1, we have ExtkZ[Z2](Z±,Z[Z2]) = 0.

Proof. Consider the following projective resolution for Z±:

(3) . . .
1±T−−−→ Z[Z2]

1∓T−−−→ Z[Z2]
1±T−−−→ Z[Z2]

1∓T−−−→ Z[Z2]→ Z± → 0.

Applying HomZ[Z2](−,Z[Z2]) and removing the rightmost term, we obtain the chain complex

· · · 1±T←−−− Z[Z2]
1∓T←−−− Z[Z2]

1±T←−−− Z[Z2]
1∓T←−−− Z[Z2]← 0.

Taking the homology of this chain complex gives the result. □

Proposition 4.10. The nontrivial Z[Z2]-homology groups of XF are

H0(XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z+ and H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z− ⊕ Z[Z2]
h−1.

Proof. Since X̃F is connected, we certainly have H0(XF ;Z[Z2]) = Z+, and since X̃F has nonempty

boundary we have H4(X̃F ) = 0. Since X̃F is simply-connected, the fact that π1(∂XF )→ π1(XF )

is surjective implies that H1(X̃F , ∂X̃F ) = 0. Duality and the universal coefficient theorem now

imply that H3(X̃F ) = 0. Our task is therefore to calculate H2(XF ;Z[Z2]). We first calcu-

late H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) = H2(X̃F ) as an abelian group. Duality and the universal coefficient theorem

imply thatH2(X̃F ) is free abelian. We deduce that 1+b2(X̃F ) = χ(X̃F ) = 2χ(XF ) = 2(1+b2(XF ))
and it follows that as an abelian group, we have

H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z⊕ Z2b2(XF ) = Z⊕ Z2(h−1).

We determine the Z[Z2]-module structure of H2(XF ;Z[Z2]).
First, we deduce from a result of Wall [Wal67, Lemma 5.2] that the double D := XF ∪Id −XF

has H2(D;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z− ⊕ Z− ⊕ F with F free.

Claim 2. We have that H2(D;Z[Z2]) ∼= H2(XF ;Z[Z2])⊕H2(XF ;Z[Z2])
∗.

Proof. Using excision we have H2(D,XF ;Z[Z2]) = H2(XF , ∂XF ;Z[Z2]). Duality implies that
H2(XF , ∂XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼= H2(XF ;Z[Z2]). Using Lemma 4.9 and the UCSS, we deduce thatH2(XF ;Z[Z2])
is isomorphic to H2(XF ;Z[Z2])

∗. The long exact sequence of the pair (D,XF ) now gives

0→ H2(XF ;Z[Z2])→ H2(D;Z[Z2])→ H2(XF ;Z[Z2])
∗ → 0.

The fold map D → XF is a retract and so its induced map on H2(−;Z[Z2]) splits this short exact
sequence. This concludes the proof of the claim. □

Using the fact that H2(X̃F ) ∼= Z⊕ Z2(h−1) is finitely generated as a Z[Z2]-module and torsion

free as an abelian group, Lemma 3.10 implies that as a Z[Z2]-module H2(X̃F ) decomposes as P ⊕
P+1⊕P−1. Here, P is Z[Z2]-free, P+1 has the Z[Z2]-action where T operates by +1, and P−1 has

the Z[Z2]-action where T operates by −1. Since Lemma 4.1 gives E+(H2(X̃F ;Q)) ∼= H2(XF ;Q) ∼=
Qh−1

+ and we know that H2(D;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z2
− ⊕ F (with F free) decomposes as H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) ⊕

H2(XF ;Z[Z2])
∗ (this was Claim 2), this forces

H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼= Z− ⊕ Z[Z2]
h−1.
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Here we also used that HomZ[Z2](Z±,Z[Z2]) ∼= Z±; recall Remark 3.11. This concludes the proof
of the proposition. □

4.4. The homology of branched covers of Z2-surfaces. We write F̃ ⊆ Σ2(F ) for the branch

set and note that e(F̃ ) = 1
2e(F ); the argument is the same as in Claim 1. The next proposition

relates the homology of the branched and unbranched covers, and follows [Kre90, p. 65].

Proposition 4.11. There is an exact sequence of Z[Z2]-modules

(4) 0→ H2(Y̊
φ)→ H2(X̃F )

j−→ H2(Σ2(F ))
∂−→ Z2 → 0.

The Z2 term has Z[Z2]-action given by extending the trivial Z2-action linearly.

Proof. This proposition follows from a Mayer-Vietoris argument for Σ2(F ), as we now describe.

We have a decomposition Σ2(F ) = X̃F ∪Y̊ φ νF̃ . The gluing takes place along Y̊ φ. Writing the
Euler number as e = 2x, we calculated in Proposition 4.5 that

H1(∂νF̃ ) ∼=

{
Z4 ⊕ Zh−1 if x is odd,

Z2 ⊕ (Z2 ⊕ Zh−1) if x is even.

We assert that the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for Σ2(F ) = X̃F ∪Y̊ φ νF̃ reduces to

(5) 0→ H2(Y̊
φ)→ H2(X̃F )→ H2(Σ2(F ))→ H1(Y̊

φ)
ψ−→ H1(νF̃ )→ 0.

For the leftmost side of the sequence, we used H3(Σ2(F )) ∼= H1(Σ2(F ), ∂Σ2(F )) = 0, where
the latter holds because Σ2(F ) is simply-connected and Σ2(K) = ∂Σ2(F ) is connected. For the

rightmost zero, we used that H1(∂νF̃ ) ∼= H1(Y̊
φ) ∼= Z2 ⊕ H1(F̃ ) (recall Proposition 4.5) maps

surjectively onto H1(νF̃ ) ∼= H1(F̃ ), and we used that H1(X̃F ) = 0. The assertion now follows

from the fact that H2(νF̃ ) ∼= H2(F̃ ) = 0.
Next we explain how to go from the exact sequence (5) to the short exact sequence (4) in

the statement of the proposition. To study the rightmost side of the sequence, we consider the

following portion of the exact sequence of the pair (νF̃ , Y̊ φ):

· · · → H2(νF̃ , Y̊
φ)→ H1(Y̊

φ)
ψ−→ H1(νF̃ )→ H1(νF̃ , Y̊

φ)→ · · ·

Here νF̃ is what we called N̊ in the proof of Proposition 4.2. In that proposition, using excision,
we saw that Hi(N̊ , Y̊ ) vanishes for i = 1 and that for i = 2 we have that H2(N̊ , Y̊ ) ∼= Z2, generated

by the D2-fibre of νF̃ . It follows that ψ is surjective with ker(ψ) ∼= Z2 generated by the meridian

to F̃ ⊆ Σ2(F ).
We have now established the exact sequence in (4). We conclude by explaining the last assertion

of the proposition: the Z2 term in (4) has the trivial Z2-action. We have already argued that this Z2

is generated by the meridian to F̃ ⊆ Σ2(F ). By definition of the branched cover, this meridian

is (1 + T )µ̃, where µ̃ ⊆ X̃F is a path lifting a meridian µ ⊆ XF to F ⊆ D4. Since T (1 + T )µ̃ =
(1+T )µ̃, the generator is unchanged under the action of T , so we obtain the required statement. □

Next, we use the exact sequence of Proposition 4.11 to deduce the homology of the 2-fold cover
of D4 branched along a Z2-surface F .

Proposition 4.12. The branched cover Σ2(F ) is simply-connected and its nontrivial homology
groups are

H0(Σ2(F )) ∼= Z and H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh.

Proof. The branched cover Σ2(F ) is simply-connected because X̃F is simply-connected. The fact
that H0(Σ2(F )) ∼= Z follows because Σ2(F ) is connected, and H4(Σ2(F )) = 0 because Σ2(F ) has
nonempty boundary. Since Σ2(F ) is simply-connected, H1(Σ2(F )) = 0 and H2(Σ2(F )) is free. It
therefore suffices to prove that b2(Σ2(F )) = h. Recall from Proposition 4.8 that H2(XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼=
Z[Z2]

h−1 ⊕ Z− and therefore b2(X̃F ) = 2(h − 1) + 1 = 2h − 1. Recall also from Proposition 4.5

that H2(∂νF̃ ) ∼= H2(Y̊
φ) is free abelian of rank h − 1. The exact sequence in (4) now implies

that b2(Σ2(F )) = (2h− 1)− (h− 1) = h, as claimed. □
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Recall that the homology groups of Σ2(F ) are endowed with the structure of a Z[Z2]-module
by the action of the deck transformation. We compute the Z[Z2]-module structure of H2(Σ2(F )).

Proposition 4.13. There is an isomorphism H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh− of Z[Z2]-modules.

Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 4.10. Namely, we first use fixed points to
study H2(Σ2(F );Q) and then use Lemma 3.10 to conclude.

Claim 3. There is an isomorphism H2(Σ2(F );Q) ∼= Qh− of Q[Z2]-modules.

Proof. We showed in Proposition 4.12 thatH2(Σ2(F );Q) ∼= Qh as a vector space overQ. Lemma 4.1
then implies that

H2(Σ2(F );Q) ∼= H2(D
4;Q)⊕ E−(H2(Σ2(F );Q)) ∼= E−(H2(Σ2(F );Q)).

It follows that H2(Σ2(F );Q) ∼= Qh−, as claimed. □

We now conclude the proof of Proposition 4.13. Using the fact that H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh is
finitely generated as a Z[Z2]-module and torsion free as an abelian group, Lemma 3.10 implies
that as a Z[Z2]-module H2(Σ2(F )) decomposes as P ⊕ P+1 ⊕ P−1. Here, P is Z[Z2]-free, P+1

has the Z[Z2]-action where T operates by +1, and P−1 has the Z[Z2]-action where T operates
by −1. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.8, Claim 3 implies that P = 0 and P+1 = 0.
Therefore H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh−, as required. □

We conclude this subsection by deducing the Z[Z2]-module structure of the quotient of H2(X̃F )

by the radical rad(QX̃F
) of the Z-intersection form of X̃F .

Corollary 4.14. The Z[Z2]-module structure on H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
) induced by the deck trans-

formation is extended linearly from T ∈ Z2 acting by multiplication by −1.

Proof. Using the exact sequence from Proposition 4.11, we can identify H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
) with

a Z[Z2]-submodule of H2(Σ2(F )), index 2 as an abelian subgroup. By Proposition 4.13 we have
H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh−. □

5. Intersection forms

In this section, we describe some facts about the various types of intersection forms associated
with a Z2-surface. We use the following notation throughout this section.

Notation 3. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface of nonorientable genus h and normal Euler number e.
Write XF for the exterior of F and K := ∂F ⊆ S3 for its boundary.

5.1. The Z-intersection form of the branched cover.

Proposition 5.1. The intersection form QΣ2(F ) is nondegenerate. If |det(K)| = 1, then QΣ2(F )

is moreover nonsingular.

Proof. Since Σ2(K) = ∂Σ2(F ) is a rational homology 3-sphere, we know that H2(Σ2(K)) = 0.
Thus H2(Σ2(F ))→ H2(Σ2(F ),Σ2(K)) is injective, and we deduce that QΣ2(F ) is nondegenerate.
If in addition |det(K)| = 1, then H1(Σ2(K)) = 0 and it follows that QΣ2(F ) is nonsingular. □

Lemma 5.2. If G ⊆ D4 is a nonorientable surface with boundary a knot J , then

(6) σ(J) = σ(Σ2(G)) +
1

2
e(G).

If F is a Z2-surface with ∂F = K and |det(K)| = 1, then

e(F ) ∈ {−2h+ 2σ(K),−2h+ 4 + 2σ(K), . . . , 2h− 4 + 2σ(K), 2h+ 2σ(K)}.

Proof. The equality in (6) can be found in [GL78, Theorem 2 and Corollary 5]; see also [GL11, The-
orem 6]. If F is a Z2-surface then the branched cover Σ2(F ) is simply-connected and Proposi-
tion 4.12 proves that H2(Σ2(F )) = Zh. As |det(K)| = 1, Proposition 5.1 implies that the in-
tersection form on Σ2(K) is nonsingular. The result follows from the congruence σ(Σ2(F )) ≡
rk(H2(F )) = h mod 2 and the inequality |σ(Σ2(F ))| ≤ rk(H2(F )) = h. □
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Recall that we say e := e(F ) is extremal if e ∈ {−2h+ 2σ(K), 2h+ 2σ(K)}, i.e. e is one of the
two extremal values in Lemma 5.2.

Proposition 5.3. Assume that |det(K)| = 1. The intersection form QΣ2(F ) is definite if and
only if the normal Euler number e is extremal.

Proof. A nonsingular symmetric bilinear form is definite if and only if its rank equals the absolute
value of its signature. By Proposition 5.1, we know that QΣ2(F ) is nonsingular. Thus QΣ2(F ) is

definite if and only if rk(H2(Σ2(F )) = h equals |σ(Σ2(F ))| = |σ(K)− 1

2
e(F )|. By Lemma 5.2, this

is equivalent to e being extremal. □

Proposition 5.4. The intersection form QΣ2(F ) is odd.

Proof. Edmonds [Edm81, Corollary 4] proved that the branched cover Σ2(F ) is not spin. We note
that Edmonds states his proof in the smooth category, but that the proof may be adapted to work
for a properly embedded surface in a 4-manifold, replacing his discussions of smooth Z2 actions
by locally linear Z2 actions. Since Σ2(F ) is simply-connected, this implies that QΣ2(F ) is odd. □

Proposition 5.5. Assume that |det(K)| = 1 and write σ := σ(Σ2(F )) = σ(K) − 1

2
e. If h ∈

N≤12 ∪ {14} or e is non-extremal, then

QΣ2(F )
∼= (1)a ⊕ (−1)b

where a, b ∈ N0 are nonnegative integers such that h = a+b and σ = a−b, which exist because h ≡ σ
mod 2 and |σ| ≤ h.

Proof. We know from Propositions 5.1, 5.4, and 4.12 that QΣ2(F ) is nonsingular, odd and has
rank h. Assume that h ∈ N≤12 ∪ {14} and that e is extremal. By Proposition 5.3, QΣ2(F ) is
definite. Since QΣ2(F ) is odd and definite, the classification of (low rank) definite, nonsingular

symmetric bilinear forms implies that QΣ2(F )
∼= sgn(σ)(1)⊕h [MH73, Chapter II, Lemma 6.2 and

Remark 1]. We now assume that e is non-extremal so that by Proposition 5.3, QΣ2(F ) is indefinite.
Since QΣ2(F ) is odd and indefinite, the classification of odd, indefinite, nonsingular, symmetric,
bilinear forms [MH73, Theorem II.4.3] in terms of their rank and signature implies that

QΣ2(F )
∼= (1)⊕a ⊕ (−1)⊕b,

where a+ b = h is the rank of QΣ2(F ) and a− b = σ is the signature of QΣ2(F ). □

5.2. The Z-intersection form of the universal cover.

Proposition 5.6. The inclusion induced map i∗ : H2(∂X̃F )→ H2(X̃F ) is injective. In particular,
this implies that the radical of QX̃F

is

rad(QX̃F
) = Im(i∗ : H2(∂X̃F )→ H2(X̃F )) ∼= H2(∂X̃F ) ∼= Zh−1.

Proof. Using Poincaré duality and the universal coefficient theorem, we see that H3(X̃F , ∂X̃F ) ∼=
H1(X̃F ) = 0. The long exact sequence of the pair (X̃F , ∂X̃F ) implies that i∗ : H2(∂X̃F )→ H2(X̃F )

is injective. The radical of QX̃F
is equal to Im(i∗ : H2(∂X̃F ) → H2(X̃F )). As i∗ is injective, this

image is isomorphic to H2(∂X̃F ), which by Proposition 4.7 is isomorphic to Zh−1. □

Remark 5.7. In fact, as a Z[Z2]-module, we have that rad(QX̃F
) ∼= Zh−1

+ . We omit the proof
since we shall not require this information later.

Write Qnd
X̃F

for the nondegenerate form induced by QX̃F
on H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F

). The next

proposition refines Proposition 4.11 to include information on the intersection forms. The state-
ment was given (without proof) on [Kre90, p. 65].

Proposition 5.8. There is an exact sequence of Z[Z2]-modules

(7) 0→ rad(QX̃F
)→ H2(X̃F )

j−→ H2(Σ2(F ))
∂−→ Z2 → 0.
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The inclusion-induced map j : H2(X̃F ) → H2(Σ2(F )) induces an isometry Qnd
X̃F

∼= QΣ2(F )|Im(j),

and the Z2 term has Z[Z2]-action given by extending the trivial Z2-action linearly.
In particular the form QX̃F

splits as

QX̃F

∼= (0)(h−1) ⊕QΣ2(F )|Im(j),

where Im(j) is free abelian of rank h.

Proof. Proposition 4.11 established the exact sequence

0→ H2(Y̊
φ)→ H2(X̃F )

j−→ H2(Σ2(F ))
∂−→ Z2 → 0.

We also proved in Proposition 4.7 that the inclusion Y̊ ⊆ ∂XF induces a Z[Z2]-isomorphism

H2(Y̊
φ)→ H2(∂X̃F ). It now follows from Proposition 5.6 that

Im(H2(Y̊
φ)→ H2(X̃F )) = Im(H2(∂X̃F )→ H2(X̃F )) = rad(QX̃F

).

This gives rise to the exact sequence (7). The sentence concerning the Z2 action was already proved
in Proposition 4.11 and since j is inclusion induced, it gives rise to an isometryQnd

X̃F

∼= QΣ2(F )|Im(j),

as asserted. The fact that Im(j) ∼= Zh follows from (7) together with Proposition 4.12, according
to which H2(Σ2(F )) ∼= Zh.

We conclude by proving the splitting of the intersection form. Note that H2(Σ(F )) is free

abelian, and therefore as a subgroup of this, so is H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
). It follows that there is a

splitting H2(X̃F ) ∼= rad(QX̃F
)⊕H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F

), and the form also splits since one summand
is the radical. □

Next we describe Qnd
X̃F

in terms of QΣ2(F ). Recall that a properly embedded surface F ⊆ X in

a 4-manifold X is characteristic if [F ] ∈ H2(X, ∂X;Z2) is Poincaré dual to w2(X) ∈ H2(X;Z2).

Lemma 5.9. If G ⊆ D4 is a properly embedded nonorientable surface, then [G̃] ∈ H2(Σ2(G);Z2)
is characteristic. The same assertion holds for closed nonorientable surfaces in S4.

Proof. By Proposition 5.4, the intersection form of Σ2(G) is odd, and so Σ2(G) is not spin. It
is a folklore result that a properly embedded surface in a non-spin manifold is characteristic
if and only if the exterior of the surface is spin; a proof for the case that F is closed can be
found in [OP22, Lemma 3.4], and may be adapted the case of a properly embedded surface.

Since G ⊆ D4, and D4 is spin, the exterior XG is spin, and thus so is the universal cover X̃G.

But X̃G is the exterior of G̃ ⊆ Σ2(G), so the lemma is proved. □

Example 5.10. As an example, if G ⊆ S4 is unknotted then Σ2(G) ∼= #aCP 2#bCP 2
for

some a, b ∈ Z≥0, and [G̃] ∈ H2(Σ2(G);Z2) is the sum of the a+ b standard classes [CP 1], one from

each connect summand. It is not difficult to compute that this [G̃] is characteristic by verifying

that QΣ2(G)(x, x) = QΣ2(G)(x, [G̃]) mod 2 for every x ∈ H2(Σ2(G);Z2).

We return to our fixed Z2-surface F .

Proposition 5.11. The inclusion j : X̃F ↪→ Σ2(F ) induces an isometric injection

j : (H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
), Qnd

X̃F
) ↪→ (H2(Σ2(F )), QΣ2(F )).

Moreover

Im(j) = {x ∈ H2(Σ2(F )) | QΣ2(F )(x, x) ≡ 0 mod 2} ∼= Zh.

Proof. The first assertion was already proved in Proposition 5.8, so we now prove the statement
relating the image of j to mod 2 intersections in Σ2(F ). We know from Proposition 5.8 that Zh ∼=
Im(j) = ker(∂). As a consequence, the assertion reduces to proving that ∂(x) ≡ QΣ2(F )(x, x)
(mod 2) for every x ∈ H2(Σ2(F )). The definition of the connecting homomorphism in the Mayer-

Vietoris exact sequence for Σ2(F ) = X̃F ∪ νF̃ implies that ∂(x) = QΣ2(F )(x, [F̃ ]) ∈ Z2. By
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Lemma 5.9, the class [F̃ ] ∈ H2(Σ2(F );Z2) is Poincaré dual to w2(Σ2(F )), and is thus a charac-

teristic vector for QΣ2(F ) over Z2. Thus ∂(x) ≡ QΣ2(F )(x, [F̃ ]) ≡ QΣ2(F )(x, x) (mod 2), which
concludes the proof. □

The next proposition applies Proposition 5.11 to calculate Qnd
X̃F

and its corresponding quadratic

form θnd
X̃F

. The answer will depend on the following quadratic form, defined for every n ∈ Z:

Xn = sgn(n)





2 2 2 . . . 2
0 1 1 · · · 1

0 0
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . . 1

0 . . . 0 0 1



 ∈ Q+(Zn).

The symmetrisation of this form is definite, which is relevant to the next proposition.
Recall that h is the rank of H2(Σ2(F )) and σ is the signature of QΣ2(F ). It follows that |σ| ≤ h

and that h ≡ σ mod 2 when QΣ2(F ) is nonsingular. Thus h − |σ| is nonnegative and even, and
if σ = 0 then h is even.

Proposition 5.12. Assume that |det(K)| = 1 and write σ := σ(Σ2(F )). If h ∈ N≤12 ∪ {14} or
if e is non-extremal, then

θnd
X̃F

∼=

{
2H+(Z)⊕H+(Z)⊕

h
2 −1 if σ = 0,

Xσ ⊕H+(Z)⊕
1
2 (h−|σ|) if σ ̸= 0.

Proof. We calculate Qnd
X̃F

, as this entirely determines the quadratic form θnd
X̃F

. We will use Proposi-

tion 5.11, which shows that the inclusion X̃F ⊆ Σ2(F ) induces an isometry between the form Qnd
X̃F

and the restriction of QΣ2(F ) to

(8) Im(j) = {x ∈ H2(Σ2(F )) | QΣ2(F )(x, x) = 0 mod 2}.
Assume e is non-extremal. Using Proposition 5.5, and recalling that a, b ∈ N0 are defined to be the
unique integers such that h = a+ b and σ = a− b, the classification of odd indefinite nonsingular
symmetric bilinear forms [MH73, Theorem II.4.3], which says that such forms are isometric if and
only if they have the same rank and signature, gives

(9) QΣ2(F )
∼= (1)⊕a ⊕ (−1)⊕b ∼=

{
sgn(σ)I|σ| ⊕H+(Z)⊕ 1

2 (h−|σ|) if σ ̸= 0,

(1)⊕ (−1)⊕H+(Z)h
2 −1 if σ = 0.

Indeed these forms have signature σ, rank h, and are indefinite and odd. Such symmetric bi-
linear forms are unique up to isometry. When e is extremal and h ∈ N≤12 ∪ {14} we proved in
Proposition 5.5 that QΣ2(F )

∼= sgn(σ)(1)⊕h and, since |σ| = h ̸= 0, the isomorphisms in (9) hold
trivially.

We now calculate QΣ2(F )|Im(j)×Im(j). The hyperbolic summands of QΣ2(F ) lead to (the same
number of) hyperbolic summands in QΣ2(F )|Im(j)×Im(j). Using (8), this is because hyperbolics are
even and therefore all squares are zero mod 2.

We first assume that σ = 0, and analyse the restriction of B := (1)⊕ (−1) to Im(j). Use e1, e2
to denote the canonical basis of Z2. By (8),

Im(j) = {v1e1 + v2e2 | v1 + v2 ≡ 0 mod 2}.
Whence observe that Im(j) admits 2e1, e1 + e2 as a basis. Evaluating B on these basis vectors
yields ( 4 2

2 0 )
∼= 2H+(Z). Passing to quadratic forms yields the result in this case.

We conclude with the case σ ̸= 0. We need to analyse the restriction of B′ := sgn(σ)I|σ|
to Im(j). Use e1, . . . , e|σ| to denote the canonical basis of Z|σ|. By (8),

Im(j) =
{ |σ|∑
i=1

viei

∣∣∣ |σ|∑
i=1

vi ≡ 0 mod 2
}
.
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We can therefore compute that Im(j) admits 2e1, e1 + e2, e1 + e3, . . . , e1 + e|σ| as a basis. Evalu-

ating B′ on these basis vectors yields the matrix Xσ +XT
σ . Passing to the quadratic forms yields

the result in this case. □

5.3. The Z[Z2]-intersection form of the exterior. We describe the nondegenerate Hermit-

ian form λndXF
induced by the equivariant intersection λXF

: H2(X̃F ) × H2(X̃F ) → Z[Z2] on the

quotient H2(X̃F )/ rad(λXF
).

Proposition 5.13. The radical of the equivariant intersection form λXF
of XF equals that of

the standard intersection form of X̃F under the isomorphism H2(X̃F ) ∼= H2(XF ;Z[Z2]). On the

quotient H2(X̃F )/ rad(λXF
) we have λndXF

= (1− T )Qnd
X̃F

.

Proof. The same reasoning as in Proposition 5.6, but now using that H3(XF , ∂XF ;Z[Z2]) ∼=
H1(XF ;Z[Z2]) = 0, shows that the radical of λXF

is the image of H2(∂XF ;Z[Z2]) and this is
precisely rad(QX̃F

). Use Corollary 4.14 to observe that

(10) H2(XF ;Z[Z2])/ rad(λXF
) = H2(X̃F )/ rad(λXF

) = H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
) ∼= Zh−.

The last part of the assertion now follows from a direct calculation using the definition of λXF
.

Indeed, for any pair of elements x, y ∈ H2(X̃F )/ rad(λXF
), we have

λndXF
(x, y) = QX̃F

(x, y) +QX̃F
(x, Ty)T = QX̃F

(x, y) +QX̃F
(x,−y)T = (1− T )Qnd

X̃F
(x, y).

This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.13. □

6. A spin union of surface exteriors

We will show that if two Z2-surfaces with the same connected, nonempty boundary have the
same nonorientable genus and normal Euler number, then it is possible to glue their exteriors
together so that the union is both spin and has fundamental group Z2.

Remark 6.1. In this section, it will be necessary to be particularly careful with tubular neigh-
bourhoods. We will use the notation νA⊆B for the normal vector bundle of a submanifold A ⊆ B
(as opposed to νA ⊆ B, which is an open tubular neighbourhood). We will assume that every
surface F ⊆ D4 comes equipped with a choice of tubular neighbourhood, i.e. a choice of continuous
map νF⊆D4 → D4 from the total space of the normal vector bundle of F whose restriction to the
unit disc bundle is a homeomorphism to its image:

α : (D(νF⊆D4), S(νF⊆D4))
∼=−→ (α(D(νF⊆D4)), α(S(νF⊆D4))),

and which when composed with the zero section gives the original embedding of F . We refer to
the disc bundle α(D(νF⊆D4)) as a tubular neighbourhood of F ⊆ D4.

Moreover, for each knot K ⊆ S3, we choose a tubular neighbourhood and assume that, if a
surface F ⊆ D4 has connected nonempty boundary K ⊆ S3, then the tubular neighbourhood of F
extends the given one of K. In this way, if two such surfaces have the same connected boundary K,
their tubular neighbourhoods will agree precisely upon restriction to the boundary. Throughout
this section it will also be helpful to recall that ∂XF

∼= XK ∪∂νK S(νF⊆D4).

The meridian of a Z2-surface F ⊆ D4 refers to the homotopy class T ∈ π1(XF ) of the boundary
of any D2-fibre of the tubular neighbourhood α(D(νF⊆D4)), together with a basing path. The
meridian of F

• generates π1(XF ) ∼= H1(XF ) ∼= Z2;
• lies in the image of the inclusion induced map ι : π1(∂XF )→ π1(XF ).

We will also refer to an element µ ∈ π1(∂XF ) as a meridian if it satisfies ι(µ) = T . Given two
nonorientable surfaces F0, F1 ⊆ D4, a homomorphism φ : π1(∂XF0

)→ π1(∂XF1
) is said to preserve

meridians if there exists a meridian µ0 ∈ π1(∂XF0) with φ ◦ ι1(µ0) = T1.
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Definition 6.2. A section s : F → S(νF⊆D4) is nice if the composition

H1(F )
s∗−→ H1(S(νF⊆D4))

α∗−−→ H1(∂XF )
ι∗−→ H1(XF ),

is trivial, where ι : ∂XF → XF is the inclusion.

Recall from Definition 1.3 that a homeomorphism f : S(νF0) → S(νF1) that restricts to the
identity map on S(νK) is ν-extendable rel. boundary if it extends to a homeomorphism νF0

∼= νF1

of the closed tubular neighbourhoods that sends F0 to F1, and restricts to the identity map on νK.
The main result of this section is the following.

Proposition 6.3. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be two Z2-surfaces of nonorientable genus h, with the same
connected nonempty boundary K ⊆ S3, and each with normal Euler number e. Fix a spin struc-
ture s ∈ Spin(∂XF1) that extends to XF1 . Then there exists an orientation preserving homeomor-
phism f : ∂XF0 → ∂XF1 such that:

(1) the spin structure f∗s ∈ Spin(∂XF0
) extends to XF0

;
(2) on XK ⊆ XF0

, the map f restricts to the identity map IdXK
;

(3) on ∂νF0\νK = S(νF0⊆D4) ⊆ XF0
, the map f restricts to a homeomorphism S(νF0⊆D4)→

S(νF1⊆D4) that is ν-extendable rel. boundary;
(4) the map f∗ : π1(∂XF0)→ π1(∂XF1) preserves meridians;
(5) there exist nice sections s0 : F0 → S(νF0⊆D4) and s1 : F1 → S(νF1⊆D4) which are preserved

by f , in the sense that f(s0(F0)) = s1(F1) ⊆ S(νF1⊆D4).

Some preparation is required for the proof of this proposition, which is the goal of this section.
But, assuming the proposition, we record the main consequence.

Corollary 6.4. The union XF0
∪f −XF1

is spin and has fundamental group Z2.

Proof of Corollary 6.4. It follows immediately from Proposition 6.3 that the union is spin. To see
that the fundamental group is as claimed, we apply the Seifert–van-Kampen theorem, computing
the push-out of the diagram

⟨T1 | T12 = 1⟩ = π1(XF1
) π1(∂XF0

) π1(XF0
) = ⟨T0 | T02 = 1⟩,(ι1◦f)∗ (ι0)∗

where ιj : ∂XFj → XFj denote the inclusion maps. To understand this diagram we consider
the decomposition ∂XF0

∼= XK ∪∂νK S(νF0⊆D4), which computes the fundamental group as the
amalgamated free product

π1(∂XF0
) ∼= π1(XK) ∗π1(∂νK) π1(S(νF0⊆D4)).

We claim that an element of π1(∂XF0) maps trivially under (ι0)∗ if and only if it maps trivially
under (ι1 ◦ f)∗. Let s0 : F0 → S(νF0⊆D4) be a nice section. Recalling the standard cell struc-
ture for F from our standing conventions at the end of the introduction, we have closed curves
γ1, . . . , γh on F0. Together with a meridian µF0

, we have a generating set {µF0
, s0(γ1), . . . , s0(γh)}

for π1(∂XF0). Since s0 is a nice section, and since f preserves nice sections, we have

(ι0)∗(s0(γi)) = 1 ∈ π1(XF0) and (ι1 ◦ f)∗(s0(γi)) = 1 ∈ π1(XF1).

The meridian µF0
lies in the image π1(∂νK) → π1(S(νF0⊆D4)). Thus an element g ∈ π1(∂XF0

)
can be expressed as a word in elements of π1(XK) and the s0(γi). Consider the word g̃ ∈ π1(XK)
obtained by removing all the instances of s0(γi) from g ∈ π1(∂XF0

). Since s0 and s1 are nice
sections and f preserves nice sections, the images (ι0)∗(g) ∈ π1(XF0

) = Z2 and (ι1 ◦ f)∗(g) ∈
π1(XF1) = Z2 are both computed by taking the image of g̃ under the composition π1(XK) →
H1(XK) ∼= Z→ Z2, given by the Hurewicz map and reduction modulo two. Thus each element of
π1(∂XF0

) maps trivially under (ι0)∗ if and only if it maps trivially under (ι1 ◦ f)∗, as claimed.
As f is meridian preserving, µF0

∈ π1(∂XF0
) is such that (ι0)∗(µF0

) = T0 and (ι1 ◦ f)∗(µF0
) =

T1. Hence in the push-out we have

π1(XF0 ∪f XF1)
∼= ⟨T0, T1 | T02 = 1, T1

2 = 1, T0 = T1⟩ ∼= Z2,

as desired. □
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The focus for the proof of Proposition 6.3 is on proving condition (1); conditions (2), (3), (4),
and (5) will be achieved along the way. The idea for showing (1) is intuitively straightforward but
the argument is a little long, so some discussion is in order before we begin.

A Z2-surface exterior XF is spin, and there are exactly two choices of spin structure. Thus
there are two spin structures on ∂XF that extend to XF ; they differ along a meridian to F .
The remainder of the spin structure on ∂XF corresponds to a spin structure on a push-off of F .
Exactly one of the possible spin structures on this surface component corresponds to the two spin
structures that extend to XF . Thus, intuitively, the task is to produce a meridian-preserving
homeomorphism f : ∂XF0

→ ∂XF1
that also preserves this distinguished spin structure on the

surface. Having equal normal Euler numbers guarantees the last condition is possible.
We need the following definition.

Definition 6.5. Given a symmetric bilinear form (P, λ) on a finite dimensional Z2-vector space P ,
a Z4-quadratic refinement is a function q : P → Z4 such that q(x+ y) = q(x)+ q(y)+ 2λ(x, y), for
all x, y ∈ P . We call the triple (P, λ, q) a Z4-quadratic form over Z2.

Even though λ(x, y) ∈ Z2, we can make sense of 2λ(x, y) ∈ Z4. One quickly deduces from the
condition on q that q(0) = 0 and that 2q(x) = 2λ(x, x) ∈ Z4.

Here is a more detailed proof structure for Proposition 6.3 (1).

(1) Let F ⊆ D4 be a compact, properly embedded surface with boundary K ⊆ S3 and write Y̊

for the total space of the sphere bundle of the normal bundle, so that ∂XF
∼= XK ∪ Y̊ .

We show that a choice of section s : F → Y̊ can be used to specify a 1:1 correspondence
between the set of spin structures on ∂XF and the set of Z4-quadratic refinements of
the Z2-intersection form on s(F ), up to isometry, together with the restricted spin structure
on the meridian. The Z4-refinement here is due to Kirby-Taylor [KT90].

(2) An embedded surface F ⊆ D4 has a canonical Z4-quadratic refinement of the Z2-intersection
form of F , called the Guillou-Marin quadratic refinement [GM86], and denoted qGM . We
prove (Corollary 6.20) that a spin structure s on ∂XF extends to XF if and only if the
Kirby-Taylor refinement on s(F ) ⊆ ∂XF corresponding to s coincides with the Guillou-
Marin refinement on F ⊆ D4.

(3) Guillou-Marin proved (Corollary 6.15) that if two surfaces F0, F1 ⊆ D4 with ∂F0 = ∂F1

have equal nonorientable genus and normal Euler number, then there exists a homeomor-
phism F0

∼= F1 inducing an isometry of Guillou-Marin Z4-quadratic forms.
(4) To complete the proof, we let s be a spin structure on ∂XF1

that extends to XF1
. We

show how to use Guillou-Marin’s homeomorphism F0
∼= F1 to construct a homeomor-

phism f : ∂XF0 → ∂XF1 . We show that

qGM0 = qGM1 ◦ f∗ = qKT1(s) ◦ f∗ = qKT0(f
∗s).

The first equality uses (3), and the second uses (2). Applying the reverse implication
of (2) to ∂XF0

implies that f∗s extends over XF0
.

6.1. The Kirby-Taylor quadratic refinements. Given an abstract compact surface, we recall
a construction of Kirby-Taylor [KT90, Definition 3.5] that relates a certain set of spin structures
to the set of Z4-quadratic refinements of the Z2-intersection form on the surface.

Let Σ be a compact, connected surface. Let ζ = (R→ E → Σ) be a line bundle with w1(ζ) =
w1(Σ). Note that TΣ⊕ ζ admits a spin structure. To see this, consider an immersion ι : Σ ↬ R3.
Note that ι∗(TR3) = TΣ ⊕ νι(Σ)⊆R3 . By the Whitney sum formula w1(νι(Σ)⊆R3) = w1(TΣ) =
w1(ζ), so the normal bundle is isomorphic to ζ. We then compute that w1(TΣ⊕ ζ) = w1(TΣ) +
w1(ζ) = 0 and

0 = ι∗(w2(TR3)) = w2(ι
∗(TR3)) = w2(TΣ⊕ νι(Σ)⊆R3) = w2(TΣ⊕ ζ).
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So TΣ ⊕ ζ admits a spin structure as desired. Fix a spin structure s on TΣ ⊕ ζ. Using the 0-
section, identify Σ with a subspace of E. The reader will verify that there is a canonical bundle
isomorphism ζ ∼= νΣ⊆E .

2

Let γ ⊆ Σ be an embedded circle. Make a choice of orientation on γ. This choice determines a
framing Tγ ∼= γ × R. We now describe two ways of framing the rank three vector bundle TΣ|γ ⊕
νΣ⊆E |γ . The framing F is defined to be the one determined by the choice of spin structure
on TΣ⊕ ζ, via the following sequence of identifications:

F : TΣ|γ ⊕ νΣ⊆E |γ ∼= TΣ|γ ⊕ ζ|γ ∼= (TΣ⊕ ζ)|γ ∼= γ × R3.

The framing Gf is obtained by combining the orientation-induced framing Tγ ∼= γ ×R with some
additional choice of a framing f : νγ⊆E ∼= γ × R2 in the following identifications:

Gf : TΣ|γ ⊕ νΣ⊆E |γ ∼= Tγ ⊕ νγ⊆Σ ⊕ νΣ⊆E |γ ∼= Tγ ⊕ νγ⊆E ∼= γ × R3.

Definition 6.6. The framing f : νγ⊆E
∼=−→ γ×R2, above, is called odd (with respect to the chosen

spin structure s) if Gf determines the same orientation on νγ⊆E as F , but the framings F and Gf
disagree up to homotopy.

Definition 6.7. Let Σ be a surface, let ζ = (R→ E → Σ) be a line bundle over Σ with w1(ζ) =
w1(Σ) and choose a spin structure s for TΣ ⊕ ζ. Let γ ⊆ E be an embedded circle. Choose an
orientation on γ and an odd framing of νγ⊆E with respect to s. With respect to these data, define
the Kirby-Taylor quadratic refinement of γ as

qKT (s)(γ) := #

{
right-handed half-twists made by νγ⊆Σ ⊆ νγ⊆E

as it completes a full rotation around γ in the positive direction

}
∈ Z4.

Note that a count of right-handed half-twists only makes sense once an orientation on γ and a
framing f : νγ⊆E ∼= γ × R2 have been chosen.

The Kirby-Taylor quadratic refinement depends neither on the choice of orientation on γ, nor on
the particular choice of odd framing; see [KT90, p. 203]. The dependency on the spin structure s
is witnessed by the concept of an odd framing.

Theorem 6.8 (Kirby-Taylor [KT90]). The triple (H1(Σ;Z2), QΣ, qKT (s)) is a Z4-quadratic form
over Z2. The assignment described in Definition 6.7 determines a bijection of sets

qKT : Spin(TΣ⊕ ζ) 1:1−−→
{

Z4-quadratic refinements of
(H1(Σ;Z2), QΣ)

}
.

Proof. As Kirby-Taylor do not state the result in the way we have, we collect the components of
their work which yield our statement. First, [KT90, Theorem 3.2] is the statement that there is a
natural 1:1 correspondence

(11) Pin−(TΣ)
1:1−−→

{
Z4-quadratic refinements of

(H1(Σ;Z2), QΣ)

}
,

where the reader is referred to that article for the definition of a Pin− structure. The natural
correspondence is described on [KT90, p. 203], and begins by using [KT90, Lemma 1.7] in which
there is described a natural bijection Ψ4k+1(ξ) : Pin−(ξ)→ Spin(ξ⊕(4k+1) det(ξ)), for any vector
bundle ξ and integer k ≥ 0. We use ξ = TΣ, and k = 0. We then note that as w1(TΣ) = w1(ζ)
and TΣ is orientable, we obtain w1(det(TΣ)) = w1(ζ) and so there is an isomorphism det(TΣ) ∼= ζ.
We thus obtain a bijection of sets

Pin−(TΣ)→ Spin(TΣ⊕ ζ)

2For the reader comparing with [KT90, p. 203], we note that they stipulate a choice of spin structure on TE at

this point. We think this is a minor error in that article, and they should rather stipulate a choice of spin structure
on TE|Σ, the tangent bundle of the total space restricted to Σ, as this is what corresponds to a Pin− structure on

TΣ; see the proof of Theorem 6.8 below. This is then equivalent to our stipulation of a spin structure on TΣ⊕ ζ,

by the observation that ζ ∼= νΣ⊆E and the splitting of TE|Σ ∼= TΣ⊕ νΣ⊆E .
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(depending only on the choice of isomorphism det(TΣ) ∼= ζ). The remainder of the construction
in [KT90, p. 203] is the definition of qKT (s) we have given above and so the bijection of line (11)
factors as

Pin−(TΣ)
1:1−−→ Spin(TΣ⊕ ζ) qKT−−−→

{
Z4-quadratic refinements of

(H1(Σ;Z2), QΣ)

}
.

It follows that qKT is a bijection as claimed. □

Remark 6.9. We remark at this point that Kirby-Taylor do not explicitly allow for the possibility
that the surface Σ has boundary. However, we do explicitly allow this possibility. To justify
this, we note that their proofs that we cited in the proof of Theorem 6.8 remain valid (without
modification) when Σ has boundary.

The following is a standard lemma and we omit the proof.

Lemma 6.10. Let ζ be a spin vector bundle over a space B. Let i : K → B be a map of spaces in-
ducing isomorphism H1(K;Z2) ∼= H1(B;Z2). Then the induced map on the sets of spin structures
Spin(ζ)→ Spin(i∗ζ) is a bijection.

We use the previous theorem by Kirby-Taylor in the proof of the following.

Proposition 6.11. Let F , F1, and F2 be nonorientable surfaces, with connected nonempty bound-
ary.

(1) Let ξ = (R2 → E̊ → F ) be a vector bundle with orientable total space. Write Y̊ for the

total space of the associated S1-bundle S(ξ). Fix a choice of section s : F → Y̊ and a

choice of S1-fibre µ ⊆ Y̊ . There is a bijection of sets

Ψs,µ : Spin(Y̊ )
1:1−−→ Spin(T Y̊ |µ)×

{
Z4-quadratic refinements of

(H1(s(F );Z2), Qs(F ))

}
s 7→ (s|µ, qKT (s)).

To define qKT (s), we take ζ := νs(F )⊆Y̊ and use the spin structure on Y̊ to induce a spin

structure on Ts(F )⊕ νs(F )⊆Y̊
∼= T Y̊ |s(F ).

(2) Let Φ: ξ1 ∼= ξ2 be an isomorphism of nonorientable 2-plane vector bundles with orientable

total space, covering a homeomorphism φ : F1 → F2. Write Y̊i for the total space of the
associated S1-bundles S(ξi). Fix a choice of section s1 : F → Y̊1|F and a choice of S1-

fibre µ1 ⊆ Y̊1. Write s2 = Φ ◦ s1 ◦ φ−1 and µ2 := Φ(µ1). Then there is a commutative
diagram

Spin(Y̊2) Spin(T Y̊2|µ2
)×

{
Z4-quadratic refinements of
(H1(s2(F );Z2), Qs2(F ))

}

Spin(Y̊1) Spin(Y̊1|µ1)×
{

Z4-quadratic refinements of
(H1(s1(F );Z2), Qs1(F ))

}
,

Ψs2,µ2

Φ∗
Φ̂

Ψs1,µ1

where the Ψsi,µi
are the bijections of sets from the first item, and

Φ̂(t, q) := ((Φ|µ2
)∗t, q ◦ Φ∗).

Proof. We begin with the first item. Take the standard cell structure for F (see the conventions

at the end of the introduction), with its basis of loops γ1, . . . , γh. Let A ⊆ Y̊ be a connected 1-
complex comprising a single 0-cell, the S1-fibre loop µ, and the collection of loops s(γi). Applying

Lemma 6.10 to the inclusion map of A, we obtain a bijection Spin(Y̊ ) → Spin(T Y̊ |A). Here we
used Proposition 4.2 and the universal coefficient theorem to compute the Z2-coefficient homology
of Y̊ . Now, as A is a bouquet of circles, there is a bijection

Spin(T Y̊ |A)
1:1−−→ Spin(T Y̊ |µ)×

h∏
i=1

Spin(T Y̊ |s(γi)).
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Hence it now suffices to prove that the latter factor is in 1:1 correspondence with the Z4-quadratic
refinement factor from the statement of the proposition.

For this, first note that the collection of loops s(γi) form the 1-skeleton of s(F ) and so, as s(F )
is homotopy equivalent to this 1-complex, restriction determines a bijection

Spin(T Y̊ |s(F ))
1:1−−→

h∏
i=1

Spin(T Y̊ |s(γi)).

It is clear that there is a bijection between Spin(T Y̊ |s(F )) and Spin(Ts(F ) ⊕ νs(F )⊆Y̊ ). We now

wish to apply Theorem 6.8 using the surface Σ = s(F ) and the line bundle νs(F )⊆Y̊ . To see that

this theorem is indeed applicable, observe that as Y̊ is orientable, the product formula for Stiefel-
Whitney classes implies that w1(Ts(F )) = w1(νs(F )⊆Y̊ ). Thus, by Theorem 6.8, the Kirby-Taylor

quadratic refinement determines a bijection of sets

Ψs,µ : Spin(Ts(F )⊕ νs(F )⊆Y̊ )
1:1−−→

{
Z4-quadratic refinements of

(H1(s(F );Z2), Qs(F ))

}
,

and this completes the proof of the statement in the first item.

We will now prove the second claim, namely that Ψs1,µ1
◦Φ∗ = Φ̂ ◦Ψs2,µ2

. In other words, for

all s ∈ Spin(Y̊2), we will show ((Φ∗s)|µ1
, qKT1

(Φ∗s)) = ((Φ|µ2
)∗(s|µ2

), qKT2
(s)◦Φ∗). As µ2 = Φ(µ1),

by definition, equality in the first argument is clear. Given s ∈ Spin(Y̊2), we will now show the
equality

(12) qKT1
(Φ∗s) = qKT2

(s) ◦ Φ∗ : H1(s1(F1))→ Z4,

which will complete the proof of the second claim. Let γ1 ⊆ F1 be an embedded circle and let
γ2 = φ(γ1) be the corresponding loop in F2. This way s1(γ1) ⊆ s1(F1) ⊆ Y̊1 is an embedded

circle and, by definition of s2 = Φ ◦ s1 ◦ φ−1, we deduce that Φ(s1(γ1)) = s2(γ2) ⊆ Y̊2 is similarly
an embedded circle. Pick a framing f2 : νs2(γ2)⊆Y̊2

∼= s2(γ2) × R2 that is odd with respect to the

spin structure s. Since Φ is a bundle isomorphism, one checks that the framing defined by the
composition

f1 : νs1(γ1)⊆Y̊1
νs2(γ2)⊆Y̊2

s2(γ2)× R2 s1(γ1)× R2Φ
∼=

f2
∼=

Φ−1×IdR2

∼=

is odd with respect to the spin structure Φ∗s. Choose an orientation on γ1 and use the in-
duced orientations on s1(γ1) and s2(γ2). Now qKT1(Φ

∗s)(s1(γ1)) is calculated by counting right-
handed half-twists of νs1(γ1)⊆s1(F1) ⊆ νs1(γ1)⊆Y̊1

with respect to the odd framing f1. On the other

hand, qKT2
(s)◦Φ∗(s1(γ1)) = qKT2

(s)(Φ(s1(γ1))) is calculated by counting right-handed half-twists
of νΦ(s1(γ))⊆s2(F2) ⊆ νΦ(s1(γ))⊆Y̊2

with respect to the odd framing f2. These counts agree thanks

to our choice of framings. This establishes (12) and therefore proves the second claim. □

Remark 6.12. A similar statement to Proposition 6.11 holds when the surfaces are closed. To
modify the statement to the case of F closed, one must consider the punctured surface F̊ in order
to choose the initial section s : F̊ → Y̊ |F̊ (similarly for F1 and F2). The remainder of the statement
holds verbatim and the proof proceeds entirely similarly.

6.2. The Guillou-Marin quadratic refinement. Let F ⊆ D4 be a properly embedded nonori-
entable surface with connected nonempty boundary. We review the definition of the Guillou-
Marin [GM86] quadratic refinement H1(F ;Z2) → Z4, refining the Z2-valued intersection form
of F .

Let γ be an embedded circle in the interior of F and let D ↬ D4 be an immersed disc whose
boundary meets F transversely in ∂D = γ, and whose interior meets F transversely away from γ,
and in double points. Choose an orientation on γ, and thus a positive tangent direction. There
are two possible choices of framing νD⊆D4 ∼= D×R2, one for each orientation of the fibres. Choose
the framing with the property that, writing R2 = R⟨e1, e2⟩, the frame

(outwards-facing normal to γ in D)× (positive tangent to γ)× e1 × e2 ∈ Fr(TpD
4)
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agrees with the ambient orientation of D4 at all points p ∈ γ.

Definition 6.13. Given an embedded loop γ ⊆ F , choose an orientation on γ and a disc D
as above. We then denote by W (D) the number of right-handed half-twists completed by the
sub-bundle νγ⊆F ⊆ νD⊆D4 |γ in one complete rotation around γ. Define3

qGM (γ) :=W (D) + 2(D · F ) ∈ Z4.

A Z4-quadratic form (P,Q, q) over Z2 has a Brown-Kervaire invariant β(P,Q, q) ∈ Z8; see
e.g. [Bro72,KM04]. The following theorem is due to Gilmer-Livingston [GL11, Theorem 7], build-
ing on earlier work of Guillou-Marin [GM86] that concerned closed nonorientable surfaces.

Theorem 6.14 (Guillou-Marin [GM86], Gilmer-Livingston [GL11]). The Guillou-Marin func-
tion qGM is well defined on homology and gives rise to a Z4-quadratic refinement of the Z2-
intersection form (H1(F ;Z2);QF ). Moreover, if F has normal Euler number e (which is neces-
sarily even by Proposition 2.5), then

β(H1(F ;Z2), QF , qGM ) ≡ −1

2
e+ 4Arf(∂F ) (mod 8).

Note that Guillou-Marin and Gilmer-Livingston work in the smooth category, but their argu-
ments extend to the topological category.

Corollary 6.15. If F1, F2 ⊆ D4 have the same nonorientable genus, connected, nonempty bound-
ary K ⊆ S3, and normal Euler number, then there exists a homeomorphism f : F1 → F2, restrict-
ing to the identity map on K, and inducing an isometry between the Guillou-Marin forms

f∗ : (H1(F1;Z2), QF1 , qGM1)
∼=−→ (H1(F2;Z2), QF2 , qGM2).

Proof. Since both F1 and F2 have the same nonorientable genus, there is an isometry of intersection
forms (H1(F1;Z2), QF1

) ∼= (H1(F2;Z2), QF2
). As the surfaces have the same normal Euler number

and connected boundary K, Theorem 6.14 implies that their Guillou-Marin forms have the same
Brown-Kervaire invariant. As mentioned in [GM86, final remark of Section II], this implies there
is an isometry of Z4-quadratic forms (H1(F1;Z2), QF1

, qGM1
) ∼= (H1(F2;Z2), QF2

, qGM2
); this re-

mark concerns abstract non-degenerate quadratic forms and therefore applies since ∂F1 = ∂F2 is
connected. Finally, it is shown in [GP05, Theorem 6.1] that every isometry (H1(F1;Z2), QF1)

∼=
(H1(F2;Z2), QF2

) of intersection forms of compact, nonorientable surfaces with connected nonempty
boundary is induced by some homeomorphism between the surfaces that fixes the boundary point-
wise. □

6.3. The exterior Guillou-Marin form, in the presence of a nice section. In this section
we show it is possible to compute the Guillou-Marin quadratic refinement of a Z2-surface using
immersed discs whose exteriors lie entirely in the exterior of F . Before doing this, we introduce
a mechanism that will allow us to choose immersed discs so that their interiors miss the tubular
neighbourhood.

Throughout this subsection, let F ⊆ D4 be a properly embedded surface with connected
nonempty boundary K ⊆ S3. Recall the standing convention that we have fixed a tubular neigh-

bourhood α : (D(νF⊆D4), S(νF⊆D4))
∼=−→ (α(D(νF⊆D4)), ∂XF \ X̊K), where νF⊆D4 denotes the

normal bundle of F and D(νF⊆D4) and S(νF⊆D4) respectively denote its disc and circle bundles.

Lemma 6.16. The bundle S(νF⊆D4) admits a nice section.

Proof. Write h for the nonorientable genus of F , write
∨h
i=1 γi ⊆ F for the 1-subcomplex that is

a deformation retract of F , using the standard cell decomposition of F , and let bi := [γi] ∈ H1(F )
be the corresponding homology generators. Note that w1(F )(bi) ̸= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , h. Choose
a section s : F → S(νF⊆D4) and consider the composition

Z⟨b1, . . . , bh⟩ ∼= H1(F )
s∗−→ H1(S(νF⊆D4))

α∗−−→ H1(∂XF )
ι∗−→ H1(XF ),

3Guillou-Marin define qGM for closed surfaces in closed 4-manifolds but their definition extends to properly

embedded surfaces in 4-manifolds with boundary, see e.g. [GL11].
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where ι : ∂XF → XF is the inclusion. By Proposition 4.2 we may write this map as

(13) Z⟨b1, . . . , bh⟩ Z2⟨µ⟩ ⊕ Z⟨s∗(b1), . . . , s∗(bh)⟩ Z2.
s∗ ι∗◦α∗

Here, µ is a generator of the first homology of a fibre of S(νF⊆D4). We now intend to define a
new section s′ : F → S(νF⊆D4), which will be the promised nice section. Because F is homotopy
equivalent to a wedge of circles, it is sufficient to describe our new section individually on the
1-cells γi. Recall that a nonorientable circle bundle ξ over a circle has exactly two sections up to
isotopy. The total space E(ξ) is a Klein bottle with homology H1(E(ξ)) ∼= Z⊕Z2, and with respect
to some such choice of isomorphism, the two possible sections represent the classes (1, 0) and (1, 1).
In our case, the choices of γi and µ fix such an isomorphism and so the image in H1(S(νF⊆D4))
of the two possible sections of S(νF⊆D4)|γi are s∗(bi) and s∗(bi) + µ. For each i such that the
composition in (13) ι∗◦α∗◦s∗(bi) is nontrivial, modify s|γi to s′|γi by switching to the other section
of this nontrivial circle bundle. On all other γi, i.e. where ι∗ ◦α∗ ◦ s∗(bi) is trivial, set s|γi = s′|γi .
This determines the new section s′ : F → S(νF⊆D4).

We now verify that s′ is nice. Note that for i such that ι∗ ◦ α∗ ◦ s∗(bi) is nontrivial, we have
that s′∗(bi) = s∗(bi) + µ ∈ H1(S(νF⊆D4)). Thus ι∗ ◦ α∗ ◦ s′∗(bi) is now trivial for all i, and so s′ is
a nice section, as desired. □

Now let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface and suppose that we have chosen a tubular neighbourhood α
for F ⊆ D4, together with a nice section s : F → S(νF⊆D4). For any embedded circle γ ⊆ s(F ),
the facts that s is a nice section and that F is a Z2-surface, imply α(γ) is null-homotopic in XF .
So there exists a properly immersed disc D′ ↬ XF , whose boundary meets F transversely in
∂D′ = α(γ).

Definition 6.17. Let α be a tubular neighbourhood for F ⊆ D4, together with a nice sec-
tion s : F → S(νF⊆D4). Let D′ ↬ XF be a properly immersed disc whose boundary meets ∂XF

transversely in ∂D′ = α(γ), for some embedded loop γ ⊆ s(F ). Choose an orientation on γ and
choose a framing νD′⊆XF

|α(γ) ∼= α(γ)× R⟨e1, e2⟩ such that the frame

(outwards facing normal to α(γ) in D′)× (positive tangent to α(γ))× e1 × e2 ∈ Fr(TpXF )

agrees with the ambient orientation of XF at all points p ∈ α(γ). Define W (D′) as the number
of right-handed half-twists of να(γ)⊆α(s(F )) ⊆ νD′⊆XF

|α(γ) in one complete loop around γ in the
positive direction. Define

q̂GM (γ) :=W (D′).

As there is a basis of H1(s(F );Z2) by oriented embedded loops, this extends linearly to a function
q̂GM : H1(s(F );Z2)→ Z4, which we call the exterior Guillou-Marin function. The proof that this
is well defined on H1(s(F );Z2) is similar to the one for the Guillou-Marin form; see Theorem 6.14.

The next proposition relates q̂GM to the Guillou-Marin form, and in particular shows that its
isometry type does not depend on the choice of the tubular neighbourhood α of F .

Proposition 6.18. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface, and fix a nice section s : F → S(νF⊆D4). Then
the exterior Guillou-Marin quadratic function is a Z4-quadratic refinement of the Z2-intersection
form (H1(s(F );Z2), Qs(F )).

Moreover, the isometry of Z2-intersection forms s∗ : H1(F ;Z2) → H1(s(F );Z2) induces an
isometry between the Guillou-Marin quadratic form and the exterior Guillou-Marin quadratic form.

Proof. Let α be a tubular neighbourhood for F ⊆ D4, let δ ⊆ F be an embedded loop, and
let D′ ↬ XF be a properly immersed disc whose boundary meets F transversely in ∂D′ = α(s(δ)).
For each p ∈ δ, write Ip for the radial line between p and s(p) in the fibre νF⊆D4 |p. The union A :=∐
p∈δ Ip is an embedded annulus in νF⊆D4 . The union D := D′ ∪α(s(δ)) α(A) may be used to

compute qGM (δ). The interior of the disc D does not intersect F and therefore qGM (δ) =W (D).
As α(A) is an embedded annulus with trivial normal bundle in D4, and the framing conventions
for computing W (D) and W (D′) are the same, we also have W (D) = W (D′). Thus, qGM (δ) =
q̂GM (s(δ)). This shows both that q̂GM is a Z4-quadratic refinement of the Z2-intersection form
on s(F ) and that s∗ is indeed an isometry of Z4-quadratic forms. □
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There is an isometry between the (exterior) Guillou-Marin form for F and the particular Kirby-
Taylor forms that correspond to the spin structures on ∂XF that extend to XF :

Lemma 6.19. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface, and let s : F → S(νF⊆D4) be a nice section.

Write Y̊ ⊆ ∂XF for the boundary of the tubular neighbourhood of F . Choose a spin structure s
for Y̊ that extends to a spin structure on XF . Then there is an equality of Z4-quadratic forms

((H1(s(F );Z2), Qs(F ), q̂GM ) = ((H1(s(F );Z2), Qs(F ), qKT (s)),

where the latter form qKT (s) is furnished by Proposition 6.11.

Proof. To ease notation, in this proof we will writeX := XF and Σ := s(F ), and we will henceforth
identify Σ with α(Σ). Let γ ⊆ Σ be an oriented, embedded loop. We unravel the definition
of qKT (s)(γ) from Proposition 6.11. In the notation of that section, set ζ = νΣ⊆Y̊ . The spin

structure s on Y̊ gives a framing of

T Y̊ |Σ ∼= TΣ⊕ νΣ⊆Y̊ .

This, together with the choice of orientation on γ, is used to define the concept of an odd framing
for the 2-plane bundle

νγ⊆Σ ⊕ νΣ⊆Y̊
∼= νγ⊆Y̊ .

Then qKT (s)(γ) is the number of right-hand half twists modulo 4 made by νγ⊆Σ ⊆ νγ⊆Y̊ as it
rotates around γ, with respect to a choice of odd framing on this ambient 2-plane bundle.

We compare with the process for computing the exterior Guillou-Marin form. Choose a properly
immersed disc D′ ↬ XF for computing q̂GM (γ). Write

(14) f : νD′⊆X |γ ∼= γ × R2

for the framing coming from restricting the framing on νD′⊆X determined by the convention
described in Definition 6.17. Then q̂GM (γ) is the number of right-hand half-twists modulo 4

in νγ⊆Σ ⊆ νD′⊆X |γ with respect to f . Since D′ is transverse to Y̊ , there is a bundle isomor-
phism νγ⊆Y̊

∼= νD′⊆X |γ .
As both qKT (s)(γ) and q̂GM (γ) are counts of right-handed half twists of νγ⊆Σ ⊆ νD′⊆X |γ , to

show they are equal it suffices to prove that f is an odd framing. In other words, we must show
that the following two framings induce the same orientation, but disagree as framings:

F : T Y̊ |γ ∼= γ × R3, and Gf : T Y̊ |γ ∼= γ × R3,

where F is obtained by using the spin structure s on Y̊ and, recall, Gf is defined as the sequence
of bundle isomorphisms

T Y̊ |γ ∼= Tγ ⊕ νγ⊆Y̊ ∼= Tγ ⊕ νD′⊆X |γ ∼= γ × R3.

Writing n for the outwards-facing normal to γ in D′, t for the tangent to γ, and ⟨e1, e2⟩ for
the frame specified by f , the frame n × t × e1 × e2 agrees with the ambient orientation of X, by
definition of f . Using the “outwards normal first” convention, the orientation on X induces an
orientation on Y̊ . Our frame includes n as the first vector already, so the frame t×e1×e2, (i.e. the
frame specified by Gf ) induces this ambient orientation on Y̊ . Now consider that F comes from a

spin structure on Y̊ , and this spin structure extends to a spin structure on X, by hypothesis. It
must be that the orientations underlying these spin structures agree with the orientations on X
and Y̊ . Hence the orientation underlying F is the ambient orientation on Y̊ , and the orientations
coming from F and Gf agree, as claimed.

Next, we show that F and Gf disagree, as framings. Using the outwards-facing normal n,
complete each of F and Gf to a framing of

TX|γ ∼= νγ⊆D′ ⊕ T Y̊ |γ .
We refer to the completed framings as F ′ and G′f , respectively. We now show that these two
framings disagree, as this will imply that F and Gf also disagree.

The framing F ′ extends to a framing of TX|D′ because the spin structure on Y̊ used to define α
extends to X (this uses the “outwards-facing normal first” convention, again). The framing G′f
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splits as a framing of TD′|γ ∼= νγ⊆D′ ⊕ Tγ and of νD′⊆X |γ . The latter of these framings is f and
extends to νD′⊆X , by definition; recall (14). The former of these framings is given by n × t. An
ordered pair of framings of a 2-plane bundle over a circle, which correspond to the same orientation,
determines an element of π1(SO(2)). Fix the (unique) framing that extends to a framing of νD′⊆X
as our reference framing; this framing determines the trivial class in π1(SO(2)). On the other
hand, the framing n × t determines a generator of π1(SO(2)) ∼= Z, and so determines the Lie
framing. Therefore this latter framing does not extend to a framing of νD′⊆X . Thus, overall, G′f
does not extend to TX|D′ . This proves that F ′ and G′f are different framings of TX|γ .

But the framings F ′ and G′f were obtained from F and Gf by the addition of the same line

bundle (given by the outwards facing normal), from which we deduce that F and Gf are different
framings. This completes the proof that f is an odd framing, which completes the proof of
Lemma 6.19. □

Corollary 6.20. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface, and write Y̊ ⊆ ∂XF for the boundary of the
tubular neighbourhood of F . Let s ∈ Spin(Y̊ ) be a spin structure and let s be a nice section. Then
s extends to XF if and only if the quadratic refinement qKT (s) associated to the spin structure s
by Proposition 6.11 agrees with the exterior Guillou-Marin quadratic refinement.

Proof. Write S for the set of spin structures on Y̊ that extend to XF . Write T for the set
of t ∈ Spin(Y̊ ) such that qKT (t)(γ) = q̂GM (γ) for every γ ∈ H1(s(F );Z2). The corollary is
equivalent to the statement S = T . Lemma 6.19 shows that if t extends to XF then we have an
identification between q̂GM and qKT (t), and so S ⊆ T .

Now note that by Proposition 6.11 (1), exactly two spin structures on Y̊ correspond to the
Guillou-Marin quadratic refinement, so we have |T | = 2. The corollary will be proved if we can
show |S| = 2. We know |S| ≤ |T | = 2 because S ⊆ T . As noted earlier there are two spin

structures on XF and these induce at most two spin structures on Y̊ . We write S = {s1, s2}
where s1 and s2 are the restrictions of the two distinct spin structures on XF to Y̊ . These spin
structures on XF differ on their restriction to a meridian µ ⊆ XF , which is nontrivial in H1(Y̊ ;Z2).
Thus by Proposition 6.11 (1) we have s1 ̸= s2 and so |S| = 2 as required. □

6.4. The proof of Proposition 6.3. We begin with a lemma that will allow us to align choices
of nice sections. We then move on to the proof of Proposition 6.3.

Given a surface Σ with connected, nonempty boundary and a bundle ξ̊ = (R2 → N̊ → Σ), we

write N̊ |∂Σ for the total space of ξ̊|∂Σ. Since [∂Σ] = 0 ∈ H1(Σ;Z/2), it follows that w1(ξ̊)([∂Σ]) =

0, and therefore ξ̊|∂Σ is a trivial bundle.

Lemma 6.21. For i = 0, 1, let Fi ⊆ D4 be nonorientable surfaces with the same nonorientable

genus, and the same connected boundary K ⊆ S3. For brevity, write ξ̊i = (R2 → N̊i → Fi) for the

respective normal bundles. Suppose s0, s1 : Fi → N̊i are nonvanishing sections.

(1) Given a homeomorphism φ : F0 → F1, restricting to the identity map on K, there exists a

vector bundle isomorphism Φ: ξ̊0 → ξ̊1 covering φ and sending s0 to s1.
(2) Suppose moreover that s0|K and s1|K are isotopic as sections of νK⊆S3 . Then, after an

isotopy of s1 supported in a collar of K ⊆ F0, the isomorphism Φ may be assumed to
restrict to the identity on νK⊆S3 .

Proof. We prove the first item. For i = 0, 1, the section si determines a (trivial) line bundle ζi =

(R → Ei
πi−→ Fi). Namely ζi is the subbundle of ξ̊i with fibre over x ∈ Fi given by R⟨si(x)⟩.

Every v ∈ Ei can be written uniquely as v = λivsi(πi(v)) ∈ (Ei)πi(v) for some λiv ∈ R. It follows

that the assignment v 7→ λ0vs1(φ(π0(v))) defines a bundle isomorphism α : ζ0 ∼= ζ1, that covers φ
and satisfies α ◦ s0 = s1 ◦ φ.

We now extend α to a bundle isomorphism Φ: ξ̊0 ∼= ξ̊1, using orthogonal complements. Choose

Riemannian metrics on ξ̊0 and ξ̊1 which agree over K, and consider the perpendicular bundles ζ⊥0
and ζ⊥1 . Given an embedded loop γ ⊆ Fi, the line bundle ζ⊥i |γ is orientable or nonorientable

according to whether w1(ξ̊i) is trivial on γ or not. Since φ is a homeomorphism, for γ ⊆ F0 we

have that w1(F0)(γ) = w1(F1)(φ(γ)). Therefore since the total space of ξ̊i is orientable, we have
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that w1(ξ̊0)(γ) = w1(ξ̊1)(φ(γ)). Thus in both cases there is a bundle isomorphism ζ⊥0 |γ ∼= ζ⊥1 |φ(γ).
Because line bundles are classified by w1, this implies there exists a bundle isomorphism β : ζ⊥0 →
ζ⊥1 covering φ. Combining α and β, we obtain a bundle isomorphism

Φ: ξ̊0
∼=−→ ζ0 ⊕ ζ⊥0

α⊕β−−−→ ζ1 ⊕ ζ⊥1
∼=−→ ξ̊1,

which covers φ and satisfies Φ ◦ s0 = s1 ◦ φ.
We prove the second item. The normal bundles ξ̊0 and ξ̊1 both restrict to νK⊆S3 over K, and

recall that our choices of Riemannian metric for ξ̊0 and ξ̊1 were constructed to agree over K.
An isotopy of s1 over K that makes it agree with s0 thus determines an isotopy between the
line bundles ζ1|K and ζ0|K , as subbundles of νK⊆S3 . Also, because the metrics agree over the

boundary, this isotopy induces an isotopy between ζ⊥1 |K and ζ⊥0 |K as subbundles of νK⊆S3 . This
means we obtain an isotopy from Φ|νK⊆S3 to a bundle automorphism of νK⊆S3 that sends ζ0|K
to itself and ζ⊥0 |K to itself. Since νK⊆S3 ∼= ζ0|K ⊕ ζ⊥0 |K , it follows that this automorphism is in
fact the identity. Taper the isotopies of Φ|νK⊆S3 and of s1 over a collar neighbourhood of K in F0

and F1, to obtain the desired isotopy of Φ to a new bundle isomorphism Φ′ : ξ̊0 → ξ̊1 that is the
identity over K, and to obtain the claimed isotopy of s1. □

Lemma 6.22. For i = 0, 1, let Fi ⊆ D4 be nonorientable surfaces with the same nonorientable
genus, the same connected boundary K ⊆ S3 and each with normal Euler number e. Let si : Fi →
νFi⊆D4 be nonvanishing sections. Then s0|K and s1|K are isotopic.

Proof. Recall that, by convention in this section, the tubular neighbourhood of any surface with
boundary a given K ⊆ S3 extends a given tubular neighbourhood for K. So there are assumed
identifications νFi⊆D4 |K = νK⊆S3 for i = 0, 1. Isotopy classes of nonvanishing sections of νK⊆S3

are in one-to-one correspondence with framings of νK⊆S3 ∼= S1 × R2, and we will identify the
two, using the same notation for a section and the corresponding framing. Write τ : K → νK⊆S3

for a nonvanishing section corresponding to the Seifert framing of K. The set of framings is
in affine correspondence with Z, so for i = 0, 1, the difference between framings determines an
integer d(τ, si|K) ∈ Z. We claim that for i = 0, 1 there is an equality d(τ, si|K) = e. To see
this, consider that if we add −ki full turns to τ to make the difference 0, and thus to make τi
isotopic to si|K , this introduces −ki signed intersections between a generic extension of τ to Fi
and the 0-section of νFi⊆D4 . As si|K extends to a nonvanishing section, i.e. e(νFi⊆D4 , si|K)=0,
this implies that d(τi, si|K) = ki = e(νFi⊆D4 , τi) =: e (using the interpretation of e(νFi⊆D4 , τi) as
a signed intersection count from Remark 2.1).

We thus have that d(τ, s1|νK ) = d(τ, s1|νK ), from which we deduce

d(s0|νK , s1|νK ) = d(τ, s0|νK )− d(τ, s1|νK ) = 0.

So s0|νK is isotopic to s1|νK as claimed. □

We can now prove the main result of this section.

Proof of Proposition 6.3. Since the surfaces F0, F1 ⊆ D4 have the same normal Euler number and
nonorientable genus, by Corollary 6.15 we can, and will, choose a homeomorphism φ : F0 → F1

inducing an isometry of their Guillou-Marin forms and restricting to the identity map on K. The
strategy for the remainder of the proof is to extend φ to a homeomorphism νF0⊆D4 ∼= νF1⊆D4 , and
then to restrict to S(νF0⊆D4) ∼= S(νF1⊆D4). Finally, extending by the identity on XK leads to the
sought-for homeomorphism ∂XF0

∼= ∂XF1
. Now, the details.

Recall that for i = 0, 1, we fixed a tubular neighbourhood αi for νFi⊆D4 , so that αi(S(νFi⊆D4)) =

∂XFi
\ X̊K . By Lemma 6.16, we may pick nice sections si : Fi → S(νFi⊆D4)|Fi

with respect to this
tubular neighbourhood. Thus we may apply Lemma 6.21 (1) to obtain a bundle isomorphism

Φ: νF0⊆D4 ∼= νF1⊆D4

covering φ. Because the normal Euler numbers of F0 and F1 agree, Lemma 6.22 shows s0|K and
s1|K are isotopic as sections of νK⊆S3 . As φ restricts to the identity map on K, this means we
may apply Lemma 6.21 (2). This achieves that Φ restricts to the identity map on νK⊆S3 , at the
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expense of changing s1 by an isotopy. We will continue to call this modified section s1, and we
note that the new s1 is still a nice section as this property is preserved by isotopy.

Our chosen tubular neighbourhoods α0 and α1 satisfy αi : S(νFi⊆D4) ↪→ ∂XFi
for i = 0, 1, and

are such that each embedding extends the given tubular neighbourhood of the knot S(νK⊆S3) ∼=
∂XK . We thus have a homeomorphism

g := α1 ◦ Φ ◦ (α0)
−1 : α0(S(νF0⊆D4))

∼=−→ α1(S(νF0⊆D4)).

As Φ restricts to the identity bundle map over K, this homeomorphism g restricts to the iden-
tity map on the tubular neighbourhood of the knot K. Thus we may extend g by the identity
map Id: XK → XK , to define a homeomorphism

(15) f : ∂XF0

∼=−→ ∂XF1
.

We claim f has the properties listed in the statement of the proposition.
Property (2), that f |XK

is the identity, is clear from construction. Properties (3) and (4), that f
restricts to a map that is ν-extendable rel. boundary, and that meridians are preserved, follow
because f was constructed from the restriction of a vector bundle isomorphism νF0⊆D4 ∼= νF1⊆D4 .
Property (5), which was about f preserving nice sections, is also automatic from the construction
because we defined f using choices of nice sections.

To finish the proof we prove that f has property (1). Pick a spin structure s ∈ Spin(∂XF1
) that

extends to the exterior Spin(XF1). Write t := α∗
1s for the induced spin structure on S(νF1⊆D4).

Choose an S1-fibre µ0 ⊆ S(νF0⊆D4) and write µ1 := Φ(µ0) ⊆ S(νF1⊆D4) for the corresponding S1-
fibre of S(νF1⊆D4). Using the fact that Φ satisfies Φ◦s0 = s1◦φ, the second item of Proposition 6.11
implies that

(16) Φ̂(t|µ1
, qKT (t)) = ((Φ∗t)|µ0

, qKT (Φ
∗t)).

On the left-hand side, the quadratic refinement is, by definition qKT (t)◦Φ∗, whereas on the right-
hand side the quadratic refinement qKT (Φ

∗t) is assigned by the construction in Proposition 6.11.
Both of these quadratic refinements are defined on H1(s0(F0);Z2).

We claim that we have the following sequence of equalities of quadratic refinements:

(17) q̂GM0 = q̂GM1 ◦ Φ∗ = qKT1(t) ◦ Φ∗ = qKT0(Φ
∗t).

The last equality follows from (16), as just explained. To see the central equality in (17) we use
Lemma 6.19, which implies that qKT1

(t) = q̂GM1
, the exterior Guillou-Marin form of s1(F1).

It remains to see that the isometry of Z2-forms Φ∗ induces an isometry between the exterior
Guillou-Marin forms q̂GM0

and q̂GM1
. As Φ satisfies Φ ◦ s0 = s1 ◦ φ, the isometry Φ∗ factors as a

sequence of isomorphisms

Φ∗ : H1(s0(F0);Z2)
(s0)

−1
∗−−−−→ H1(F0;Z2)

φ∗−−→ H1(F1;Z2)
(s1)−−→ H1(s1(F1);Z2).

By Proposition 6.18, the outer two isomorphisms induce isometries between the q̂GM forms
on H1(si(Fi);Z2) and the qGM forms on H1(Fi;Z2). One of the defining properties of the central
isomorphism φ∗ is that it induces an isometry of qGM forms. Thus Φ∗ induces an isometry of
exterior Guillou-Marin forms, concluding the proof of the claim.

We therefore have from (17) that q̂GM0 = qKT0(Φ
∗t). From Corollary 6.20 it follows that f∗s,

corresponding to the spin structure Φ∗t under the tubular neighbourhood map α0, extends to XF0
.

This completes the proof of property (1) and therefore of Proposition 6.3. □

7. The odd-dimensional ℓ-monoid

We recall the definition and some facts surrounding the monoid ℓ2q+1(R). We will introduce
quasi-formations, define ℓ2q+1(R), study elementary quasi-formations and recall how a quadratic
form v over R determines a subset ℓ2q+1(v, v) ⊆ ℓ2q+1(R).

For the remainder of the section we fix an integer q and set ε := (−1)q. Since we will ultimately
work with R = Z,Z[Z2] which are both groups rings of groups with vanishing Whitehead torsion,
we work in less generality than in [Kre99,CS11] in order to avoid technicalities related to bases
and Whitehead torsion. As a consequence, throughout this section we assume that R = Z[G] is
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a group ring of a group G with vanishing Whitehead group, referring to [CS11, Section 3] for the
discussion in full generality. The involution x 7→ x on R is

∑
ngg 7→

∑
ngg

−1.

7.1. Quasi-formations. We introduce quasi-formations and the ℓ-monoid. The original reference
for these monoids is [Kre99], but we also refer the reader to [CS11] as we will work with the
equivalent formulation developed there. It might help to refer back to Section 3.1 on hermitian
and quadratic forms.

Definition 7.1. An ε-quadratic quasi-formation is a triple ((P,ψ);F, V ), where (P,ψ) is a non-
singular ε-quadratic form, F ⊆ P is a lagrangian, and V ⊆ P is a half rank direct summand; P, F
and V are assumed to be stably free.

This definition and terminology are due to Crowley and Sixt [CS11, Section 3] but are inspired
by work of Kreck [Kre99].

Remark 7.2. In both [Kre99] and [CS11], the authors work with stably based modules through-
out, as this is needed in the most general applications of the theory. However, we have made
the assumption that R = Z[G] where G has vanishing Whitehead torsion, meaning we can avoid
using based modules, as we now briefly explain. We assume some familiarity with the definition

of the first reduced K-group K̃1(R) and refer to e.g. [CS11, Section 3] for more details and def-
initions. An R-module P is stably based if P is stably free and is equipped with an equivalence
class of a basis for a free stabilisation Rn ∼= P ⊕ Rk. Two bases are defined to be equivalent
if there is a common free stabilisation in which the change of basis matrix defines an element

of Z := {±g | g ∈ G} ⊆ K̃1(R). Assuming that Wh(G) = 0 implies that Z = K̃1(R), so that all
stable bases are equivalent, and so do need not be kept track of. For this reason, we do not work
with stably based modules, merely stably free modules.

Example 7.3. Formations (see e.g. [CLM, Section 8.2.1] for some background on formations) are
examples of quasi-formations: they are those quasi-formations where the half rank direct summand
is a lagrangian. Here and in what follows, a formation will refer to what is sometimes called a
nonsingular formation, i.e. a quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F,G) with G ⊆ P a lagrangian.

Definition 7.4.

• Two quasi-formations ((P,ψ);F, V ) and ((P ′, ψ′), F ′, V ′) are isomorphic if there is an
isometry f : (P,ψ)→ (P ′, ψ′) such that f(F ) = F ′ and f(V ) = V ′.

• A quasi-formation is trivial if it is isomorphic to a formation of the type (Hε(F );F, F
∗).

Here, and afterwards when it causes no confusion, we use the abbreviation F, F ∗ ⊆ F ⊕F ∗

instead of F ⊕ 0, 0⊕ F ∗ ⊆ F ⊕ F ∗.
• The boundary ε-quadratic quasi-formation δ(F, θ) of a sesquilinear form (F, κ) is the quasi-

formation (Hε(F ), F,Γκ), where Γκ ⊆ F ⊕F ∗ denotes the graph of κ : F → F ∗. Note that
the sesquilinear form κ need not be hermitian.

• A quasi-formation is a boundary if it is isomorphic to the boundary δ(F, θ) of some
sesquilinear form (F, κ).

• Two quasi-formations are stably isomorphic if they become isomorphic after some number
of trivial formations is added to each. We use ∼= to denote isomorphism and ∼=s to denote
stable isomorphism.

• If a sesquilinear form (F, κ) is even (κ can be written as θ − εθ∗ for some θ) and (−ε)-
hermitian, then the graph Γκ ⊆ F ⊕ F ∗ is a lagrangian for Hε(F ). If (F, [θ]) is a (−ε)-
quadratic form, then (Hε(F ), F,Γθ−εθ∗) is called the boundary ε-quadratic formation
of (F, [θ]). Note that θ − εθ∗ is tautologically even and is also (−ε)-hermitian.

• An ε-quadratic formation is a boundary if it is isomorphic to the boundary δ(F, θ) of
some (−ε)-quadratic form (F, [θ]).

Every quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) is isomorphic to one of the form (Hε(F );F, V
′) for some

half rank direct summand V ′ ⊆ F ⊕ F ∗. Indeed the Fundamental Lemma of L-theory (see
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e.g. [CLM, Lemma 7.92]) implies that the embedding (F, 0) ↪→ (P,ψ) extends to an isome-

try f : Hε(F )
∼=−→ (P,ψ), which therefore induces an isomorphism

(Hε(F );F, f
−1(V )) ∼= ((P,ψ);F, V ).

Definition 7.5. The ℓ-monoid ℓ2q+1(R) is the unital abelian monoid (under direct sum) of stable
isomorphism classes of (−1)q-quadratic quasi-formations modulo the relation

(18) ((P,ψ);F,G)⊕ ((P,ψ), G, V ) ∼ ((P,ψ);F, V ),

where F,G ⊆ P are both lagrangians.

Definition 7.6. The L-group L2q+1(R) is the group (under direct sum) of stable isomorphism
classes of (−1)q-quadratic formations modulo the equivalence relation of cobordism, where x and x′

are said to be cobordant if there are boundary formations b and b′ such that x⊕ b and x′ ⊕ b′ are
stably isomorphic.

Remark 7.7. An alternative definition of the L-group L2q+1(R) is as the abelian group (under
direct sum) of stable isomorphism classes of (−1)q-quadratic formations modulo the relation (18);
see e.g. [Ran01, Remark 9.15]. Thus L2q+1(R) ⊆ ℓ2q+1(R).

7.2. Elementary quasi-formations. We recall the definition of elementary quasi-formations
and the submonoid of ℓ2q+1(R) that they define. References for the material include [Kre99]
and [CS11, Section 3].

We start by recording some terminology that we will use frequently in the sequel.

Definition 7.8. A direct complement to a submodule V ⊆ P is a submodule U ⊆ P such that
the inclusions U, V ⊆ P extend to an isomorphism U ⊕ V ∼= P . We say that U and V are
complementary. If (P,ψ) is a quadratic form, then a lagrangian complement to V ⊆ P is a direct
complement U that is moreover a lagrangian.

We introduce a geometrically significant notion of triviality for a quasi-formation.

Definition 7.9. A quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) is elementary if F ⊆ P is a direct complement
to V ⊆ P . A class in ℓ2q+1(R) is elementary if it admits an elementary representative.

For an elementary quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ), since F is by definition a lagrangian, it follows
that F is a lagrangian complement to V . In particular, V admits a lagrangian complement.
The next proposition proves a partial converse by working on the level of the monoid, modulo
formations. This proposition was proved by Kreck [Kre99, Proposition 8 (iii)] but we translate
the argument into the language of quasi-formations.

Proposition 7.10. If Θ ∈ ℓ2q+1(R) is represented by a quasi-formation x = (Hε(F );F, V ) such
that V admits a lagrangian complement, then there exists a formation y such that Θ + [y] is
elementary.

Proof. Let L ⊆ F ⊕ F ∗ be a lagrangian complement for V ⊆ F ⊕ F ∗. Note that (Hε(F );L, V ) is
elementary. Consider the formation y := (Hε(F );L,F ). Working in ℓ2q+1(R), we have

(19) [(Hε(F );L, V )] = [(Hε(F );L,F )] + [(Hε(F );F, V )] = [y] + [x] = [y] + Θ,

and thus Θ + [y] is elementary as required. □

Proposition 7.10 motivates considering the action of L2q+1(R) on ℓ2q+1(R) by direct sum.

Construction 7.11. The action of [y] ∈ L2q+1(R) on [x] ∈ ℓ2q+1(R) is by [y] · [x] := [x⊕ y]. To
verify this is well defined, it suffices to prove that trivial formations and boundary formations act
trivially. For trivial formations, this is clear: in ℓ2q+1(R) stably isomorphic quasi-formations are
equal. To verify that boundary formations act trivially, use that in ℓ2q+1(R) a boundary forma-
tion y = (Hε(F );F,Γθ−(−1)qθ∗) decomposes as y1⊕y2 := (Hε(F );F, F

∗)⊕(Hε(F );F
∗,Γθ−(−1)qθ∗),

which is the sum of two trivial formations. To see that the latter is trivial one shows that F ∗

and Γθ−(−1)qθ∗ are complementary. Here is the proof that (0⊕ F ∗)⊕ Γθ−(−1)qθ∗ = F ⊕ F ∗. The
fact that (0 ⊕ F ∗) ∩ Γθ−(−1)qθ∗ = 0 is verified by noting that if (0, φ) = (x, (θ − (−1)qθ∗)(x)),
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then x = 0 and therefore φ = (θ − (−1)qθ∗)(0) = 0. The inclusion (0 ⊕ F ∗) ⊕ Γθ−(−1)qθ∗ ⊆
F ⊕ F ∗ is clear and the reverse inclusion follows by writing (x, φ) ∈ F ⊕ F ∗ as (0, φ − (θ −
(−1)qθ∗)(x)) + (x, (θ − (−1)qθ∗)(x)). Now apply [CLM, Lemma 8.10 i)], which states that a for-
mation ((P,ψ);F,G) is trivial if F⊕G = P . This completes the proof that (Hε(F );F

∗,Γθ−(−1)qθ∗)
is a trivial formation. Thus in ℓ2q+1(R) we obtain x⊕ y ∼ x⊕ y1 ⊕ y2 ∼ x, as required.

The following proposition describes an equivalent characterisation of Θ ∈ ℓ2q+1(R) being ele-
mentary when L2q+1(R) = 0 cf. [HKT94, Proposition 2].

Proposition 7.12. Assume that L2q+1(R) = 0. Given Θ ∈ ℓ2q+1(R), the following assertions are
equivalent.

(1) Θ is elementary, i.e. Θ admits a representative (Hε(F );F, V ) such that F is a lagrangian
complement to V .

(2) Θ is represented by a quasi-formation (Hε(F );F, V ) such that V admits a lagrangian
complement.

Proof. The implication (1)⇒ (2) is immediate. Assuming that (2) holds, Proposition 7.10 implies
that Θ is elementary modulo L2q+1(R). Since L2q+1(R) = 0, we deduce that (2)⇒ (1). □

If a formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) is elementary then in particular V admits a lagrangian complement,
but it is unclear in general that for every ((P ′, ψ′);F ′, V ′) in the class [((P,ψ);F, V )] ∈ ℓ2q+1(R),
the module V ′ ⊆ P ′ admits a lagrangian complement. We will show that this property holds
if L2q+1(R) = 0 and one is willing to add a formation to ((P ′, ψ′);F ′, V ′).

For brevity in the next lemma and its proof, given a quasiformation x = ((P,ψ);F, V ) we will
say x admits a lagrangian complement to meant that V ⊆ P admits a lagrangian complement.

Lemma 7.13. Let R be a ring with L2q+1(R) = 0. Let a and b be quasiformations over R that
are either stably isomorphic, or related by the defining relation (18) of ℓ2q+1(R). Then there is
a formation f such that a ⊕ f admits a lagrangian complement if and only if there is there is a
formation f ′ such that b⊕ f ′ admits a lagrangian complement.

Proof. First assume that a and b are stably isomorphic, so that there are trivial formations t1
and t2 such that a⊕ t1 ∼= b⊕ t2. If a⊕ f admits a lagrangian complement for some formation f ,
then b⊕ (f ⊕ t2) ∼= a⊕ f ⊕ t1 admits a lagrangian complement because both a⊕ f and t1 do. The
proof of the converse is identical.

Next assume that a = ((P,ψ);F, V ) and b = ((P,ψ);F,G) ⊕ ((P,ψ);G,V ) are as in (18).
If a ⊕ f admits a lagrangian complement for some formation f , then ((P,ψ);G,V ) ⊕ f admits a
lagrangian complement. Since L2q+1(R) = 0, every formation is stably isomorphic to a boundary
formation [Ran01, Corollary 9.12]. In particular, after adding a trivial formation t, the forma-
tion ((P,ψ);F,G) admits a lagrangian complement, because every boundary formation does. It
follows that

b⊕ f ⊕ t ∼= (((P,ψ);F,G)⊕ t)⊕ (((P,ψ);G,V )⊕ f)

admits a lagrangian complement.
For the converse, assume that b⊕f admits a lagrangian complement for some formation f . More

explicitly, ((P,ψ);G,V )⊕ (((P,ψ);F,G)⊕ f) admits a lagrangian complement. Since admitting a
lagrangian complement is a statement that only involves the half rank direct summand, it follows
that ((P,ψ);F, V )⊕((P,ψ);F,G)⊕f a⊕((P,ψ);F,G)⊕f also admits a lagrangian complement. □

Proposition 7.14. Let R be a ring with L2q+1(R) = 0, let Θ ∈ ℓ2q+1(R) and let u be any
representative quasiformation for Θ. If Θ is elementary, then there is a formation v such that in
the formation u⊕ v =: ((P,ψ);F, V ), the summand V ⊆ P admits a lagrangian complement.

Proof. The definition of ℓ2q+1(R) is as the transitive closure of the set of quasiformations under the
relation of being either stably isomorphic or related as in (18). The proposition is now immediate
from Lemma 7.13. □
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7.3. Induced forms. Following [CS11, Section 5], we describe some additional facts about the
structure of the monoid ℓ2q+1(R).

Given a quasi-formation x = ((P,ψ);F, V ) (a representative for) the quadratic form ψ : P×P →
R restricts to a quadratic form θ := ψ|V×V on V leading to a split isometric inclusion (V, θ) ↪→
(P,ψ). The same holds for V ⊥ and we formalise this as follows.

Definition 7.15. The induced forms of a quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) are the quadratic forms (V, θ)
and (V ⊥,−θ⊥), where θ := ψ|V×V and θ⊥ := ψ|V ⊥×V ⊥ .

Example 7.16. We describe the induced forms in some simple cases.

(1) The induced forms of a formation ((P,ψ);F,G) are both equal to the zero form (G, 0).
This is immediate since G is a lagrangian of (P,ψ) so ψ|G×G = 0 and G⊥ = G.

(2) Adding a formation to a quasi-formation has the effect of adding a zero form to its induced
forms: if x = (Hε(K),K, V ) is a quasi-formation and y = (Hε(F );F,G) is a formation,
then the induced forms of the quasi-formation x⊕ y = (Hε(K⊕F ),K⊕F, V ⊕G) are the
quadratic forms (V ⊕G, θ ⊕ 0) and (V ⊥ ⊕G,−θ⊥ ⊕ 0).

Example 7.16 (2) motivates the following definition from [CS11].

Definition 7.17. Two quadratic forms (P,ψ) and (P ′, ψ′) are 0-stably equivalent if there are zero
forms (Q, 0) and (Q′, 0) and an isometry

(P,ψ)⊕ (Q, 0) ∼= (P ′, ψ′)⊕ (Q′, 0).

The 0-stable equivalence class of a form (P,ψ) is denoted [P,ψ]0. Such an equivalence class is called
a 0-stabilised quadratic form. We write Fzs

2q(R) for the unital abelian monoid of 0-stabilised (−1)q-
quadratic forms over R, where addition is given by direct sum.

Definition 7.18. The induced 0-stabilised forms of a quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) are the 0-
stable equivalence classes [V, θ]0 and [V ⊥,−θ⊥]0 of its induced forms (V, θ) and (V ⊥,−θ⊥).

The notion of induced 0-stabilised forms descends to ℓ-monoids, as first observed in [CS11].

Proposition 7.19. Given a ring R, taking induced 0-stabilised forms gives rise to a well defined
monoid homomorphism

b : ℓ2q+1(R)→ Fzs
2q(R)×Fzs

2q(R)

[((P,ψ);F, V )] 7→ ([V, θ]0, [V
⊥,−θ⊥]0).

Proof. Adding a trivial formation to a quasi-formation adds a zero form to the induced forms;
recall Example 7.16. It therefore remains to study the effect of the relation in (18):

((P,ψ);F,G)⊕ ((P,ψ);G,V ) ∼ ((P,ψ);F, V ).

Since ((P,ψ);F,G) is a formation, its induced forms are zero forms and therefore the induced
forms on both sides of this equivalence are 0-stably equivalent. Note that the induced forms of a
quasi-formation are independent of the data of the first lagrangian. □

Remark 7.20. Given quadratic forms v, v′ such that [v]0 ⊕ Hε(R
k) = [v′]0 ⊕ Hε(R

k), [CS11,
Corollary 5.3] ensures that ([v], [v′]) ∈ Im(b). Following [CS11, Subsection 5.2] we can therefore
define

ℓ2q+1(v, v
′) := b−1([v]0, [v

′]0) ⊆ ℓ2q+1(R).

This is the set of all (equivalence classes of) quasi-formations whose induced forms are 0-stably
equivalent to v and v′ respectively. If [v]0 = [v′]0, then we write ℓ2q+1(v) instead of ℓ2q+1(v, v).
Note that for any 0-form (V, 0), we have ℓ2q+1(V, 0) = L2q+1(R) [CS11, Lemma 6.2].

Crowley and Sixt also show that for every 0-stable equivalence class of a quadratic form v =
(V, θ), there exists a unique elementary class e(v) ∈ ℓ2q+1(v) such that b◦ e(v) = ([v]0, [v]0) [CS11,
Corollary 5.3]. Explicitly, e(v) is the class of the boundary quasi-formation δ(V, ρ), where ρ is a
sesquilinear form representing θ ∈ Qε(V ).

Definition 7.21. Given a quadratic form v we say that ℓ2q+1(v) is trivial if it contains a single
(necessarily elementary) element.
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7.4. Linking forms and boundary automorphism sets. Given a quadratic form v = (V, θ)
over Z, we recall Crowley-Sixt’s description of ℓ5(v) in terms of linking forms [CS11]. We use this
to discuss various examples where ℓ5(v) is trivial. In this section, the group T is a finite abelian
group and the group V is always understood to be a finitely generated abelian group.

Definition 7.22. A (symmetric) linking form (over Z) refers to a pair (T, b) where T is a finite
abelian group and b : T × T → Q/Z is a symmetric bilinear form.

Definition 7.23 (Ranicki [Ran81, §3.4]). A split quadratic linking form (T, b, ν) (over Z) is a
symmetric linking form (T, b) together with a map ν : T → Q/Z such that the following equalities
in Q/Z hold for all x, x1, x2 ∈ T and all r ∈ Z:

(1) ν(rx) = r2ν(x),
(2) ν(x1 + x2)− ν(x1)− ν(x2) = b(x1, x2).

Note that applying the second condition with x1 = x2 = x yields ν(2x)− 2ν(x) = b(x, x), and
then applying the first condition we learn that 2ν(x) = b(x, x).

Definition 7.24. A nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form λ : V × V → Z, whose adjoint we

denote λ̂ : V → V ∗, determines a linking form ∂λ : coker(λ̂) × coker(λ̂) → Q/Z via the formula

([x], [y]) 7→ 1
sy(z), where sx = λ̂(z) for some z ∈ V and some s ∈ Z\{0}. We call ∂λ the boundary

linking form of the symmetric form λ.

We recall the corresponding definition for quadratic forms. Note that if θ := [ρ] ∈ Qε(V ) is a
quadratic form, then for z ∈ V , the integer ρ(z, z) only depends on the the class of ρ in Qε(V ).
As a consequence, we write θ(z, z) instead of ρ(z, z).

Definition 7.25. Let (V, θ) ∈ Qε(V ) be a nondegenerate quadratic form over Z with symmetrisa-
tion (V, λ). The boundary split quadratic linking form of (V, θ) is the split quadratic linking form

∂(V, θ) := (coker(λ̂), ∂λ, ∂θ) where (coker(λ̂), ∂λ) is the boundary linking form of the symmetric
form (V, λ) and

∂θ : coker(λ̂)→ Q/Z

([x]) 7→ 1

s2
θ(z, z),

where sx = λ̂(z) for z ∈ V and s ∈ Z \ {0}.

One verifies that if a nondegenerate symmetric form (V, λ) is represented by a size n matrix A,
then ∂λ([x], [y]) = xA−1y where A−1 denotes the inverse of A over Q and [x], [y] ∈ Zn/AZn. We
record the corresponding calculation in the quadratic case.

Remark 7.26. If a nondegenerate quadratic form (V, θ) is represented by a size n matrix Q so
that its symmetrisation is represented by A = Q+QT , then

∂θ([x]) = xT (A−1)TQA−1x = xTA−1QA−1x

for every [x] ∈ Zn/AZn, where once again we invert A over Q.

Example 7.27. We use Remark 7.26 to calculate the boundary split quadratic linking form of a
rank one quadratic form. When V = Z and θ ∈ Z \ {0}, we have λ = 2θ and the boundary forms
are therefore defined on Z/2θ. Remark 7.26 implies that ∂λ([x], [y]) = 1

2θxy ∈ Q/Z and

∂θ([x]) =
θ

4θ2
x2 =

1

4θ
x2 ∈ Q/Z.

Still building towards the description of ℓ5(v) in terms of linking forms, we now describe isome-
tries of linking forms.

Definition 7.28. An isometry of split quadratic linking forms (T0, b0, ν0) and (T1, b1, ν1) is an

isomorphism f : T0
∼=−→ T1 such that ν1(f(x)) = ν0(x) for every x ∈ T0.
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Observe that an isometry automatically satisfies b1(f(x), f(y)) = b0(x, y) because

b1(f(x), f(y)) = ν1(f(x) + f(y))− ν1(f(x))− ν1(f(y)) = ν0(x+ y)− ν0(x)− ν0(y) = b0(x, y).

Given an isometry h : (V0, θ0) → (V1, θ1) of quadratic forms, one verifies that (h∗)−1 : V ∗
0 → V ∗

1

induces an isomorphism coker(λ̂0) → coker(λ̂1) on the cokernels. This isomorphism, which we
denote by ∂h := (h∗)−1, is an isometry of the boundary split quadratic linking forms.

Definition 7.29. The boundary of an isometry h : (V0, θ0)→ (V1, θ1) is the isometry

∂h := (h∗)−1 : ∂(V0, θ0)→ ∂(V1, θ1).

This determines a homomorphism

∂ : Aut(V, θ)→ Aut(∂(V, θ)).

The group Aut(V, θ) of isometries of (V, θ) acts on the group Aut(∂(V, θ)) on the left both
via h · f := ∂h ◦ f and g · f := f ◦ ∂g−1 where f ∈ Aut(∂(V, θ)) and g, h ∈ Aut(V, θ). Combining
these actions, which clearly commute, leads to a left action of Aut(V, θ)×Aut(V, θ) on Aut(∂(V, θ)).

Definition 7.30. The boundary automorphism set of a nondegenerate quadratic form (V, θ) is
the orbit set

bAut(V, θ) = Aut(∂(V, θ))/Aut(V, θ)×Aut(V, θ).

Observe that an isometry f ∈ Aut(∂(V, θ)) is trivial in the boundary automorphism set bAut(V, θ)
if and only if f extends to an isometry of (V, θ).

Example 7.31. Using Example 7.27, one verifies that for a rank one form (Z, θ), the automor-
phisms of the module Z/2θ are the units of the ring Z/2θ, while the automorphisms of ∂(Z, θ)
consist of the units x of Z/2θ such that x2 = 1 mod 4θ. The corresponding boundary automor-
phism set bAut(Z, θ) consists of the same x ∈ Z/2θ, but with x and −x identified.

• For θ = 4, the units of Z/8 are ±1 and ±3, but only 1 and −1 satisfy x2 = 1 mod 16. It
follows that bAut(Z, 4) is trivial.

• For θ = 6, the units of Z/12 are ±1,±5 all of which satisfy x2 = 1 mod 4θ = 24. It follows
that bAut(Z, 6) = {1, 5}.

Theorem 7.32 (Crowley-Sixt [CS11, Section 6.3]). Given a nondegenerate quadratic form v =
(V, θ) over Z, there is a bijection between ℓ5(v) and bAut(v).

Example 7.33. We illustrate Theorem 7.32 with some examples that will be relevant to the study
of Z2-surfaces of nonorientable genus h = 1, 2.

• In Example 7.31 we saw bAut(Z, 4) is trivial, and thus so is ℓ5(Z, 4), by Theorem 7.32.
• We argue that bAut(4H+(Z)) is trivial, thus proving ℓ5(4H+(Z)) is trivial. First observe
that the isometries of the quadratic form 4H+(Z) are

Aut(4H+(Z)) = Aut(H+(Z)) =
{(

ε1 0
0 ε2

)
,
(

0 ε1
ε2 0

)
| ε1ε2 = 1

}
.

We verify that all the isometries of ∂(4H+(Z)) are induced by Aut(4H+(Z)). This was
already observed by Kreck [Kre90, p. 70]. First, note that the symmetric linking form

is b : (Z4 ⊕ Z4) × (Z4 ⊕ Z4) → Q/Z, represented by B :=
(

0 1
4

1
4 0

)
, and the quadratic

enhancement is ν : Z4 ⊕ Z4 → Q/Z, ke1 + ℓe2 7→ kℓ/4. An automorphism α of this is
represented by a matrix A :=

(
a b
c d

)
over Z4 such that ATBA = B over Q/Z and such

that ν ◦α = ν : Z4⊕Z4 → Q/Z. The former condition implies that ad+bc = 1 ∈ Z4, while
the conditions that ν(e1) = ν(ae1+ce2) and ν(e2) = ν(be1+de2) give ac ≡ 0 ≡ bd. A case
analysis yields exactly the same four matrices for A as in the description of Aut(4H+(Z)).
It follows that Aut(4H+(Z))→ Aut(∂(4H+(Z))) is surjective, as claimed.
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7.5. Nikulin’s criterion for trivial bAut. Determining whether ℓ5(v) is trivial is geometrically
significant, as we will recall in the next section. Theorem 7.32 converts this problem into a question
about linking forms. In order to state a criterion due to Nikulin [Nik79] that describes conditions
for bAut(v) to be trivial, we introduce some notation. Namely, given an abelian group G and a
prime p, we write np(G) for the minimal number of generators for the p-primary part of G, or
equivalently np(G) := dimFp(G⊗ Fp).

Theorem 7.34 (Nikulin [Nik79, Theorem 1.14.2]). Let v = (V, θ) be an indefinite, nondegenerate
quadratic form over Z with symmetrisation (V, λ) = (V, θ + θ∗). Suppose that

(1) the inequality rk(V ) ≥ np(coker(λ̂)) + 2 holds for all odd primes p, and

(2) if rk(V ) = n2(coker(λ̂)), then the split quadratic linking form ∂(Z2, [( 0 2
0 0 )]) is a summand

of ∂(V, θ).

Then ∂ : Aut(V, θ)→ Aut(∂(V, θ)) is surjective, and so bAut(v) consists of one element.

The statement in Nikulin’s paper is not written this way. The fact that Nikulin’s work could
be translated into this language and used in this context was observed in Crowley-Sixt [CS11,
Proposition 6.18 i)], where they reported the outcome of that translation. We provide the details
of the translation momentarily, but first record the key consequence for our purposes.

Corollary 7.35. Under the conditions in the hypotheses of Theorem 7.34, ℓ5(v) is trivial.

Proof. Combine Theorem 7.34 with Theorem 7.32. □

We now translate the result stated in [Nik79, Theorem 1.14.2] to that stated in Theorem 7.34.
First, Nikulin works with the nonsplit version of quadratic linking forms, whose definition we recall
next, in which the quadratic enhancements µ are valued in Q/2Z.

Definition 7.36 (Ranicki [Ran81, §3.4]). A nonsplit quadratic linking form (T, b, µ) (over Z) is a
symmetric linking form (T, b) together with a map µ : T → Q/2Z such that the following equalities
in Q/2Z hold for all x, x1, x2 ∈ T and all r ∈ Z:

(1) µ(rx) = r2µ(x),
(2) µ(x1 + x2)− µ(x1)− µ(x2) = 2b(x1, x2).

In the more general context where Ranicki defined these notions, there is in general a difference
between split and nonsplit quadratic linking forms. For us, because 1/2 ∈ Q/Z, there is effectively
no difference.

Proposition 7.37 ([Ran81, Proposition 3.4.2]). A split quadratic linking form (T, b, ν) determines
a nonsplit quadratic linking form (T, b, µ) by sending ν : T → Q/Z to µ := 2ν : T → Q/2Z. This
gives rise to an equivalence of categories{

split quadratic linking forms over Z
and morphisms thereof

}
∼=−→
{

nonsplit quadratic linking forms over Z
and morphisms thereof

}
that is the identity on the morphisms.

Definition 7.38. The boundary of a nondegenerate, even symmetric bilinear form λ : V ×V → Z
is the nonsplit quadratic linking form ∂(V, λ) := (coker(λ̂), ∂λ, µ), where (coker(λ̂), ∂λ) is the
boundary linking form of the symmetric form (V, λ), and

µ : coker(λ̂)→ Q/2Z

is defined by µ([y]) = 1
s2
λ(z, z), where s ∈ Z, z ∈ V and y ∈ V ∗ satisfy sy = λ̂(z).

Remark 7.39. We caution the reader that ∂(V, λ) does not refer to a symmetric linking form
but to a nonsplit quadratic linking form. As illustrated in Example 7.31, quadratic linking forms
typically have fewer isometries than their symmetrisations.
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Construction 7.40. Write Quad,EvenSym,SplitQuadLink, and NonSplitQuadLink for
the categories of nondegenerate quadratic forms over Z, even symmetric forms over Z, split qua-
dratic linking forms over Z and nonsplit quadratic linking forms over Z, together with morphisms
thereof. Consider the following functors:

(20)

Quad SplitQuadLink

EvenSym NonSplitQuadLink.

∼=

∂

∼=

∂

Here, the left vertical functor maps a quadratic form to its symmetrisation and is the identity on
morphisms. It is an equivalence of categories because every even symmetric form over Z admits a
unique quadratic refinement. The right hand side vertical functor is the equivalence described in
Proposition 7.37, and the horizontal functors take the boundary.

Proposition 7.41. The square (20) commutes.

Proof. To see that the diagram of categories and functors commutes on the level of objects, note
that if θ ∈ Q+(V ) is a quadratic form with symmetrisation λ, then

∂θ([y]) = 1
s2
θ(z, z) = 1

2s2
λ(z, z) = 1

2µ([y]).

The commutativity on the level of morphisms holds because a homomorphism f : V → V is

sent via both routes to ∂f : coker(λ̂)→ Q/2Z. □

Corollary 7.42. The diagram in (20) induces the following commutative diagram of automor-
phism groups:

(21)
Aut(V, θ) Aut(∂(V, θ))

Aut(V, λ) Aut(∂(V, λ)).

∂

= =

∂

The vertical equalities refer to equalities as subsets of the automorphisms Aut(V ) of the group V .

Proof. Restrict (20) to the isometries. □

Nikulin’s theorem is stated in his paper in terms of the objects on the bottom row of (21) and
Crowley-Sixt’s Theorem 7.32 is stated in terms the objects on the top row. For our statement in
Theorem 7.34, we translated Nikulin’s statement into the language of quadratic forms and split
quadratic linking forms, in order to be able to apply it in the context of Theorem 7.32.

Summarising, Nikulin’s map ∂ : Aut(V, λ)→ Aut(∂(V, λ)) is identified with the map ∂ : Aut(V, θ)→
Aut(∂(V, θ)) from Definition 7.29. Thus for (V, λ) = (V, θ+θ∗), Nikulin’s requirement that the non-
split quadratic form ∂(V, λ) split off a ∂(Z2, ( 0 2

2 0 )) summand (Nikulin writes U (2)(2) for the sym-

metric form λ and u
(2)
+ (2) for its nonsplit quadratic boundary ∂(V, λ) [Nik79, Proposition 1.8.1])

is equivalent to requiring that the split quadratic linking form ∂(V, θ) contains a ∂(Z2, [( 0 2
0 0 )])

summand.

We conclude this section by illustrating Corollary 7.35 with some examples that will be useful
when studying Z2-surfaces. Given an integer n ∈ Z, consider the quadratic form

Xn = sgn(n)





2 2 2 . . . 2
0 1 1 · · · 1

0 0
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . . 1

0 . . . 0 0 1



 ∈ Q+(Zn)

from Proposition 5.12. For nonnegative integers a, b ∈ Z≥0, set h := a+ b and σ = a− b. Observe
that h−|σ| is nonnegative and even, and note that if σ = 0 then h is even. Consider the quadratic
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form

θa,b :=

{
2H+(Z)⊕H+(Z)⊕(h

2 −1) if σ = 0,

Xσ ⊕H+(Z)⊕
1
2 (h−|σ|) if σ ̸= 0.

This is a rank h, signature σ, nondegenerate quadratic form. If h ̸= |σ| then h− |σ| > 0 so θa,b is
an indefinite form on V := Zh.

Proposition 7.43. Given nonnegative integers a, b ∈ Z≥0, set h := a+ b and σ = a− b. If h ≤ 3
or if |σ| ≠ h, then the set ℓ5(Zh, 2θa,b) is trivial.

Proof. For h = 1 we have 2θa,b = 4 and we already proved in Example 7.33 that ℓ5(Z, 4) is trivial.
For h = 2 and σ = 0 we have 2θa,b = 4H+(Z) and again we already proved in Example 7.33
that ℓ5(4H+(Z)) is trivial. The cases where |σ| = h = 2, 3 involve detailed explicit computations,
and are treated in the appendix.

We now assume that h ≥ 3 and |σ| ≠ h. Write θ := θa,b. If h ≥ 3 then θ has at least one
hyperbolic summand, and therefore 2θ has a 2H+(Z)-summand. We deduce that ∂(Zh, 2θ) splits
off a ∂(Z2, [( 0 2

0 0 )]) summand.

Thanks to Corollary 7.35, the proof therefore reduces to verifying that coker(λ̂) is 2-primary

and satisfies n2(coker(λ̂)) = rk(V ) = h. Thus in our case np(coker(λ̂)) = 0 for every odd prime,

and so h ≥ 3 implies that h = rk(V ) ≥ np(coker(λ̂)) + 2 = 2. We have that

2θ ∼=

{
4H+(Z)⊕ 2H+(Z)⊕

h
2 −1 if σ = 0,

2Xσ ⊕ 2H+(Z)⊕
1
2 (h−|σ|) if σ ̸= 0.

When σ = 0, we have that coker(4H+(Z) ⊕ 2H+(Z)⊕h
2 −1) ∼= Z4 ⊕ Z4 ⊕ Z⊕(h−2)

2 . This is 2-

primary and generated by no fewer than h elements. Thus n2(coker(λ̂)) = h in this case. When

σ ̸= 0, we have that coker(2H+(Z)⊕
1
2 (h−|σ|)) ∼= (Z2)

⊕h−|σ|, which is 2-primary and generated by
no fewer than h − |σ| elements. To complete the σ ̸= 0 case, it therefore suffices to show that
coker(2Xσ + 2XT

σ ) is 2-primary and generated by |σ| and no fewer elements.
We consider

2Xσ + 2XT
σ = sgn(σ)



8 4 4 . . . 4
4 4 2 · · · 2

4 2
. . .

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
. . . 2

4 2 . . . 2 4

 .

By performing row and column operations, we compute that

coker(2Xσ + 2XT
σ ) =

{
Z|σ|−1
2 ⊕ Z8 if |σ| is odd,

Z|σ|−2
2 ⊕ Z4 ⊕ Z4 if |σ| is even.

Thus coker(2Xσ + 2XT
σ ) is indeed 2-primary and is generated by no fewer than |σ| elements.

This concludes the verification that the assumptions of Corollary 7.35 hold, from which it follows
that ℓ5(Zh, 2θ) is trivial. □

Remark 7.44. We currently know of no pair (a, b) where ℓ5(Zh, 2θa,b) is nontrivial; here re-
call that h := a + b and σ = a − b. In particular, it could be that ℓ5(Zh, 2θa,b) is trivial for
all a, b. It would be very interesting to know whether or not this holds. Proposition 7.43 implies
that ℓ5(Zh, 2θa,b) could only potentially be nontrivial when h = |σ| ≥ 4. In the appendix, we
verify by direct calculations of isometries that ℓ5(Zh, 2θa,b) is trivial in the cases corresponding
to h = |σ| ∈ {2, 3}. The computations grow rapidly in complexity with h. For h = |σ| = 2,
the group Aut(Zh, θa,b)) has 8 elements, whereas for h = |σ| = 3, it has 48 elements. This com-
putational complexity explains why, for extremal values of σ, we only proved Proposition 7.43
for h ≤ 3.
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8. Modified surgery theory

In this section we recall some elements of Kreck’s modified surgery theory [Kre99]. In Sub-
section 8.1, we review the concept of a normal k-smoothing of a manifold M . Restricting to
dimension 4, Subsection 8.2 recalls the definition of the modified surgery obstruction that takes
values in ℓ5(Z[π1(M)]). In Subsection 8.3 we narrow down where in the monoid ℓ5(Z[π1(M)]) the
modified surgery obstruction lives.

8.1. Normal smoothings. We recall the notion of a normal smoothing and of the normal k-type
from [Kre99]. We then consider the concrete case where the manifolds are 4-dimensional and
orientable with fundamental group Z2.

Let B be a topological space with the homotopy type of a CW complex and let ξ : B →
BSTOP be a fibration. An n-dimensional (B, ξ)-manifold consists of a pair (M,ν), where M is
an oriented n-manifold and ν : M → B is a lift of the oriented stable (topological) normal bundle
ν : M → BSTOP of M , meaning that ν = ξ ◦ ν.

A (B, ξ)-null-bordism for a closed n-dimensional (B, ξ)-manifold (M0, ν0) is an (n+1)-dimensional
(B, ξ)-manifold (W, ν) for which ∂(W, ν) = (M0, ν0). A (B, ξ)-cobordism between two n-dimensional
(B, ξ)-manifolds (M0, ν0) and (M1, ν1) consists of:

(i) a homeomorphism f : ∂M0 → ∂M1;

(ii) for i = 0, 1, homotopies νi ∼ ν†i , to some maps ν†i : Mi → B, such that

ν†0|∂M0 = ν†1|∂M1 ◦ f : ∂M0 → B;

(iii) an (n+1)-dimensional (B, ξ)-null-bordism of (M0∪f −M1, ν
′) where ν′|M0

= ν†0 and ν′|M1
=

−ν†1.
We note that the homotopies in condition (ii) are there to ensure one can produce a well-defined
B-structure ν′ on M0 ∪f −M1 in the scenario that the B-structures ν1 ◦ f and ν0 are isomorphic,
but not necessarily equal (equality is required for glueing).

We briefly discuss orientation reversal, to give meaning to the notation −ν†1 above. Given
a (B, ξ)-manifold (M,ν), the map ν ◦ pr1 : M × [0, 1] → B defines a (B, ξ)-manifold (M ×
[0, 1],pr1 ◦ν). We identify (M,ν) with the restriction to M × {0}, and define −ν : M → B as
the restriction to the end M ×{1}, which then produces a (B, ξ)-manifold (−M,−ν), i.e. −ν lifts
the oppositely oriented stable normal bundle ν−M : −M → BSTOP.

Recall that a map of spaces f : X → Y is m-connected if f∗ : πi(X)→ πi(Y ) is an isomorphism
for i < m and is surjective for i = m. A map of spaces f : X → Y is m-coconnected if f∗ : πk(X)→
πk(Y ) is an isomorphism for i > m and is injective for i = m.

Definition 8.1. Let B be a space with the homotopy type of a CW complex with finite (k + 1)-
skeleton, let ξ : B → BSTOP be a fibration, and let (M,ν) be a (B, ξ)-manifold.

(1) If ν is (k+1)-connected, then (M,ν) is called a normal k-smoothing into (B, ξ).
(2) The pair (B, ξ) is a normal k-type for M if ξ is (k + 1)-coconnected and there exists a

normal k-smoothing (M,ν) into (B, ξ).

The existence of the Moore-Postnikov factorisation [Bau77] of the stable normal bundle ν : M →
BSTOP ensures that for all k ≥ 0, there exists a normal k-type for M . Moreover, this theory
implies any two normal k-types for M are fibre homotopy equivalent.

We now assume that M is a 4-manifold with fundamental group Z2, and equipped with a spin
structure. This implies the existence of maps c : M → BZ2 and s : M → BTOPSpin, where c
classifies the universal cover of M , and s is a lift of the stable normal bundle along the standard
principal fibration γ : BTOPSpin→ BSTOP. These maps are unique up to homotopy.

Lemma 8.2. Let M be a spin 4-manifold with fundamental group Z2, equipped with a spin struc-
ture. Write

(B, ξ) := (BTOPSpin×BZ2, γ ◦ pr1).
Then the map

ν := s× c : M → BTOPSpin×BZ2
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determines a normal 1-smoothing into (B, ξ), and (B, ξ) is a normal 1-type for M .

Proof. The space B has finite 2-skeleton because both BZ2 ≃ RP∞ and BTOPSpin do (for
the latter, use πi(BTOPSpin) = 0 for i = 1, 2 together with CW approximation). The map
BTOPSpin → BSTOP is 2-coconnected because TOPSpin → STOP is the universal covering
map. It follows that ξ is 2-coconnected, because πi(BZ2) = 0 for i ≥ 2. Next, since M is spin, the
stable normal bundle ν : M → BSTOP lifts to s : M → BTOPSpin and therefore combining with c
we obtain a smoothing M → BTOPSpin×BZ2. This is 2-connected because πi(BTOPSpin) = 0
for i = 1, 2. □

Proposition 8.3. If F0 and F1 are Z2-surfaces with the same nonorientable genus and normal
Euler number, then there exist normal 1-smoothings (XFi

, νi) for i = 0, 1, that are bordant over
their normal 1-type, relative to a homeomorphism f : ∂XF0

→ ∂XF1
that restricts to a homeomor-

phism S(νF0)→ S(νF1) that is ν-extendable rel. boundary.

Proof. Write (B, ξ) for the normal 1-type of the XFi
that was described in Lemma 8.2. By

Proposition 6.3, there is a homeomorphism f : ∂XF0
→ ∂XF1

such thatM := XF0
∪f −XF1

is spin
and has fundamental group Z2. Fix a spin structure on M . Via Lemma 8.2, we obtain a normal
1-smoothing ν : M → B. Denote by ν0 : XF0 → B and −ν1 : −XF1 → B the restriction of ν to the
respective exteriors. By Lemma 8.2, (XFi

, νi) is a normal 1-smoothing for i = 0, 1. The proposition

now reduces to proving that [(M,ν)] vanishes in the bordism group Ω4(B, ξ) ∼= ΩTOPSpin
4 (Z2). A

spectral sequence calculation shows that ΩTOPSpin
4 (Z2) ∼= ΩTOPSpin

4
∼= Z, detected by the signature

divided by 8. See e.g. [OP22, Proof of Proposition 5.1] for the details.
For i = 0, 1, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence corresponding to the decomposition D4 = XFi

∪−νFi
implies that the inclusion-induced map H2(∂XFi

;Z) → H2(XFi
;Z) is surjective. As a result,

the ordinary intersection pairing of XFi vanishes identically, and so in particular σ(XFi) = 0.
Then Novikov additivity of the signature implies that the signature of M also vanishes. It follows
that (M,ν) is (B, ξ)-null-bordant, as desired. □

8.2. The surgery obstruction. We recall the definition of the modified surgery obstruction in
odd-dimensions. The main reference is [Kre99]. For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to 4-
manifolds whose fundamental group has vanishing Whitehead group. Since Wh(Z2) = 0 [Whi50],
this will suffice for our purposes.

We say that (W, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) is a modified surgery problem if M0 and M1 are 4-manifolds
with normal 1-type (B, ξ), the νi : Mi → B are normal 1-smoothings, and (W, ν) is a (B, ξ)-
cobordism between (M0, ν0) and (M1, ν1).

Let (W, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) be a modified surgery problem. By surgery below the middle dimen-
sion [Kre99, Proposition 4], we may assume that ν : W → B is 2-connected i.e. that (W, ν) is a
normal 1-smoothing. It can then be proved that Kπ2(W ) := ker(ν∗) is finitely generated; see
e.g. [CCPS21, Lemma 3.4]. Choose a finite set ω of generators for Kπ2(W ). Choose disjoint em-
beddings φi : S

2 ×D3 ↪→W with basing paths representing these generators, that are compatible
with the (B, ξ)-structure. Set

U :=
⊔
i

φi(S
2 ×D3).

Since ∂U ∼=
⊔
i S

2 × S2, its quadratic intersection form, denoted (H2(∂U ;Z[π1(B)]), ψ), is
hyperbolic. For concision, we refer to the pair (ω, φ) as a set of embedded generators for Kπ2(W ),
we set Λ := Z[π1(B)], and consider the Λ-modules

(22) F := H3(U, ∂U ; Λ) and V := H3(W \ Ů ,M0 ⊔ ∂U ; Λ).

Via the boundary maps in the long exact sequences of the appropriate pairs, F and V can be
identified with submodules of P := H2(∂U ; Λ). Under these identifications, F ⊆ P is a lagrangian
and V ⊆ P is a stably free half-rank direct summand [Kre99, p. 734]. The kernel quasi-formation
associated with these data is defined as

Σ(W, ν, ω, φ) := ((P,ψ);F, V ).
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The class of this quasi-formation in ℓ5(Λ) only depends on the (B, ξ)-bordism class rel. boundary
of (W, ν) [Kre99, Theorem 4]. This leads to the following definition [Kre99, p. 734]; see also [CS11,
p. 494].

Definition 8.4. Let (W, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) be a modified surgery problem. The modified surgery
obstruction of (W, ν) is

Θ(W, ν) := [(Σ(W ′, ν′, ω′, φ′))] ∈ ℓ5(Λ),
where (W ′, ν′) is a normal 1-smoothing over (B, ξ), which is (B, ξ)-bordant rel. boundary to (W, ν)
and (ω′, φ′) is a system of embedded generators for Kπ2(W

′).

Remark 8.5. The class Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Λ) only depends on the (B, ξ)-bordism class rel. boundary
of the (B, ξ)-null-bordism (W, ν): it is independent of the choice of the 1-smoothing (W ′, ν′) and
of the subsequent choice of a system of embedded generators for Kπ2(W

′) [Kre99, Theorem 4].

Theorem 8.6 (Kreck [Kre99, Theorem 4]). Let (W, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) be a modified surgery prob-
lem. The modified surgery obstruction Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Λ) is elementary if and only if (W, ν) is
(B, ξ)-bordant rel. boundary to an s-cobordism.

8.3. Wall forms. Let (W 5, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) be a modified surgery problem as in the previous
section. We wish to narrow down where in the monoid ℓ5(Λ) the modified surgery obstruc-
tion Θ(W, ν) lives. For this we will show how to choose nondegenerate quadratic forms v and v′,
on free Λ-modules, so that the obstruction lies in the subset ℓ5(v, v

′) ⊆ ℓ5(Λ) described in Re-
mark 7.20.

Write (M4
0 , ν0) for a normal 1-smoothing into the normal 1-type (B, ξ) of M0 and recall that

Kπ2(M0) := ker((ν0)∗ : π2(M0)→ π2(B)).

Intersections and self-intersections in M0 define a quadratic form (Kπ2(M0), ψM0) called the Wall
form of (M0, ν0) [Kre99, Section 5]. Write λM0

for the symmetrisation of ψM0
(this agrees with

the restriction of the equivariant intersection form on π2(M0) = H2(M0; Λ)) and recall that the
radical rad(λM0

) ⊆ Kπ2(M0) of this pairing consists by definition of those x ∈ Kπ2(M0) such
that λM0

(x,−) ≡ 0. We shorten Kπ2(M0)/ rad(λM0
) to Kπ2(M0)/ rad from now on. The Her-

mitian form λM0 descends to a nondegenerate Hermitian form λndM0
on this quotient and therefore

determines a quadratic form ψnd
M0

on this quotient. The form (Kπ2(M0)/ rad, ψ
nd
M0

) is called the
nondegenerate Wall form.

We would like to use the nondegenerate Wall forms for M0 and M1 as the forms v and v′

mentioned at the start of this subsection. However, the modules Kπ2(Mi) need not be free, or
even stably free. This is solved using the following idea from [Kre99,CS11].

Definition 8.7. Let (M4
0 , ν0) be a normal 1-smoothing into the normal 1-type (B, ξ) ofM0. Given

a free Λ-module S and a surjection ϖ : S ↠ Kπ2(M0)/ rad, the pull-back of the nondegenerate
Wall form (Kπ2(M0)/ rad, ψ

nd
M0

) by ϖ is called a free Wall form of (M0, ν0) and is denoted by

(S, ϑ) := (S,ϖ∗ψnd
M0

).

A consequence of [Kre99, Proposition 8] is that all free Wall forms of (M0, ν0) are 0-stably
equivalent (Definition 7.17). The following proposition is also a consequence of [Kre99, Proposi-
tion 8 ii)]. Recall the map of monoids b : ℓ5(Λ) → Fzs

4 (Λ)× Fzs
4 (Λ) from Proposition 7.19, which

takes a quasi-formation to its pair of induced forms, considered up to 0-stable equivalence.

Proposition 8.8. Let (W, ν,M0, ν0,M1, ν1) be a modified surgery problem with modified surgery
obstruction Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Λ). For any choice of free Wall forms v(ν0) and v(ν1) for (M0, ν0)
and (M1, ν1) respectively, we have a 0-stable equivalence:

b(Θ(W, ν)) = (v(ν0)0, v(ν1)0) ∈ Fzs
4 (Λ)×Fzs

4 (Λ)

and hence

Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(v(ν0), v(ν1)).
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9. Forms and quasi-formations over Z[Z2]

As before we write Z2 = ⟨T | T 2 = 1⟩. In this section we specialise to the ring Λ := Z[Z2] =
Z[T ]/⟨T 2 − 1⟩ and develop some results concerning quasi-formations over this ring. The eventual
goal is to describe a tractable criterion guaranteeing that a class Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary.

In Subsection 9.1 we use ±1 eigenspaces to associate two forms over Z to a form over Z[Z2],
called the plus and minus forms. In Subsection 9.2, we use plus and minus forms to associate two
quasi-formations over Z to a quasi-formation over Z[Z2]. In Subsection 9.3, we use this construction
to prove the main technical ingredient. In Subsection 9.4, we deduce a criterion ensuring that a
class Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary; see Proposition 9.14.

In this section we assume that Z[Z2]-modules are finitely generated and free; cf. Lemma 3.9.

9.1. Forms over Z[Z2] and eigenspaces. A Z[Z2]-module can also be thought of as an abelian
group. Given a Z[Z2]-module P , recall that we write E±(P ) ⊆ P for the abelian subgroup given
by the (±1)-eigenspaces of T .

In this subsection we recall how a hermitian (resp. quadratic) form over Z[Z2] induces a her-
mitian (resp. quadratic) form over Z on E±(P ).

Remark 9.1. Recall that P is assumed to be free. In this case, we argue that E±(P ) can
equivalently be described as (1 ± T )P . Certainly, we always have (1 ± T )P ⊆ E±(P ). For the
reverse inclusion, since P is free we can work coordinate by coordinate, thereby reducing to the
case P = Z[Z2]. Now if a+ bT ∈ Z[Z2] satisfies T (a+ bT ) = ±(a+ bT ), then T (a+ bT ) = b+ Ta,
so a = ±b.

Remark 9.2. In the notation of Subsection 3.1, which concerned ε-quadratic forms over a ring R,
we have R = Z[Z2] and ε = 1. Note that a+ bT = a + bT in Z[Z2]. It follows that Q+(Z[Z2]) =
Z[Z2], and so quadratic refinements of hermitian forms take values in Z[Z2].

Given a quadratic form (P, λ, µ) over Z[Z2], since (1 ± T )(1± T ) = (1 ± T )2 = 2(1 ± T ),

we have that µ((1 ± T )x) = (1 ± T )µ(x)(1± T ) = 2(1 ± T )µ(x) and λ((1 ± T )x, (1 ± T )y) =

(1 ± T )λ(x, y)(1± T ) = 2(1 ± T )λ(x, y) for every x, y ∈ P . It follows that the restrictions of λ
and µ to E±(P ) take values in 2E±(Z[Z2]) ⊆ E±(Z[Z2]). We identify Z ∼= E±(Z[Z2]) using the
isomorphism n 7→ (1 ± T )n. We refer to the inverse as dividing by (1 ± T ). Under this identifi-
cation 2E±(Z[Z2]) is identified with 2Z. Dividing by 2 gives rise to an isomorphism 2Z→ Z. We
will use the composition

1

2(1± T )
: 2E±(Z[Z2])

/(1±T )−−−−−→ 2Z /2−→ Z

in the following construction.

Construction 9.3. Given a quadratic form (P, λ, µ) over Z[Z2], we set

E±(λ) :=
1

2(1± T )
◦ λ| : E±(P )× E±(P )→ Z,

E±(µ) :=
1

2(1± T )
◦ µ| : E±(P )→ Z.

We write E±(P, λ, µ) := (E±(P ), E±(λ), E±(µ)). Similarly if θ = [ρ] ∈ Qε(P ) is a quadratic form,
then we write E±(θ) ∈ Qε(E±(P )) for the quadratic forms determined by this construction, namely
the equivalence class represented by the pairing

1

2(1± T )
◦ ρ|E±(P )×E±(P ) : E±(P )× E±(P )→ Z.

Remark 9.4. Note that E±(P ) is naturally a Z[Z2]-module, where T acts by multiplication by
±1. But E±(P, λ, µ) is not a quadratic form over Z[Z2] because E±(P ) is not stably free over Z[Z2].

Remark 9.5. If x, y ∈ E±(P ), then λ(x, y) = 2(1± T )E±(λ)(x, y).

The following proposition can be straightforwardly verified from the definitions and the fact
that (P, λ, µ) is a quadratic form.
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Proposition 9.6. The data E±(P, λ, µ) determines a quadratic form over Z. If (P, λ, µ) is non-
singular, then so is E±(P, λ, µ).

Definition 9.7. The plus form and the minus form of a quadratic form (P, λ, µ) over Z[Z2] are
respectively the quadratic forms E+(P, λ, µ) and E−(P, λ, µ) over Z.

Example 9.8. Let ψ ∈ Q+(Z[Z2]
n) be a quadratic form. A matrix representing the quadratic

form E±(ψ) ∈ Q+(Zn) can be obtained by plugging in T = ±1 into a matrix representing ψ.
In particular, given a quadratic form θ ∈ Q+(Zn), the plus form of (1 − T )θ ∈ Q+(Z[Z2]

n) is
zero, while its minus form is 2θ ∈ Q+(Zn). To see this, let {ei}ni=1 be the standard basis for Z[Z2]

n

and pick a sesquilinear form ρ representing ψ = [ρ] ∈ Q+(Z[Z2]
n). Then {(1± T )ei}ni=1 is a basis

for E±(Z[Z2]
n). For p ∈ Z[Z2] we write p(±1) for the evaluation of p at ±1. Similarly to above we

have

ρ((1± T )ei, (1± T )ej) = (1± T )ρ(ei, ej)(1± T ) = 2(1± T )ρ(ei, ej) = 2(1± T )
(
ρ(ei, ej)(±1)

)
.

Therefore the (i, j) entry of a matrix representing E±(ρ) is

E±(θ)((1± T )ei, (1± T )ej) =
1

2(1± T )

(
2(1± T )

(
ρ(ei, ej)(±1)

))
= ρ(ei, ej)(±1),

which arises by evaluating as asserted.

9.2. Plus and minus quasi-formations. Given a quasi-formation over Z[Z2], we describe how
plus and minus forms can be used to produce two quasi-formations over Z.

First of all, observe that if i : V ↪→ P is a split injection then the induced map i± : E±(V ) →
E±(P ) is also a split injection.

Proposition 9.9. If x := ((P,ψ);F, V ) is a quasi-formation over Z[Z2], then the triple

E±(x) = (E±(P,ψ); E±(F ), E±(V ))

is a quasi-formation over Z.

Proof. First observe (e.g. using Example 9.8) that E±(P,ψ) is hyperbolic over Z. Next we observe
that since F, V ⊆ P are summands, we have inclusions of summands E±(F ), E±(V ) ⊆ E±(P ).
Finally, one verifies that E±(F ) ⊆ E±(P,ψ) is a lagrangian and E±(V ) is a half rank direct
summand. □

Using (V, θ) and (V ⊥,−θ⊥) to denote the induced forms of a quasi-formation ((P,ψ);F, V ) (Def-
inition 7.15), note that the induced form of E±(P,ψ) on E±(V ) and E±(V ⊥) coincide with E±(θ)
and E±(−θ⊥) respectively.

Proposition 9.10. The following assignments define monoid maps

f± : ℓ5(Z[Z2])→ ℓ5(Z), [x] 7→ [E±(x)].

Proof. Since f± maps trivial formations to trivial formations, we deduce that it preserves stable
isomorphisms. The reader can then verify that f± maps quasi-formations of the form ((P,ψ);F, V )
and ((P,ψ);F,G)⊕((P,ψ);G,V ) (which are equivalent in ℓ5(Z[Z2]) to equivalent quasi-formations
in ℓ5(Z). Additivity follows as well. □

In what follows, we will often write E±(Θ) = [E±(x)] instead of f±(Θ) and refer to E+(x)
and E−(x) as the plus and minus quasi-formations of x.

Remark 9.11. Given quadratic forms v, v′ over Z[Z2], the monoid map f± from Proposition 9.9
restricts to a map f± : ℓ5(v, v

′)→ ℓ5(E±(v), E±(v′)). This follows from the observation that taking
induced forms commutes with taking ±-forms/formations i.e. the following diagram commutes:

ℓ5(Z[Z2]) ℓ5(Z)

Fzs
4 (Z[Z2])×Fzs

4 (Z[Z2])) Fzs
4 (Z)×Fzs

4 (Z)).

f±

b b

f±
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9.3. Finding a lagrangian complement. The following lemma is a technical ingredient towards
establishing our criterion for showing that a quasi-formation over Λ = Z[Z2] is elementary. The
lemma will justify that, for this purpose, it suffices to understand the plus and minus quasi-
formations. A sketch was given on [Kre90, p. 70]. We follow the same overall strategy, but the
proof given below is considerably more detailed, and includes arguments not found in Kreck’s
sketch.

Lemma 9.12. Suppose (P, λ) is a nonsingular, even, hermitian form on a free Λ-module P , with
a free half-rank direct summand V ⊆ P . Suppose that E+(V ) is a lagrangian for (E+(P ), E+(λ))
and that E−(V ) ⊆ E−(P ) admits a lagrangian complement. Then V ⊆ P admits a lagrangian
complement.

Proof. We will frequently use the following fact. Let U be a complementary free direct summand
to V in P . Let {ui} be a basis for U and let {vi} be a basis for V . Add linear combinations of
basis elements of V to the basis elements for U , to obtain a set {ui+

∑
j aijvj}, for some aij ∈ Λ.

An elementary linear algebra argument shows that this set is a basis for a new complementary
direct summand U ′ to V in P , for any aij ∈ Λ.

Now we begin the proof. Choose a basis x1, . . . , xn for V and complete it to a basis of P
via v1, . . . , vn. Since P is free we may consider the dual basis elements x∗i ∈ P ∗ for i = 1, . . . , n
that satisfy x∗i (xj) = δij and x∗i (vj) = 0 for every i, j. Since the form λ is nonsingular, we can

choose u1, . . . , un ∈ P such that λ̂(ui) = x∗i . In particular, we have λ(xi, uj) = δij for every i, j.
We assert that the xj and uj generate P . We will prove this by showing that each vi can

be expressed as a linear combination of the uj and xj . Write ui =
∑
k aikxk +

∑
l bilvl for

some aik, bil ∈ Λ. Arrange the ui, xk, vl as column vectors u,x,v and the aij , bil as matrices A,B
so that, formally, we can write u = Ax + Bv. Since we have λ(ui, xj) = δij and since the
form E+(λ) vanishes on E+(V )× E+(V ), we obtain

δij = λ(ui, xj) = E+(λ)((1 + T )ui, (1 + T )xj) =

n∑
l=1

bil · E+(λ)((1 + T )vl, (1 + T )xj).

The second equality here uses that λ(ui, xj) ∈ Z. Write L for the matrix with coefficients Llj =
E+(λ)((1 + T )vl, (1 + T )xj) and In for the size n identity matrix so that In = BL. A square
matrix with coefficients in a commutative ring admits an inverse if and only if its determinant is
a unit. That inverse is both a left and a right inverse. The equalities 1 = det(In) = det(BL) =
det(B) det(L) imply that det(B) is a unit. We deduce that B is invertible with inverse L.
Therefore u = Ax + Bv can be rewritten as v = L(u − Ax). Thus the vi can be expressed as
linear combinations of the uj and xj . This concludes the proof of the assertion the xj and uj
generate P .

Since {xj} ∪ {uj} form a rank n generating set of P ∼= Λn, they are also linearly indepen-
dent. This statement follows from the general fact, which we now prove, that a surjective Λ-linear
map f : Λn → Λn is necessarily injective. Let A be a matrix for f with respect to the canon-
ical basis e1, . . . , en of Λn. Surjectivity implies that there are column vectors b1, . . . , bn such
that f(bi) = ei. Arrange the column vectors bi into a matrix B such that AB = In. Taking
determinants, as above we deduce that f is also injective, as claimed.

Since {xj} ∪ {uj} forms a basis of P , it follows that the ui span a half rank direct summand
U0 ⊆ P with P = V ⊕ U0 and λ(xi, uj) = δij .

Let U− ⊆ E−(P ) be the hypothesised complementary lagrangian to E−(V ) ⊆ E−(P ). First,
we will modify U0 to obtain a direct summand U1 ⊆ P that is complementary to V and such
that E−(U1) = U−. Then we will improve U1 further, to obtain a lagrangian complement U2

for V .
Write bi := (1 − T )xi for the basis of E−(V ) obtained from {xi}. Recall that we have a

basis u1, . . . , un for U0 and that {x1, . . . , xn, u1, . . . , un} is a basis for P . Write (1−T )ui = wi+zi ∈
E−(U0) with respect to the decomposition E−(P ) ∼= E−(V ) ⊕ U−, i.e. wi ∈ E−(V ) and zi ∈ U−
for each i. Write wi =

∑
j nijbj for some nij ∈ Z. Define U1 ⊆ P , a new complementary direct
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summand to V , as the submodule with basis given by the elements

yi := ui −
∑
j

nijxj .

Here we used the fact from the first paragraph of the proof to see that U1 is a direct complement
to V.

To confirm that E−(U1) = U−, first note that {(1−T )yi} forms a basis for E−(U1), because {yi}
forms a basis for U1. Next, note that {(1 − T )x1, . . . , (1 − T )xn, (1 − T )u1, . . . , (1 − T )un} =
{b1, . . . , bn, w1 + z1, . . . , wn + zn} is a basis for E−(P ) = E−(V ) ⊕ E−(U0), and therefore so
is {b1, . . . , bn, z1, . . . , zn}, because wi ∈ E−(V ) for all i. Therefore {b1, . . . , bn, z1, . . . , zn} is a
basis for E−(V )⊕ U− ∼= E−(P ), and we deduce that {zi} forms a basis for U−. Now we compute
that

(1− T )yi = (1− T )ui −
∑
jnij(1− T )xj = wi + zi −

∑
jnijbj = zi.

It follows that E−(U1) = U− as asserted. This completes the U1 step. Note that U1 need not be a
lagrangian, so the proof is not yet complete.

At this point, we consider the following subspaces with their respective bases shown underneath
each subspace:

E+(V ) E−(V ) U+ := E+(U1) U− = E−(U1)
{ai := (1 + T )xi} {bi := (1− T )xi} {t+i := (1 + T )yi} {t−i := (1− T )yi}.

Next we modify the bases t±i to something more favourable. Consider the Z-valued forms E±(λ)
on E±(P ) = E±(V ) ⊕ U±; this decomposition holds because P = V ⊕ U1. With respect to
this decomposition, these forms are represented by block diagonal matrices over Z, say E±(λ) =(
A± Y±

Y T
± B±

)
. Observe for later use that E+(λ)|U+×U+ is even. To see this note that λ(yi, yi) ∈ 2Λ

because λ is even and p+ p ∈ 2Λ for every p ∈ Λ. Therefore

E+(λ)(t+i , t
+
i ) =

1

2(1 + T )
λ((1 + T )yi, (1 + T )yi) = ε(λ(yi, yi)) ∈ 2Z,

where the last equality uses λ(yi, yi) ∈ 2Λ and ε : Λ→ Z denotes the augmentation map, defined
by ε(a+ bT ) = a+ b.

In the “+” case, A+ = 0 because E+(V ) is a lagrangian. Thus, since E+(λ) is nonsingular,
we deduce that Y+ is nonsingular. Using column operations, Y+ can be made into the identity
matrix. This corresponds to performing elementary basis change operations on the basis {t+i }
of U+ (using only linear combinations of the t+i ). We denote the resulting basis of U+ by c1, . . . , cn.
Note that E+(λ)(ai, cj) = δij . Since ci ∈ U+ ⊆ P and ai ∈ E+(V ) ⊆ P , we have that λ(ai, cj) =
2(1+T )δij (recall Remark 9.5). In fact, in the +-case, since E+(λ)|U+×U+ is even, by adding linear
combinations of the ai, we can assume that E+(λ)(ci, cj) = 0 for all i, j. Note that U+ may not
satisfy E+(U1) = U+ anymore, since we changed the basis for U+ ⊆ E+(U1) but did not make the
corresponding basis change for U1 ⊆ P , but this does not affect the remainder of the argument.

In the “−” case, B− = 0 because U− is a lagrangian. Thus, since E−(λ) is nonsingular,
we deduce that Y− is nonsingular. Arguing as in the “+” case, we perform elementary basis
change operations on t−i to obtain a basis d1, . . . , dn of U− such that λ(bi, dj) = 2(1−T )δij , again
because dj ∈ U− ⊆ P and bi ∈ E−(V ) ⊆ P (recall Remark 9.5).

We summarise the outcome. With respect to the basis {a1, . . . , an, c1, . . . , cn} of E+(P ) and
{b1, . . . , bn, d1, . . . , dn} of E−(P ), matrices for E+(λ) and E−(λ)) are given by:

E+(λ) =
(
0 I
I 0

)
and E−(λ) =

(
∗ I
I 0

)
.

We claim that, for all i, j, we have:

(23) λ(ai, aj) = 0, λ(ai, cj) = 2(1 + T )δij , λ(bi, dj) = 2(1− T )δij , and λ(ci, cj) = 0 = λ(di, dj).

An argument is needed to see that the first and the last two equalities hold. We will just argue
for λ(ci, cj) = 0; the others proceed similarly. Since E+(λ)(ci, cj) = 0, then λ(ci, cj) ∈ 2E+(Λ)
maps to zero under the identifications 2E+(Λ) ∼= 2Z ∼= Z, and therefore λ(ci, cj) = 0.
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Now, using the same elementary basis change operations we just used to change t−i into di,
transform the basis {yi} of U1 into a new basis {ρ′i} of U1. For this we take the basis changes over Z
and consider them as basis changes over Λ via the ring homomorphism Z → Λ. By construction
we also have (1 − T )ρ′i = di. Write (1 + T )ρ′i = αi + γi ∈ E+(V ) ⊕ U+ for some αi ∈ E+(V )
and γi ∈ U+, and note that

ρ′i =
αi + γi + di

2
.

Next we claim we can make a further helpful basis change from the ρ′i to a new basis for U1,
given by

ρi =
αi + ci + di

2
.

We must prove αi + ci + di is indeed divisible by 2 and that the resulting ρi form a basis, then
after that we will modify U1 to obtain the desired lagrangian complement U2 to V .

To begin proving the claim that αi+ ci+di is divisible by 2 and that {ρi} forms a basis for U1,
first observe that since the {ci} form a Z-basis of U+, for each j we can write γj =

∑
k γjkck

with γjk ∈ Z. It is also the case that the ck ∈ E+(P ) can be written as ck = (1 + T )zk, for
some zk ∈ P . We note for later use that

(24) 2λ(xi, ck) = λ(xi, (1 + T )(1 + T )zk) = λ((1 + T )xi, (1 + T )zk) = λ(ai, ck).

Similarly 2λ(xi, αj) = λ(ai, αj) and 2λ(xi, (1 − T )ρ′j) = λ(bi, (1 − T )ρ′j). Using (24), we observe
that

4λ(xi, ρ
′
j) = 2λ(xi, αj) + 2λ(xi, γj) + 2λ(xi, dj)

= 2λ(xi, αj) + 2
∑
k

λ(xi, γjkck) + 2λ(xi, (1− T )ρ′j)

= λ(ai, αj) +
∑
k

λ(ai, γjkck) + λ(bi, (1− T )ρ′j)

= 0 + 2(1 + T )γji + λ(bi, dj)

= 2(1 + T )γji + 2(1− T )δij ∈ Λ.

For the last two equalities we applied (23). Since Λ is torsion-free as an abelian group, we deduce
that

(25) 2λ(xi, ρ
′
j) = (1 + T )γji + (1− T )δij .

Write λ(xi, ρ
′
j) = rij+sij(1−T ) with rij , sij ∈ Z; this is possible because a+bT = a+b− (1−T )b

for every a+bT ∈ Z[Z2]. Plugging in T = 1 into (25) gives rij = γji. It follows that setting T = −1
into (25), we get 2δij = 2γji + 4sij , which we write as 2sij = δij − γji. Now define

ρi := ρ′i +
∑
k

skick =
αi + di

2
+

1

2
γi +

1

2

∑
k

(δki − γik)ck =
αi + di

2
+

1

2

∑
k

δkick =
αi + ci + di

2
.

Since ci ∈ U+ = E+(U1) ⊆ U1 for i = 1, . . . , n and {ρ′1, . . . , ρ′n} forms a basis of U1, it follows that
{ρ1, . . . , ρn} again forms a basis for U1. This concludes the proof of the claim.

Next we observe some symmetries in the coefficients of αi ∈ E+(V ) with respect to the Z-basis ai
of E+(V ). Write

αi =
∑
j

αijaj

for some αij ∈ Z. Recall that λ(αi, αj) = 0, λ(ci, cj) = 0, λ(di, dj) = 0, and λ(ai, cj) = 2(1+T )δij ,
by (23). We use these and the fact that λ|E+(P )×E−(P ) = 0, which follows from the equality
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(1 + T )(1− T ) = 0, to compute that

λ(ρi, ρj) =
1
4λ(αi + ci + di, αj + cj + dj)

= 1
4 (λ(αi, cj) + λ(ci, αj))

= 1
4 (λ (

∑
k αikak, cj) + λ (ci,

∑
s αjsas))

= 1
4 · 2(1 + T ) · (αij + αji)

= 1
2 (1 + T ) · (αij + αji) .

Because λ(ρi, ρj) ∈ Λ and αij ∈ Z, we deduce that αij + αji ∈ 2Z.
We now modify the summand U1 ⊆ P into a lagrangian complement to V . As V+ ⊆ V ,

so aj ∈ V for all j. Therefore if we modify ρi by adding multiples of aj we will obtain a new direct
summand of P that is still complementary to V . Of course, the objective is to do this so that the
resulting direct summand is self-annihilating. Consider that for p ∈ Λ we have

ρi + paj =
αi + 2paj + ci + di

2

so the proposed operation modifies the coefficient αij of aj in αi by the addition of 2p. Using
this operation, and the symmetries in the αij (namely αij + αji ∈ 2Z), we may now modify
the coefficients αij to α′

ij , which satisfy that α′
ij + α′

ji = 0 for all i, j. We obtain a new direct
summand U2 of P , which is still complementary to V by the first paragraph of this proof. We
write ρ′i for the modified basis element coming from ρi. The same computation as we made
for λ(ρi, ρj) above now shows that λ(ρ′i, ρ

′
j) = 0 for all i, j (here it is important that λ(ai, aj) = 0

for all i, j), and thus U2 is a complementary sublagrangian to V , i.e. U2 ⊆ U⊥
2 . Since U2 ⊆ P is

a half rank sublagrangian and λ is nonsingular, it must in fact be a lagrangian; see e.g. [Ran02,
Proposition 11.53]. We have therefore found a complementary lagrangian to V ⊆ P . □

9.4. A criterion for being elementary in ℓ5(Z[Z2]). We now prove the promised criterion,
which ensures that a class Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary.

Lemma 9.13. If Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is such that E−(Θ) is elementary, then Θ is represented by a
quasiformation x′ = ((P ′, ψ′);F ′, V ′) such that E−(V ′) ⊆ E−(P ′) admits a lagrangian complement.

Proof. Let x = ((P,ψ);F, V ) be a representative of Θ. Since E−(Θ) is elementary, Proposition 7.14
implies that there is a formation f = (H+(L);L,G) over Z such that E−(V )⊕G admits a lagrangian
complement in E−(P )⊕ (L⊕ L∗). Now consider the formation

f ⊗Z Z[Z2] := (H+(L⊗Z Z[Z2]);L⊗Z Z[Z2], G⊗Z Z[Z2]).

and set x′ := x⊕ (f ⊗ZZ[Z2]). Note that E−(f ⊗ZZ[Z2]) ∼= f as can be seen by reasoning in terms
of bases for the Lagrangians of f .

Since L5(Z[Z2]) = 0, observe that [x′] = [x] = Θ and, by construction,

E−(x′) = E−(x)⊕ E−(f ⊗Z Z[Z2])

= (E−(P,ψ), E−(F ), E−(V ))⊕ f
= (E−(P,ψ)⊕H+(L), E−(F )⊕ L, E−(V )⊕G)

is such that E−(V )⊕G admits a Lagrangian complement in E−(P )⊕ (L⊕ L∗). □

Proposition 9.14. An element Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary if it satisfies both:

(1) E+(Θ) is represented by a formation, so E+(Θ) ∈ L5(Z) = {0} ⊆ ℓ5(Z), and
(2) E−(Θ) is elementary.

Proof. Let Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) and assume that (1) and (2) hold. Thanks to Lemma 9.13 we can
represent Θ as Θ = [x] = [((P,ψ);F, V )] where the quasiformation x = ((P,ψ);F, V ) is such
that E−(V ) ⊆ E−(P ) admits a lagrangian complement.

We assert that E+(V ) ⊆ E+(P,ψ) is a lagrangian. Proposition 7.19 ensures that the induced
forms of E+(Θ) = [E+(x)] ∈ L5(Z) are independent up to 0-stabilisation of the quasi-formation
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representative of E+(Θ) and therefore of Θ. Since [E+(x)] is represented by a formation, the
induced form, which lies in the 0-stabilisation class of E+(V, ψ), is trivial. It follows that E+(ψ)
vanishes on E+(V ). Since E+(V ) is a half rank direct summand, E+(V ) is a lagrangian as asserted.

By the assertion and the hypothesis that E−(V ) ⊆ E−(P ) admits a lagrangian complement, the
hypotheses of Lemma 9.12 are satisfied for (P, λ), where λ is the symmetrisation of ψ. Here we
should also remark that since P is stably free is it free by Lemma 3.9, and that λ is even and
nonsingular since it arises as the symmetrisation of the quadratic form ψ in a quasi-formation.
Lemma 9.12 therefore implies that V ⊆ P admits a lagrangian complement L, with respect
to λ. As L is a direct summand of the free group P , it is projective. By Corollary 3.8, L is
thus also a lagrangian with respect to the quadratic form ψ. Thus by Proposition 7.12, and
since L5(Z[Z2]) = 0 [Wal70, Theorem 13A.1], the class Θ = [x] ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]) is elementary. □

Proposition 9.15. If (Zh, θ) is a nondegenerate quadratic form over Z such that ℓ5(Zh, 2θ) is
trivial, then every Θ ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]

h, (1− T )θ) is elementary.

Proof. By Example 9.8, the induced positive and negative forms are given by evaluation T = ±1
respectively. Thus the induced positive form of (Z[Z2]

h, (1 − T )θ) is trivial, and the induced
negative form of (Z[Z2]

h, (1− T )θ) is (Zh, 2θ).
Write Θ = [((P,ψ);F, V )]. The fact that E+(Z[Z2]

h, (1−T )θ) is the zero form implies, as in the
proof of Proposition 9.14, that E+(V ) is a lagrangian. It follows that E+(Θ) ∈ L5(Z). In addition,
E−(Θ) ∈ ℓ5(Zh, 2θ), and so is necessarily elementary because ℓ5(Zh, 2θ) is trivial by assumption.
The proposition now follows from Proposition 9.14. □

10. Analysis of the surgery obstruction

We summarise the outcome of the previous two sections on modified surgery in the next theorem.
We then explain how we are going to apply this theorem to surface exteriors.

Theorem 10.1. Let M0 and M1 be two 4-manifolds with fundamental group Z2 and normal 1-
type (B, ξ). For i = 0, 1 let νi : Mi → B be normal 1-smoothings into (B, ξ), and let f : ∂M0 →
∂M1 be a homeomorphism that is compatible with the 1-smoothings, i.e. ν1|∂M1

◦ f = ν0|∂M0
.

Suppose that (M0 ∪f −M1, ν0 ∪ −ν1) is null-bordant over (B, ξ).
Let (Zh, θ) ∈ Q+(Zh) be a nondegenerate quadratic form such that ℓ5(Zh, 2θ) is trivial, and

such that (Z[Z2]
h, (1 − T )θ) is a free Wall form for M0. Assume that for both i = 0 and i = 1,

the pair (Mi, νi) admits a free Wall form that is 0-stably equivalent to (Z[Z2]
h, (1− T )θ). Then f

extends to a homeomorphism M0

∼=−→M1.

Proof. By assumption (M0, ν0) and (M1, ν1) are bordant over their normal 1-type, say via a
cobordism (W, ν). Consider the modified surgery obstruction Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]). Proposition 8.8
states that Θ(W, ν) ∈ ℓ5(Z[Z2]

h, (1 − T )θ). Since ℓ5(Zh, 2θ) is trivial, Proposition 9.15 ensures
that Θ(W, ν) is elementary.

Theorem 8.6 implies that (W, ν) is bordant rel. boundary over (B, ξ) to an s-cobordism. The 5-
dimensional s-cobordism theorem [FQ90, Theorem 7.1A], which applies since Z2 is a good group

(every finite group is good), then implies that f extends to a homeomorphism M0

∼=−→M1. □

10.1. The free Wall form of XF . We will set up some language to describe a specific free Wall

form (see Definition 8.7) for the exterior XF of a Z2-surface F . Since XF spin, so is X̃F , and
therefore the integral intersection form QX̃F

is even [FNOP19, Proposition 3.3]. By Corollary 4.14
we have

H2(X̃F )/ rad(QX̃F
) ∼= Zh−.

The form QX̃F
descends to a nondegenerate form Qnd

X̃F
on this quotient. Because QX̃F

is even, so

is Qnd
X̃F

. Thus Qnd
X̃F

determines a unique nondegenerate quadratic form (Zh, θnd
X̃F

) over Z. Now,

remembering the Z[Z2]-module structure in order to identify Zh− = Z[Z2]
h⊗Z[Z2]Z−, we will think

of the integral quadratic form θnd
X̃F

as an equivalence class of a pairing:

(26) θnd
X̃F

=
[
ρ : (Z[Z2]⊗Z[Z2] Z−)

h × (Z[Z2]⊗Z[Z2] Z−)
h → Z

]
.
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Recall this is not a quadratic form over Z[Z2] because the module (Z[Z2]⊗Z[Z2] Z−)
h is not stably

free. The next proposition establishes a formula for a free Wall form for XF .

Proposition 10.2. Let F ⊆ D4 be a Z2-surface of nonorientable genus h, and let ν : XF → B :=
BTOPSpin×BZ2 be a normal 1-smoothing. Then a free Wall form for XF is given by (Z[Z2]

h, ϑ),
where the quadratic form ϑ is represented by the pairing

Z[Z2]
h × Z[Z2]

h → Z[Z2], (x, y) 7→ (1− T )ρ(x⊗ 1, y ⊗ 1).

We write ϑ = (1− T )θnd
X̃F
.

Proof. First we describe a specific free Wall form for XF , and then we show that it can indeed be
expressed as claimed in the proposition. Since TOPSpin is simply-connected, π2(BTOPSpin) = 0,
and therefore we deduce that π2(B) ∼= π2(BTOPSpin×BZ2) = 0. SinceKπ2(XF ) = ker(π2(XF )→
π2(B)) and π2(XF ) ∼= H2(XF ;Z[Z2]), we deduce that

Kπ2(XF )/ rad(λXF
) = π2(XF )/ rad(λXF

) = H2(XF ;Z[Z2])/ rad(λXF
) ∼= Zh−,

where the last isomorphism follows from Corollary 4.14. We have therefore showed that the Z[Z2]-
module underlying the nondegenerate Wall form (Kπ2(XF )/ rad(λXF

), ψnd
XF

) is defined on Zh.
The tensor product

Z[Z2]
h → Z[Z2]

h ⊗Z[Z2] Z−, x 7→ x⊗ 1

is a surjection of left Z[Z2]-modules. Identifying Z[Z2]
h ⊗Z[Z2] Z− = Zh−, we thus obtain a sur-

jection ϖ : Z[Z2]
h → Zh−. We use ϖ to pull back the quadratic form (Kπ2(XF )/ rad(λXF

), ψnd
XF

),
thus obtaining a representative (x, y) 7→ ρ(ϖ(x), ϖ(y)) for a free Wall form ϑ, where ρ is as defined
in (26). Observe that the symmetrisation of this quadratic form is (x, y) 7→ λndXF

(ϖ(x), ϖ(y)).

We now establish the expression ϑ = (1−T )θnd
X̃F

for this free Wall form. Recall that if a hermit-

ian form on a free Z[Z2]-module admits a quadratic refinement, then it admits a unique quadratic
refinement (Corollary 3.8), and therefore is the symmetrisation of a unique quadratic form. Ob-
serve that the symmetrisation of θnd

X̃F
is Qnd

X̃F
. Thus it now suffices to show the symmetrisation λ

of ϑ is given by the symmetrisation (1 − T )Qnd
X̃F

of the claimed expression (1 − T )θnd
X̃F

. To see

this, we compute:

λ(x, y) = λndXF
(ϖ(x), ϖ(y)) = λndXF

(x⊗ 1, y ⊗ 1) = (1− T )Qnd
X̃F

(x⊗ 1, y ⊗ 1).

Here, the first equality comes from the fact that symmetrisation and pull-back commute, and
the final equality follows from the third item of Proposition 5.13. This concludes the proof of
Proposition 10.2. □

10.2. Isotopic Z2-surfaces. We prove Theorem B, whose statement we recall for the reader’s
convenience. Recall that Theorem B implies Theorem A, by taking K to be the unknot.

Theorem 10.3. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be Z2-surfaces of the same nonorientable genus h, the same
normal Euler number e and the same boundary K. Assume that |det(K)| = 1. If either h ≤ 3
or e is non-extremal, then F0 and F1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary.

Proof. For i = 0, 1 setMi := XFi
for the Z2-surface exteriors. Recall thatB := BTOPSpin×BZ2

ξ−→
BSTOP is the normal 1-type ofMi. By Proposition 8.3 there are normal 1-smoothings νi : Mi → B
and there is a homeomorphism f : ∂M0 → ∂M1 such that (M0, ν0) and (M1, ν1) are B-bordant
relative to f . In other words, writing M :=M0∪f−M1, we have thatM is spin, π1(M) ∼= Z2, and
(M,ν0∪−ν1) is null-bordant over B. Moreover f restricts to a homeomorphism S(νF0)→ S(νF1)
that is ν-extendable rel. boundary. Proposition 10.2 shows that a free Wall form forMi is given by
the Z[Z2]-quadratic form (Z[Z2]

h, (1− T )θnd
M̃i

) where θnd
M̃i

denotes the non-degenerate Z-quadratic

form determined by the even form Qnd
M̃i

on H2(M̃i)/ rad(QM̃i
) ∼= Zh−. Set σ := σ(Σ2(Fi)), the

signature of the 2-fold cover of D4 branched over Fi. Recall from Lemma 5.2 that |σ| ≠ h if and
only if e is non-extremal. By Proposition 5.12 we know that

θnd
M̃i

= θnd
X̃Fi

∼=

{
2H+(Z)⊕H+(Z)⊕

h
2 −1 if σ = 0,

Xσ ⊕H+(Z)⊕
1
2 (h−|σ|) if σ ̸= 0.
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Proposition 7.43 states that when h ≤ 3 or if |σ| ≠ h (i.e. if e is non-extremal), then ℓ5(Zh, 2θndM̃i
)

is trivial. Theorem 10.1 now implies that f extends to homeomorphism XF0
∼= XF1 . The ν-

extendability condition implies that F0 and F1 are equivalent rel. boundary. That is, there is a
homeomorphism G : D4 → D4 with G|S3 = Id |S3 and G(F0) = F1. By the Alexander trick, G is
isotopic rel. boundary to IdD4 and therefore F0 and F1 are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary. □

10.3. One internal stabilisation is enough. In the proof of Theorem 10.3, the assumption
det(K) = 1 was essentially only used to be able to analyse the isometry type of the intersection
form QΣ2(F ). In general, if F0 and F1 have the same nonorientable genus h, the same normal
Euler number e, and the same boundary K, we do not know whether QΣ2(F0)

∼= QΣ2(F1). Even if

this were the case however, there would still be a further potential obstruction in ℓ5(Zh, 2θndX̃Fi

) to

surface exteriors being homeomorphic rel. boundary. Nikulin’s theorem ensures that if 2θX̃Fi
splits

off a 2H+(Z)-summand then ℓ5(Zh, 2θndX̃Fi

) is trivial. For general K, we do not know whether this

set is trivial, but this is always the case after we add a single tube to both F0 and F1, as we now
prove. We recall the statement of Theorem C for the convenience of the reader.

Theorem 10.4. Let F0, F1 ⊆ D4 be Z2-surfaces of the same nonorientable genus h, the same
normal Euler number e and the same boundary K. Then F0#T

2 and F1#T
2 are ambiently

isotopic rel. boundary.

Proof. Since F0, F1 are Z2-surfaces with the same nonorientable genus, the same boundary and
the same normal Euler number, a result of Baykur–Sunukjian [BS16, Theorem 1] (cf. [CP23,
Appendix], where their proof was adapted to the topological category) implies that they become
ambiently isotopic rel. boundary after adding n > 0 unknotted tubes to each. Adding a tube adds
an S2×S2 connected summand to the 2-fold branched cover, and therefore adds a H+(Z) = ( 0 1

1 0 )
summand to the intersection form of the 2-fold branched cover. Thus we have

(27) QΣ2(F0#nT 2) = QΣ2(F0) ⊕H
+(Z)⊕n ∼= QΣ2(F1) ⊕H

+(Z)⊕n = QΣ2(F1#nT 2).

As above we write Mi := XFi . Applying Proposition 5.8 to (27) and passing to quadratic forms,
we obtain

θX̃nd
F0#nT2

= θnd
M̃0
⊕H+(Z)⊕n ∼= θnd

M̃1
⊕H+(Z)⊕n = θX̃nd

F1#nT2
.

A cancellation result due to Bass [Bas73, Corollary IV.3.6] (cf. [CP23, Proposition 7.3] for an
explanation as to how Bass’s general theory applies to this simple setting) gives an isometry θnd

M̃0
⊕

H+(Z) ∼= θnd
M̃1
⊕H+(Z) and thus

θX̃nd
F0#T2

= θnd
M̃0
⊕H+(Z) ∼= θnd

M̃1
⊕H+(Z) = θX̃nd

F1#T2
.

We now follow the same steps as in Theorem 10.3 to verify that F0#T
2 and F1#T

2 are ambiently
isotopic rel. boundary. Proposition 10.2 implies that the free Wall form of Fi#T

2 is (1−T )(θnd
M̃i
⊕

H+(Z)). We also know by Proposition 8.3 that we can find normal 1-smoothings νi : XFi →
B := BTOPSpin×BZ2 and a homeomorphism f : ∂XF0#T 2 ∼= ∂XF1#T 2 , such that the union
along f is spin, has fundamental group Z2, and is null-bordant over B. Moreover f restricts to
a homeomorphism S(ν(F0#T

2)) → S(ν(F1#T
2)) that is ν-extendable rel. boundary. Thanks to

the criterion from Theorem 10.1, it now suffices to prove that ℓ5((Zh, 2θndM̃i
)⊕ 2H+(Z)) is trivial.

We verify the assumptions of Nikulin’s Theorem 7.34 for

(V, θ) := (Zh, 2θnd
M̃i

)⊕ 2H+(Z).

Let λ denote the symmetrisation of θ. We claim that rk(V ) = h+ 2 ≥ np(coker(λ̂)) + 2 for every
odd prime p. To see this let

λ′ := 2θnd
M̃i

+ (2θnd
M̃i

)∗

and note that np(coker(λ̂′)) ≤ h. Adding 2H+(Z) to λ′ to obtain λ adds Z2 ⊕ Z2 to the cok-

ernel, but does not affect the odd primary part. Therefore np(coker(λ̂)) = np(coker(λ̂′)) ≤ h,

so np(coker(λ̂))+2 ≤ h+2 = rk(V ), as claimed. The second condition of Theorem 7.34 holds since θ
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splits off a 2H+(Z) summand. By Corollary 7.35 we therefore have that ℓ5((Zh, 2θndM̃i
)⊕ 2H+(Z))

is trivial.
Theorem 10.1 now implies that f extends to a rel. boundary homeomorphism XF0#T 2 ∼=

XF1#T 2 . The ν-extendability condition implies that F0#T
2 and F1#T

2 are equivalent rel. bound-
ary, which again using the Alexander trick implies they are ambiently isotopic rel. boundary. □

Appendix A. Quadratic linking forms for h = 2, 3 and extremal normal Euler
number

During our proof of Theorem 10.3 for nonorientable surfaces with nonorientable genus h = 2, 3
and extremal normal Euler number we used that for the quadratic forms (V, θ) = (Z2,± [( 2 2

0 1 )]) ∈
Q+(Z2) and (V, θ) =

(
Z3,
[
±
(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)])
∈ Q+(Z3), the set bAut(V, 2θ) is trivial. More specifically,

this was asserted in the proof of Proposition 7.43. This section proves these facts. As we mentioned
above Corollary 7.35 (see specifically the diagram in (21)), for a quadratic form (V, θ) ∈ Q+(V )
over Z with symmetrisation (V, λ) we have Aut(V, θ) = Aut(V, λ). We will use Sage to calcu-
late Aut(V, λ) with respect to a particular basis and then show that Aut(V, λ) → Aut(∂(V, θ)) is
surjective.

A.1. Extremal normal Euler number calculation for h = 2. We prove that for the quadratic
form (V, θ) = (Z2, [( 2 2

0 1 )]) ∈ Q+(Z2) =: Q, the set bAut(V, 2θ) is trivial.

Lemma A.1. The quadratic form ψ := [( 4 4
0 2 )] ∈ Q+(Z2) is represented by

Q̃ =

(
2 0
0 2

)
.

The cokernel of the adjoint λ̂ of the symmetrisation λ of ψ is isomorphic to (Z4)
2 and, for [x], [y] ∈

(Z4)
2 the boundary symmetric form ∂λ : (Z4)

2 7→ Q/Z is given by

∂λ([x], [y]) = xT
(

1
4 0
0 1

4

)
y.

The boundary split quadratic form ∂ψ : (Z4)
2 → Q/Z is given by

∂ψ ([ x1
x2

]) =
1

8
(x21 + x22) ∈ Q/Z.

Proof. We claim that 2θ ∼= [( 2 0
0 2 )] ∈ Q+(Z2). Use e1, e2 to denote the canonical basis of Z2.

Perform the basis change which replaces e1, e2 by e1− e2, e2. With respect to this basis of Z2, the
quadratic form ψ := 2θ ∼= [( 4 4

0 2 )] now becomes
[(

1 −1
0 1

)
( 4 4
0 2 )

(
1 0
−1 1

)]
=
[(

2 2
−2 2

)]
. The claim now

follows because
[(

2 2
−2 2

)]
= [( 2 0

0 2 )] ∈ Q+(Z2).
We now calculate the boundary split quadratic linking form. The symmetrisation of ψ is

represented by A = ( 4 0
0 4 ). It follows that the boundary linking form ∂λ is defined on coker(λ̂) =

(Z4)
2, given by ∂λ([x], [y]) = xTA−1y where A−1 =

(
1
4 0

0 1
4

)
. As in Remark 7.26, the boundary

split quadratic linking form is ∂ψ([x]) = xTA−1Q̃A−1x ∈ Q/Z where [x] ∈ (Z4)
2. In particular,

evaluating on the canonical basis elements of (Z4)
2, we see that ∂ψ is determined by the pair of

elements ( 18 ,
1
8 ) of Q/Z. □

In the following proposition, we write automorphisms of (Z4)
2 as matrices with coefficients

in Z4.

Lemma A.2. The automorphism group of the quadratic form ψ := [( 4 4
0 2 )] ∈ Q+(Z2) contains 8

elements. More precisely, in the basis of Lemma A.1, we have a bijective correspondence

Aut(Z2, ψ)
1:1−−→

{(
ε1 0
0 ε2

)
,

(
0 ε1
ε2 0

) ∣∣∣∣ ε1, ε2 ∈ {±1}} ⊆ GL2(Z).

With respect to this same basis, the image of ∂ : Aut(Z2, ψ)→ Aut(∂(Z2, ψ)) is

Im(∂) =

{(
ε1 0
0 ε2

)
,

(
0 ε1
ε2 0

) ∣∣∣∣ ε1, ε2 ∈ {±1}} ⊆ Aut((Z4)
2).
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Proof. The calculation of Aut(Z2, ψ) follows from the fact, proved in Lemma A.1, that ψ is

represented by Q̃ = ( 2 0
0 2 ). The second statement is a consequence of the definition of ∂ as

∂F := (F ∗)−1. □

Proposition A.3. For (V, θ) = (Z2, [± ( 2 2
0 1 )]) ∈ Q+(Z2) =: Q, the set bAut(V, 2θ) is trivial.

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for θ = [( 2 2
0 1 )] because bAut(v) = bAut(−v) for every

quadratic form v. An automorphism of (Z4)
2 is determined by its values on e1 := [( 10 )] and e2 :=

[( 01 )]. We immediately rule out some automorphisms that do not preserve ∂ψ, where ψ := 2θ.
Given f ∈ Aut(∂(Z2, ψ)), write f(ei) = aie1+ bie2 with ai, bi ∈ Z4, note that since ∂λ(e1, e2) = 0,
Lemma A.1 implies that

1

8
= ∂ψ(ei) = ∂ψ(f(ei)) = ∂ψ(aie1 + bie2) = a2i ∂ψ(e1) + b2i ∂ψ(e2) + ∂λ(e1, e2) =

a2i + b2i
8
∈ Q/Z.

This implies that a2i + b
2
i ≡ 1 mod 8 with ai, bi ∈ Z4 for i = 1, 2 and thus {ai, bi} = {0,±1}. Using

Lemma A.2, this implies that Im(∂) = Aut(∂(Z2, ψ)). We deduce that bAut(Z2, ψ) is trivial, as
claimed. □

A.2. Extremal normal Euler number calculation for h = 3. We prove that for the quadratic

form (V, θ) =
(
Z3,
[
±
(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)])
∈ Q+(Z3), the set bAut(V, 2θ) is trivial.

Lemma A.4. Set ψ :=
[(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)]
∈ Q+(Z3). The form ψ is represented by

Q̃ =

12 32 −16
0 22 −22
0 0 6

 .

The cokernel of the adjoint λ̂ of the symmetrisation λ of ψ is isomorphic to Z8 ⊕ (Z2)
2 and,

for [x], [y] ∈ Z8 ⊕ (Z2)
2 the boundary symmetric form ∂λ : (Z8 ⊕ (Z2)

2)× (Z8 ⊕ (Z2)
2) 7→ Q/Z is

given by

([x], [y]) 7→ xT

 3
8 0 0
0 0 1

2
0 1

2 0

 y.

The boundary split quadratic form ∂ψ : Z8 ⊕ (Z2)
2 → Q/Z is given by

∂ψ
([

x1
x2
x3

])
=

11

16
x21 +

1

2
(x22 + x23) ∈ Q/Z.

Proof. Write Q :=
(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)
and A := Q +QT . Performing row and column operations on A, one

gets coker(A) = Z8 ⊕ (Z2)
2 with generators given by the classes of (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1) and (2, 0, 1).

With respect to this generating set, the boundary symmetric linking form ∂λ([x], [y]) = xA−1y is
isometric to the pairing

([x], [y]) 7→ xT

 3
8 − 1

2
1
2

− 1
2 0 − 1

2
1
2 − 1

2 0

 y ∈ Q/Z.

We now simplify this form by performing isometries that lift to Z3. Namely, we set B :=
(

1 0 2
0 1 0
0 1 1

)
and C :=

(
1 0 0
−1 1 0
−1 1 1

)
. Write D := BC. The linking form ∂λ is isometric to the pairing

([x], [y]) 7→ xTDTA−1Dy = xT

 3
8 0 0
0 0 1

2
0 1

2 0

 y.

The matrix Q̃ is obtained by using the defining relation of Q+(Z3):

M := D−1QD−T =

12 20 −12
12 22 −14
−4 −8 6

 ∼
12 32 −16

0 22 −22
0 0 6

 = Q̃.
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The statement about the boundary symmetric linking form now follows by construction, so we

conclude by studying the boundary quadratic linking form. The symmetrisation of Q̃ is G :=
D−1AD−T . As noted in Remark 7.26, the values for the boundary quadratic linking form follow
by looking at the diagonal entries of the matrix G−1MG−1 = DT (A−1QA−1)D. These diagonal
entries are precisely 11

16 ,
1
2 and 1

2 . □

As explained in [HR07, Theorem 3.6], there is a canonical isomorphism

(28) Aut(Z8 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2) ∼=

{
A =

(
a 4b 4c
d e f
g h i

)
∈M3(Z)

∣∣∣∣A mod 2 ∈ GL3(Z2)

}
{(

8a 8b 8c
2d 2e 2f
2g 2h 2i

) ∣∣∣∣ a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i ∈ Z
} .

From now on we use this isomorphism implicitly.

Lemma A.5. Set ψ :=
[(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)]
∈ Q+(Z3). The group Aut(ψ) has 48 elements. More precisely,

using the basis from Lemma A.4, the image of ∂ : Aut(Z3, ψ) → Aut(∂(Z3, ψ)) decomposes as
Im(∂) = X0 ⊔ Y0 where

X0 =
{(±1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

)
,
(±1 0 0

0 1 1
0 0 1

)
,
(±1 0 0

0 0 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±1 0 0

0 0 1
0 1 1

)
,
(±1 0 0

0 1 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±1 0 0

0 1 0
0 1 1

)}
has 12 elements and Y0 has 36 = 12 · 3 elements:

Y0 =

{(±3 4 0
0 1 0
1 0 1

)
,
(±3 4 4

0 1 1
1 0 1

)
,
(±3 0 4

0 0 1
1 1 0

)
,
(±3 0 4

0 0 1
1 1 1

)
,
(±3 4 4

0 1 1
1 1 0

)
,
(±3 4 0

0 1 0
1 1 1

)
,(±3 0 4

1 1 0
0 0 1

)
,
(±3 0 4

1 1 1
0 0 1

)
,
(±3 4 0

1 0 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±3 4 4

1 0 1
0 1 1

)
,
(±3 4 0

1 1 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±3 4 4

1 1 0
0 1 1

)
,(±3 4 4

1 1 0
1 0 1

)
,
(±3 4 0

1 1 1
1 0 1

)
,
(±3 4 4

1 0 1
1 1 0

)
,
(±3 4 0

1 0 1
1 1 1

)
,
(±3 0 4

1 1 1
1 1 0

)
,
(±3 0 4

1 1 0
1 1 1

)}
.

Proof. Write Q :=
(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)
so that the symmetrisation λ of ψ is represented by A = Q+QT . We

used Sage4 to list all the elements of {M | MTAM = A}, which is in bijective correspondence
with Aut(Z3, ψ) = Aut(V, λ). Taking the inverse transpose of these matrices and reducing the
coefficients according to (28) leads to the claimed determination of Im(∂). □

Proposition A.6. For (V, θ) =
(
Z3,
[
±
(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)])
∈ Q+(Z3), the set bAut(V, 2θ) is trivial.

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for θ =
[(

4 4 4
0 2 2
0 0 2

)]
because bAut(v) = bAut(−v) for every

quadratic form v. Write ψ := 2θ and λ for the symmetrisation of ψ. Recall that ∂ψ (resp. ∂λ)
denotes the boundary quadratic linking form (resp. boundary symmetric linking form) of ψ and λ.
Recall also that ∂ψ(x+ y) = ∂ψ(x) + ∂ψ(y) + ∂λ(x, y) and ∂ψ(rx) = r2∂ψ(x). Using these facts
as well as the calculation of ∂λ from Lemma A.4, we see that for (a, b, c) ∈ Z8 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 we have

(29) ∂ψ(a, b, c) =
11

16
a2 +

1

2
(b2 + c2) +

1

2
bc =

11a2 + 8(b2 + c2 + bc)

16
.

Now we begin our study of the automorphisms of ∂ψ. Such an automorphism f is determined by
its images on the canonical generators of Z8 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.

• For (a, b, c) := f(1, 0, 0) with a ∈ Z8, b, c ∈ Z2, the calculation in (29) gives

11

16
= f(1, 0, 0) = f(a, b, c) =

11a2 + 8(b2 + c2 + bc)

16
∈ Q/Z.

In other words we have

11 ≡ 11a2 + 8(b2 + c2 + bc) mod 16.

4Specifically we entered Q = QuadraticForm(ZZ, 3, [12, 32,−16, 22,−22, 6]) and then Q.automorphisms() to

list the automorphisms. The relevant documentation can be found here https://doc.sagemath.org/html/en/

reference/quadratic_forms/sage/quadratic_forms/quadratic_form.html.

https://doc.sagemath.org/html/en/reference/quadratic_forms/sage/quadratic_forms/quadratic_form.html
https://doc.sagemath.org/html/en/reference/quadratic_forms/sage/quadratic_forms/quadratic_form.html
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We also know that f(1, 0, 0) must have order 8. It follows that a = ±1 or ±3. If a = ±1
then we have the equation 8(b2 + c2 + bc) ≡ 0 mod 16 which implies b = c = 0. If a = ±3
then we have the equation 8(b2+c2+bc) ≡ 8 mod 16 which implies (b, c) ̸= (0, 0). Putting
this all together, we deduce that

f
(

1
0
0

)
∈
{(±1

0
0

)}
⊔
{(±3

x
y

) ∣∣∣ ( xy ) ∈ { ( 10 ) , (
0
1 ) , (

1
1 )
}}

.

• For (a, b, c) := f(0, 1, 0) with a ∈ Z8, b, c ∈ Z2, the same reasoning as above (but this time
using ∂ψ(0, 1, 0) = 1

2 ) leads to the equation

8 ≡ 11a2 + 8(b2 + c2 + bc) mod 16.

Since f(0, 1, 0) must have order 2 we obtain that a ∈ {0, 4}. Since a2 ≡ 0 mod 16 for
both a = 0 and a = 4, we obtain the equation

8 ≡ 8(b2 + c2 + bc) mod 16.

This implies that (b, c) ̸= (0, 0). Putting this all together, we deduce that

f
(

0
1
0

)
∈
{(

x
1
0

)
,
(
x
0
1

)
,
(
x
1
1

) ∣∣∣∣x ∈ {0, 4}}.
• The exact same reasoning shows that

f
(

0
0
1

)
∈
{(

x
1
0

)
,
(
x
0
1

)
,
(
x
1
1

) ∣∣∣∣x ∈ {0, 4}}.
Combining these calculations, we have proved that

Im(∂) ⊆ Aut(∂(Z3, ψ)) ⊆ X ⊔ Y ⊆ Aut(Z8 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2)

where X is the following set with (2 · 2 · 2) · 6 = 48 elements

X =

{(±1 b c
0 1 0
0 0 1

)
,
(±1 b c

0 1 1
0 0 1

)
,
(±1 b c

0 0 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±1 b c

0 0 1
0 1 1

)
,
(±1 b c

0 1 1
0 1 0

)
,
(±1 b c

0 1 0
0 1 1

) ∣∣∣∣ b, c ∈ {0, 4}},
and Y is the following set with (3 · 2 · 2 · 2) · 6 = 144 elements

(30) Y =

{(±3 b c
d 1 0
g 0 1

)
,
(±3 b c

d 1 1
g 0 1

)
,
(±3 b c

d 0 1
g 1 0

)
,

(±3 b c
d 0 1
g 1 1

)
,
(±3 b c

d 1 1
g 1 0

)
,
(±3 b c

d 1 0
g 1 1

) ∣∣∣∣ b, c ∈ {0, 4}, ( dg ) ∈ { ( 01 ) , (
1
0 ) , (

1
1 )
}}

.

We are justified in writing these automorphisms of Z8⊕Z2⊕Z2 as matrices because the entries b
and c are divisible by 4 and because the reductions mod 2 have nonzero determinant; see (28).

Using the basis from Lemma A.4, elements of Aut(∂(Z3, ψ)) must additionally preserve the
linking form

([x], [y]) 7→ xT

(
3
8 0 0

0 0 1
2

0 1
2 0

)
y.

Tedious but explicit matrix calculations (available upon request) show that of the 192 elements
of X ⊔ Y only those in Im(∂) (as listed in Lemma A.5) preserve the linking form. For example(

3 4 0
1 1 0
1 1 1

)T ( 3
8 0 0

0 0 1
2

0 1
2 0

)(
3 4 0
1 1 0
1 1 1

)
≡

(
3
8

1
2

1
2

1
2 0 1

2
1
2

1
2 0

)
̸=

(
3
8 0 0

0 0 1
2

0 1
2 0

)
∈M3(Q/Z).

We conclude that Im(∂) = Aut(∂(Z3, ψ)) and this concludes the proof of the proposition. □
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